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SECTION 1 ("SIGNIFICANT ORCGNIATION OR~ UNIT ACTIVIIES

1, (S) genera1> Throqghout the last quarter CIDG forces have
aggressively pursi the Viet Cong and successfully thwarted his attempts,
to mass forces for 14.-Ep scale attacks on CIDG camps. The increasingly
rapid respon-se b7- CIDO unIts.1 Mike Forces, tactical aircraft, and
artillery to enemy contacts and intelligence reports has unquestionably
limited VC operations and caused him to sustain large numbers of
casualties. Thi steadily Jimp-roving reaction capability has also
given a tremendous bcost to the corfidence of the CIDO troops. During
the last three months CIDO forces were credited with k'illing 1,.302 VO,
as compared with 81"1 for the previous reporting period*

S'm)-.Particularly noteworthyl was the contribution of the CIDG units
in Joint opera'.iJons with other Free World Military Assistaince Forces.
The missions given to CIEG' units include reconnaissance, search and
destroy, flank socurity, blocking force, reaction forze, road andi
convoy security, And special misaions. In all such operations the
CIDG forces have proven to be a potent, flexible supplement to con-
ventional uniits, P\Outstanding examples are Operation Rio Blanco, Task

DOWNGRADING AT 3 1RINTERVAIS
DECLASSIFIEI) AFTER 1 'YEARS
DODII.R 5200.10 ~ ~~
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Force Prong (see Inclosure 10), the Yike Force in Tay Ninh Province
prior to Operation Attleboro (see Inclosure 11), and Project Delta
reconnaissance operations. The Mobile Guerrilla Force concept was
further developed and refined with the successful completion of
Blackjack 21 and 22 (see Inclosures 16, 17). These operations were of
significant value in restricting the VC use of safe havens in areas
where he had been previously unmolested. In addition, experience
gained in unconventional warfare operations of this type will be an
invaluable aid to the future development of Special Forces doctrine.
The flood conditions which existed throughout the Delta area in the
fall of 1966 turned out to be an opportunity as well as a hardship
(see Inclosures 13 - 15). By exploiting a responsiveprolific
logistical system, superior firepower and mobility, and personal
ingenuity and determination, the detachments in IV CTZ were able to
achieve several telling victories over the enemy. The employment
of airboats and U.S. Navy Patrol Air Cushion Vehicles (PACV) to-
gether with armed helicopters, reconnaissance aircraft, and air-
mobile reaction forces proved to be a formidable operational asset
against the Viet Cong. Using information gained and lessons
learned during this period, Company D is preparing a rainy season
offensive plan for 1967 which is designed to capitalize oni the
potential advantages of flood conditions to friendly units. To cope
with the personnel problems generated by the expanding scope and
intensity of Special Forces operations, a Modified Table of
Organization and Equipment (MTOE) was written and submitted to
USARV (see Inclosure 22). The approval of the MTOE will solve one
of the greatest problems facing this unit, i.e., maintaining
sufficient personnel to accomplish currently assigned missions.
The Group staff was reorganized in order to facilitate coordinatin
and planning of the Revolutionary Development program'for 1967.
The S5 section has been redesignated the Revolutionary Development
Support Activity, and PSYOP is now a function of the S3 section.
The group historical program was given additional impetus by the
visit of BG S.L.A Marshall. "!nder his guidance selected unit
personnel were trained in the technique of conducting combat after-
action interviews. Also, a Group regulation outlining the historical
program is being published. As an adjunct to this program, a
Historical/Group Behavior Pilot Study is being conducted among
selected "A" detachments (see Inclosure 19). To accumodate and
stimulate the spiritual aspects of a soldier's life, a new Group
Chapel was built in a priod of only 17 days. It was cp '3d in
time for the visit of Francis Cardinal Spellman, eho led Christin
Mass &n! Blessed the attractive new Chapel.

2
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2. (C) Intelligence: During the reporting period the Group S2 continued
implementation of previously initiated plans to increase the intelligence
collection and production effort within the comnd. For greater efficiency
and economy of personnel there has been a consolidation and reorganization of
intelligence resources at thA "A" detachment, "B" detachment, and company levels
(Incl #2). Plans for utilization of the DOD authorized MI augmentation detach-
ment have been finalized, and the first of these personnel have already arrived
in the Group (Incl 2, Annex 2). As an aid to lower level unite and to insure
receiving maximum timely information and intelligence, many new group regulations
are being published and distributed. To insure the maximum utilization of all
intelligence resources and prevent costly duplication of effort, an aggressive
program of close coordination with ell intelligence agencies in the Republic
of Vietnam has been instituted. (Incl 2, Annex 1).

a. It has been recognized that one of the major advantages onjoyed
by the free world military forces over the enemy is the superiority of our
modern technology as applied to warfare* This same technology which has proven
so effective on the battlefield in terms of mobility and firepower can also
be put to use in the intelligence field. The Group is currently engaged in
the development, procuremont and use of advanced electronic devices to aid in
combat surveillance and specialized intelligence projects (Incl 2, Annex 3).

b. On 18 January 1967 the Group conducted an S2 Conference/Semi-
nar to discuss the variations of Special Forces in-country intelligence
activities and arrive at a standard program in consonance with current Group
policy and HACV directives. -All participants were encouraged to present
their personal views on their areas of the proposed intelligence program.
Reoommendatior for intelligneco requirements and procedures were finalized.

c. The final phase of the intelligence cycle is dissemination of
the finished intelligence product. The incrensing capability of the Group's
collection and analysis elements and the greater number of intelligence report
recipients has seriously overloaded the Group's reproduction facilities.
One "3M" Brand Model 209 has been requisitioned for use by the Group headquarters,
which processes an average of more than 450 duplications of documents, r aords,
letters, and supporting inclosures each day. Five '3M" Brand Model 107'a
have been requisitioned for use by Companies A, B, C, D, and Detachmnt B-55
in order to more effectively administer to higher, lower and adjacent units.

3
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3. (C) Operations and Training:

a. Plans.

(1) The plan for special operations during the first half of
a 1967 was drawn up and submitted during the querter. Additionally, re-
visions and updating on existing Otans and diroct-es concerning 5th SFG
CI and UW missions were completed and submitted as directed by MACV.

(2) The preparation of specific contingency plans for the 5th
SF0 was initiated and will be completed during the next quarter.

(3) The 5th Special Forces Group MOE 31-I05E, dated 11 January
1967, was forwarded to U.S. Army, Vietnam,on 13 January 1967 and is currently
being staffed by that headquarters. The approval of the NTOF will solve one
of the greatest problems facing this unit, i.e., assignment of sufficient
personnel to accomplish currently assigned missions. Although certain in-
creases in unit strength wore approved and authorized as far back as 1965,

the obstacle of troop strength limitations in Vietnam has caused the MTOE

to be slowed up pending identification of trade-off spaces. U.S. Army, Vietnam,
has attempted to alleviate the personnel shortage problems by indorsing a

5th Special Forces Group request for TDY personnel for 180 days as a stop-gap
masure, and by attempting to expedite the transmittal of the TITOE. In house

measures being taken by the 5th Special Forces Group to address the personnel

problem include: assignment of personnel within the group to insure maximum
manning of operational units and minimum manning of headquarters units, on-

couragemeny of voluntary tour extensions, and a hard look at all requests for
curtailment of tours.

b. (C) Oprations. Summary of Significant Operations by Corps
Tactical Zones:

X CTZs Dring the period 20-23 November, CID and RF units from

several camp areas in I Corps participated in the first joint/cambined operation
in I Corps. Other its participating in Operation "Rio Blanco" were ARVN,
ARVN Rangers, Korean Marines, and U.S. Marines. In December USASF detachmnt
members from Camps Tian Phuc, A-102, Quang Tin Province; Ha Thanh, A-lC4, Quang
Ngai Province; and Thuong Duc, A-109, Quang Nam Prov'1_nc, were attached to the

lst USM Reconnaissance Battalion to participate in operations that were being
conducted in or near the TARI's of their individual detachments. This
program proved to be highly successful and will be continued.

Operational activity in the area of Camp Thuong Duc increased
in aise, nraier and scope during the reporting period. The most successful
operation was conducted on 21-22 Jmuary 1967. This search and destroy
operation,, consisting of four USASF, two LIDB and two companies of CIMO,
becam hoavily engaged with a, witimated two copanese of VC main force
troops in the vicinity of ZC 2054. Due to the requirmnt for quick reaction
by an exploitation force, an additional oompany of CIDO and R were dis-
patched from the cam. The Mobile Force, which was on standby as a compuW
reserve at Danang, was shuttled into Camp Thuong Duc to provide additional
ezploitation forcee and to agmsnt camp defer. By aggressive maneuvering

4
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and excellent fire and air support, this operation resulted in 49 VC
killed (confirmed), 25 VC killed (probable), ard large amounts of
supplies and equipment destroyed.

9During the period 19-21 December Detachment A-1OI moved
from Khe Sanh to Long Vei II. Prior to the move Long Vei had been an
ARVN camp. The camp was completely operational by 21 December.

I! CTZ: On 8 November Task Force Prong was initiated in
the area of Operation Paul Revere IV. Iritially the Task Force con-
sisted of ore Mike Force Company (3rd Co), one CIDG company from Camp
Duc Co, A-253, Pleiku Province, and a command element from Company B.
At 101330 Nov the Duc Co company, the Plei Djereng company and the
command element were in heavy contact with an estimated battalion from
the 33rd NVA Regiment. Contact was broken when two companies from the
4th U.S. Iifantry Division linked up with the CIDG force at 110030 Nov.
On 110630 Nov the Mike Force company was in heavy contact with an estimated
battalion from the 88th NVA Regiment. Contact was broken when a U.S.
company linked up with the Mike Force at 111630 Nov. In these actions
two USASF were killed and three were wounded. On 190900 Nov the Mike
Force company was relieved by two infantry companies from the 4th U.S.
Infantry DivJsion. (See inclosure 10 for After Action Report).

During the month of January there was a significant in-
crease in activity around Camp Lac Tien, A-236, Darlac Provrinc.
Operations conducted on 5, 10, and 13 January made contact with VC
units up to company size, resulting in a total of 22 VC killed (confirmed)
and over 100 probably killed. One CIrG was killed,9 wouz-A.-d, and two
USASF wounded in these conto ta. On 13 January one CMG company was
airlifted from Camp An Lac, A-234, Darlac Province, to provide reinforce-
went for Camp Lac Tien. The next day two ARVN battalions coerAed
operations in this area to further augment the security of the camp. A
company size operation from Camp Lac Tien again made contact on 19 January
during which seven VC were killed by airstrikes (confirmed), 35 probably
killed, and five automatic weapons destroyed. Reaction forces were sent
out from camp, but were called back because of intelligence reports
indicating that a large enemy force was moving from the south with the
intent to overrun Lac Tien District Headquarters and Camp Lac Tien.
Although this attack has not materialized, it is considered to be well
within the enemy's capability, and the threat to the camp still exists.

Construction of a new camp at Plei Djereng, A-251, Fleiku
rovince, began in December. A concentrated effort started on 13 Dec

with the arrival of the Special Forces Engineer Team KB-7 of the 539th
&gineer Detachment. This is the first camp to be built under the
"fighting cap'" concept (See Inclosure 3).

III CTZ:' The most significant action during this reporting
period occurred near Carp Soui Da, '-322, Tay Ninh Frovince. On 2 Nov
the III Corps Mike Force was noved ty air into the Soul. Da area to
conduct reconnaissance missions against a kncwt. VC base area. Eight
separate c-'ntacts were made with 2lements of several VC regiments. The
Mike Force use credited with rendering a VC battalion ineffective. Total

C 0 W F10 IV TIA L1-5t
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confirmed anemy casualties were 85 killed, and another 148 probably killed
f antgnd action. this action was part of a develtSping situation which
Later ecame uperatlon Attleboro, the largest operation of the war up to
that time. (See Inclosur2 11 for After Action Report).

On 3. Jan a combined CIDG, 1LRVN and Mike Force heliborne /0
operation was ititiated in support of the opening of a new CIDG camp at
Tra Cu, A-352, Han Nghia }'rovince. Continuous ligh.Wto-moderate eneM1

contacts have been made since the operation began. On 21 Jan one Mike
Force Company and one CIDG company on a search and destroy operation
engaged an estimated reinforced VC company armed with automatic weapons.
A heavy firefight ensued, and artillery and airstrikes were called in.
Two USASF were wounded on the initial contact, a-nd a Medevac helicopter
cam in to perform the evacuation. After take-off, the helicopter re-
ceived heavy ground fire and was shot down, resulting in one U.S. pilot
killeu and one helicopter destroyed. As the firefight continued, one
USASF was killed, one CIDG killed, and seven CIDG wounded in an assault
on VC positions. After airstrikes were received, the VC broke contact
and withdrew southwest. As of 31 Jan, 19 VC had been killea, four
captured, and nine suspects detained. Also, the operation had suffered
a total of 42 friendly c-sualties, the majority of which had been
caused by mines and booby ti:ns that had been encountered in the area.

On 14 Jan a company size search and destroy operation :ram
Bu Dop, A-341, Phuoc Long 1rovince made contact with an estimated NVA
battalion in defensive positions. Airstrikes and artillery supported$
and the 31st ARVN Ranger Battalion from Song Be, B-34, Phuoc Long Province,
was dispatched to Bu Dop to reinforce camp defenses after another CIDG
company was sent to-the contact area as a reaction force. Results of
this contact were 55 NVA L-lled ..nd 13 weapons captured. Friendly
casualties were three CIDG killed and 11 wounded, with six weapons lost.
(See Inclosure 12 for After Actim Report).

During the last quart.r Detachment B-35 was relocated from
Hiep Hoa to Due Hoa in Hau Nghia Province, with Detacbment A-351 assuming
operations at Hiep Hoa. On 4 Jar Detachment A-333 moved to a new location
at Cam Song Be, Phuoc Long Province. As mentioned above, Camp Tra Cu,
A-352, Hau Nghia Province was opened on 10 January.

IV CTZ: The past quarter began with much of the Delta area
still flooded. As a result of Special Forces logistical capability and
the vulnerability of the Viet Cong forces, the flooded conditions gave
friendly forces a clear tactical advantage. This advantage as further
enhanced by the employmunt of airboats, U.S. Navy Patrol Air Cushion
Vehicles (PACV), and armed helicopters in combined operations. Three
airboat platoons completed training and were deployed to the operational
areas of Moc Hoa (B-41) and Cai Cai (A-41). These platoons participated
L. forty-five search and destroy operations during the month of Novemberand the first half of December (See Inclosure U4). Three U.S. Navy PACV's

were deployed in Kien Tuong province on an experimental basis and proved
excellent for use in this area. The speed, firepower and shock effect
of the airboat platoons and IACV's together with armed helicopters turned

many operations into decisive victories. The most outstanding operation
oZ this type was conducted on 22 Nov by Camp Moc Hoa, A-414, Kien Tuong
Province. This search and destroy operation was supported by five airboats,

6
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three PACVs, and armed helicopters. The helicopters made contact with
75 VC in 25 sampans who were attempting to withdraw to the north when
sighted. The PACV's and airboats moved to the location and engaged
the VC. CIDG forces were helilifted into position east of the contact
and advanced appro.imately 200 meters northwest until they had to be
extracted due to proximity 2f the Cambodian border. Results of this
operation were 56 VC killed, Ui small arms various other items captured,
with only one CIDG wounded. (See inclosure 14, annex 1, for After
Action Report)

When the water table receded in mid-December, camps damaged
by the floods began their assessment of damage and reccnstruction within
their capabilities. An after action report on the flood period has been
included in this report as Inclosure 13.

A significant contact was made by Camp Thuong Thoi, A-425,
Kien Phong Province, on 6 Jan. A compar size search and destroy patrol
engaged an estimated VC company in fortified positions. A-425 requested
assistance from the Mike Force in trying to hold the VC in position and
destroying them befo-e they could slip across the Cambodian border.
A USAF FAC adjusted artillery fire and called for an immediate airstrike
while the Mike Porce company was being committed. Within three hours
of the request, sufficient helicopters had been assembled and the Mike
Force company hd been helilifted into position. Even th.ugh the VC
company was able to withdraw into Cambodia under cover of darkness and
carry away the dead and wounded, all indications were that the VC suffered
heavy casualties.

Detachment A-427 on Phu Quoc Island continued operation
Pepperbush, which is designed to pacify the entire island during 1967.
Phase IV was completed in December 1966 with favorable results. The VC
no longer band together in large units, but move about in small groups
mostly talking evasive action.

c. (S) Special Operations.

(1) Project Omega: riroject Omega participated in Operation
BIACKHAW8 under the operational control of CG. I FForce V with eight
recornaissance teams, the 3rd Reaction Force .ompwny, and two platoons
from the Security Force during the period 12 November-3 December 1966. on
12 Decamber 1966, the detachment returned to the field for continuation of
BIACKHAM, which lasted until 12 January 1967. The results of these
operations were highly profitable with regard to intelligence gathered for
use in planning future FWhAF operations.

(2) Project -Delta: Since the last reporting period Project
Delta conducted the following activities:

(a) Opn 13-66 Vhase I - (14 Oct - 18 Nov)

(b) Opn 13-66 Phase II - 28 Nov - 24 Dec 66. The ihase
II operation resulted in six VC KI, nine KBA.

(3) Project Sipa: Since the last reporting period, Project
Siipa has conducted 5. operations as follows

SOCAST



(a) Operation Point Lansing (4-9 Nv).

(b) Operation 5-66 '10 Nov - 6 Dec).

(c) Operation Toronto (4-8 Jan). /2-

(d) Operation Nashville (17-19 Jan 67).

(e) Operation Sheboygan (17-18 Jan 67).

The operations resulted in 18 VC killed.

(4) The following is an outline of the long range reconnalssance
patrol program of the 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne):

(a) Concept:

1. Overt reconnaissance and commando assets, rrojects
Omega and Sigma. are deployed to provide a long range reconnaissance and
interdiction capability to Commanding GenerarIFFY mnd IIFv.

2.. Reconnaissance and Airborne Ranger force assets,
Project Delta, are deployed to provide long range reconnaissance and inter-
diction capability to Senior Advisors I and IV CTZ or provide a MACV
reserve for in-country operations.

(b) Forces:

1. Special Operations Command Element-HA TRANG:

Deputy Oemmander for Special Operations, Head-
quarters, 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne).

2. Iroject Delta (USMACV Reserve)-NHA TRANG:

a. Detachment B-52, 5th Special Forces Group (Abn).

b. 91st Airborne Ranger Battalion (5 companies),

c. One camp defense compar.

d. l2 reconnaissance teams (Recondo).

e. 6 CIDG Road Runner Teams.

3. Project Omega (IFFV)-NHA TRhNG:

a. Detachment B-50, 5th Special Forces Group (Abn).

b. 3 comando companies.

g One ca p defense company.



d. 8 reconnaissance team.

e. 4 Road Runner Teams.

Pj. Froject Siga (IIFFV)-HO NGOC TAO:

1. 3 commando companies.

b. 1 camp defense company.

c. 8 reconnaissance teams.

r MACV Recondo School-NHA TRANG:

STRENGTH RFMAUITULATION: Recon RR Commando Security
Teams Teams Companies Companies

Dot Off

B-50 7 52 8 4 3 1

B-52 19 71 12 6 *5 1

B-56 11 49 4 3 1

MACV 3 27
ECONDO

SCHOOL

* - 91st Airborne Ranger Battalion (VNSF).

(c) Tasks:

1. The long range reconnaissance task of the 5th Special
Forces Group (AirborneT is to find the enemy. This task is a country-wide
effort extending through the four CTZ' s or the Republic of Vietnam and re-
lated to conducting special operations against VC/NVA heriquarters,
communications facilities, supply lines and bases in areas along the SVN/LAos
and Cambodian borders.

2. Special Operation Projects:

a. Project Delta maintains an operational command,
providing advisory personnel for 12 US/VN reconnaissance team and the 91st
Airborne Ranger Battalion (VNF). Project Delta missions are assigned jointly
by MCV/JGB and the project is then placed under the operational control of
a specified VN Corps. Project Delta has been continuously deployed for
periods up to 30 days with 5 to 7 days rest and refit between operations.
MACV continues to have a Project Delta force for use in I and IV Corps or
to satisfy unfulfilled requirements in II and III Corps.

k.Project Omega inintains an operational command
providing command and control personnel for 8 U3/VN reconnaissance team,
3 commando companies and 1 cmp security oojwn. I rojoct Omega is organised

s$x
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with US personnel and Mike Force assetse obviating the necessity for ob-
taining ARVN/JGS concurrence prior to employment. rroject Omega is
commanded by Commanding Officer, 5th Special Forces Group (irborne) and
is under the operational control of Commanding General IFFV. Missions
are assigned by Commanding General IFFV and operational control may be
passed to a US divisional command. Project Omega is normally deployed
for periods up to 20 days with 5 to 7 days rest and refit between
operations.

c. Project Sigma maintains an operational command
providing command and control for 8 US/VN reconnaissance teams, 3 commando
companies and 1 camp security company. Project Sigma is organized with US
personnel and Mike Force assets, obviating the necessity for obtaining ARVN/
JGS concurrence prior to employment. Project Sigma is commanded by C6mmanding
Officer, 59h Special Forces Group (Airborne) and is under the operational
control of Commanding General IIFFV. Missions are assigned by Commanding
General IIFFV and operational control may be passed to a US divisional
ccmmand. rroject Sigma is normally deployed for periods up to 20 days with
5 to 7 days rest and refit between operations.

(d) Campaign Plan:

1. General:

a. Projects Omega, Delta and Sigma remain responsive
to their respective control headquarters. Following alert for operational
commitment, projects are assigned areas of operation (AO).

b. Liaison and coordination is effected, support
requirements stated, and an operational plan formulated. This plan is pre-
sented to the controlling headquarters for approval. A Forward Operating

Base (FOB) is established and required force deployed to the FOB. Re-
connaissance team are assigned Reconnaissance Zones 4Zs) and infiltrated
in accordance with the approved operation order. Commando iurces are held
ready for conitment to support extraction of reconnaissance teams in the
event an emergency should develop. During the conduct of the operation,
SIYMS and SIOT RORTS are transmittv2 to the control headquarters with
info copies passed to interested headquarters. Upon completion of the
reconnaissance mission, teams are axtracted and debriefedand a detailed
after action report is published and distribu 1.

2. Support Requirements:

a. Army Aviation Support:

Li) Deputy Commander for Special Operations,
5th Special Forces Group (Airborne), assumes control of Arny aviation
support normally in direct support of Detachment B-52 operations so that
no lose of team work or operational capability will occur.

(2) Appropriate FFV commander provides Aiay
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SECRET
aircraft air support to Projects Omega and Sigma. Every effort is made to
use the sane aircraft crews in order to enhance operational techniques and
tes-vork.

15 (2) Supported headquarters provide con-
tinuous air radio relay support to insure that a dawn-to-dusk communications
link with depioyed reconnaissance teams is maintained.

(A) Airlift for 132 man Coamando Company on
a 2 hour stand-by basis.

3. Tactical air support:

a. Project. Delta continues to be augmented by 1USAF ALO and FIX with OlE aircraft.

_. Appropriate FFV commander provides Projects
Omega and Sigma with similar support, at least to include 1 FAC and O-3E/F
aircraft.

c. Tactical air support is provided throughrespective corps DASC. Air strikes are normally delivered within 30 minutesfrom the time of request.

J. Fire support: When operational, projects Omega,
Delta and Sigma receive fire support from the supported command.

. xploitation force: An exploitation force of
company to brigade strength may be providedpas required and appropriate, to
expluit targets of opportunity uncovered by reconnaissance teams and/or
commando forces.

(5) Y.,bile Guerrilla Force: During the past reporting period3 p
two Mobile Guerrilla Force operations were completed. Blackjack 21, 9 Oct -
9 Nov 66, was conducted in siuthweatern Kontum Province (see Inclosure 16
for After Action Report). Blackjack 22, 10 Dec 66 to 12 Jan 67, was con-
ducted in Boun Me Ga area of II CTZ (see Inclosure 17 for After Action
Report). As of 31 Jan 67 two operations, Blackjack 31 and Blackjack 41, are
in progress. The following is an outline of the Mobile Guerrilla Force
program as developed by the 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne).

(a) (S) Concept: USASF Mobile Guerrilla Forces are
deployed into VC dominated areas to establish a series of secret patrol
bases and conduct reconnaissance and combat operations against VC/NVA
forces.

(b) (S) Forces:

1. 8 USASF "A" Detachsnts.

2. 8 Combat Reconnaissance Platoons.

. 8 Guerrilla Companies.

11
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(c) (S) Phases of Execution:

1. Phase I: Each "C" detachment, 5th Special Forces
Group (Airborne) is assigned two (2) USASF "A" detachments and from within
Corps recruiting resources, provided two (2) Combat Recon Platoons and two
(2) Guerrilla Companies. Mike Force reaction forces are currently assigned
and require no augmentation. All units, except USASF "A" detachments, will
consist of indigenous personnel responsive to US command and control.

J. Phase II: An intensified training period will be
conducted by the USASF "A" detachment at a location to be designated by
Commanding Officer, "C" detachment. Primary emphasis will be placed on
individual and small unit tactics and operations. This training will cover:

a. Intelligence collection.

b. Reconnaissance operations.

c. Raids and ambushes.

d. Marksmanship.

e. Commmications.

f. First aid.

£. Survival.

h. Land navigation.

i. ftsical conditioning.

,. Special stjects to include DZ selection,
reporting and operations.

P. hase III:

a. Operations commnce on I-Day (to be announced)
with the land inflltration of the guerrilla fbrce into the area of operation
from a pre-selected and established Forward Operating Base (F%) and/or
Misasln Support Site (NSS).

k. The Combat Reconnaissance Platoon (CeF) will
be dispatched in advance of the min body to provide route recoraissance,
collect intelligence infoz-%tinn and establish the initial resupply point.
The CRP wl secure the patz.ul base (PB) and receive the first resupply.
Within the open.tiolml area, the CRI will perform reconuais nee to
determine roate* of inflltration and provide intelligance laftiation on
the location of camications liaison stations a other Viet Ceng
inStallations.
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c. The guerrilla company will move on order,
infiltrating into the operational area following deployment of the CRF.

/7 The guerrilla comparV will operate from a series of pre-selected patrol
bases acting as a strike force to ambush routeL o infiltration and
attack VC installations based on intelligence in.ormation furnibhed by
CRF. Primary emphasis will be placed on night operations.

d. (S) Campaign Plan:

( General: Although CIDG camps are
established to conduct border surveillance and reconnaissance, numbrous
infiltration routes along the Camboia-Laos-Vietnam border afford NVA/VC
combat forces a means of continued Lccess. The guerrilla fcrce is designed
as an "Econom of Force" effort intenied to project into remote isolated
areas not under ARVN/FWAF/CIDG surveillance. This force is especially
tailored and trained to strike against enemy forces who have heretofore
operated with seeming impunity.

CL) Planning: Comiaring Officer, Detachments
0-1, C-2, C-3 and C-4, 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) initiate an
immediate study to ascertain profitable areas of employment for their
respective guerrilla forces. Areas will be assigned priorities and
recommendations forwarded to this headquarters. Particular attention will
be afforded the following areas:

(a) Detachment C-1 - A Shau Valley

(b) Detachment C-2 - Bu Prang

(c) Detachment C-3 - Rung Sat Zone

(d) Detachment C-4 - 7 mountains

() Comand and Control:

(a) The guerrilla for- o operates under
operational control of UW.SF "C" detachment upon orders from this headquarters.
The guerrilla force is comnanded by the USkSF "A" detachment commander.

(b) Ccmunications are established using

the AN/Pw.64 (CV) direct to the US\SF "C" detachment, monitored by head-
quarters, 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne). ,ir-ground tactical support
and radio relay are provided by AN/PRC-25 (FM). The HT-I radio provides
inter-command conmunications.

A) Mission: The gerrilla force deploys into
aasigned operational area (AO) from FOB and/or MSS and establishes a series
of secret patrol bases, and from these bases conducts border surveillance,
interdiction of VC/NVA forces and installations in oporational area. Air-
strikes are mployed against all targets of opportunity.

13
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( Capabilities:

(a) Conduct ground reconnaissance.

(b) Provide b6rder surveillance.

(c) Conduct raids and abushes againstcompeny size NVA/VC units.

(d) Conduct sustained ground operations
against platoon size VC/NVA forces.

(e) Improve and secure LZs for reinforcing
friendly fo'ces for a limited time.

(S) Provide flank and local security for

larger sized friendly forcas.

(6) Support requiements include:

(a) Tactical Air: There will be no require-
int for pre-planned airetrikes. Tactical air support required for the
guerrilla force will be requested by the USASF "A" detachment persomel as
required.

( ) Continuous airborne radio relay.

(L) Air resupply of the guerrilla force
will be conducted every third to fifth day during the hours of darkness.
Bundle codes will be employed.

d. (C) Trainit sg

(1) The HACV Recondo School conducted three claees between
6 Nov aai 28 Jan.

Class Feriod ac f~s

RS-3 6 Nov 66-25 Nov 66 30

RS-4 4 Dc 66-24 Dec 66 36

RS-5 9 Jan 67-28 Jan 67 22
TOTAL 88

(2) Detachment B-50 conducted six basic airborne classes
during the reporting period.

4-66 25 Nov 66 139

5-66 8 Doc 66 211

6-620Doec66 201

1I4
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Clas Date qalified Number Qualified

7-66 30 Dec 66 158

1-67 14 Jan 67 118

2-67 28 Jan 67 198

TOTAL 1,025

e. (C) viation:

(1) The C-7A (Caribou) was transferred from Army control to
Air Force control on 1 January 1967. The operational control of the seven
aircraft supporting the 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) remained under
the Group Commander. The transition required no adjustment by the 5th
Special Forces Group air movement section since the same personnel con-
tinued to perform a similar mission. The Air Force has provided the
responsive air lift required by the 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne)
to perform its tactical mission.

(2) The 281st Aviation Campany (AML) provided a portion
of the helicopter support for the MACV Recorno classes R-3-67, R-4-67,
R-5-67 and R-6-67. This unit's experience in supporting Special Forces
reconnaissance operations proved to be of great value in the training
and helped to insure continuity of procedures for infiltration, ex-
filtration and use of airborne emergency equipment such as the McGuire
rig. The school is also supported by a Special Forces US!,F FAC. The
USAF FAC presents a formal class on FAC procedures ani participates in
tactical operations.

(3) The 281st Aviation Company (iML) employed a heavy fire
team in the IV Corps tactical Zone of South Vienam frozr 7 Janwary to
20 January 1967.

(4) Aircraft availability and utilization:

See inclosure 18.

f. (S) Research and Development Projects. Currently Under Evaluation:

(1) Manpack Personnel Detector (It D). The MD is a device in-
tended to alert a foot patrol to the presence of concealed humane in ambush
by detecting certain human chemical effluents. This device weighs 23 pounds.
It is 19 inches long and 14 inches wido. The 5th SFt, presently has ten
MPD's. Seven are located in the field a&rv three xre located at SPOB. At the
SFOB, one W'D is out of order, two are kept as roplacements. The evvlwttion
is to be completed NLT 28 Feb 67. Indications are that the W4'D will have
limited use for Special Forces use.

(2) Baetlefield Illumination Svstem. The prototype system con-
sists of 12 individual flares uach :ontainet in 7 fiLamert wound launch tune.
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These 12 launch tubes are bonded to a molded* plastic breech plate and further
bonded into an extended plastic outer case. The overall dimensions of the
system are 5 inches by 6 inches by 21 inches, an4 the total weight is 9 is.
The system is designed to provide six minutes of continuous illumination or
,,, combination ofoone and five minutes, or three and three minutes. The
5t, SFGA presently has 14 illumination kits. Seven will be located in II
0TZ and seven will be located in III CTZ. Preliminary tests indicate item
is excellent.

(3) 40mm Grenade Launchcr (XM-IJ8). This item was designed
to be mounted under the front hand guard of the M-16 rifle. It has an
extension bar attached to the right side of the weapon to.bring the
launcher trigger near the trigger of the rifle. 5th SF GA is presently
evaluating five XM-148's. Two are located with Project Delta, two with
Project Omega and one in IV CTZ. Results to date are excellent.

(4) Battery Operated ?1*orescent Lanp. This lamp has an U
inch miniature fluorjcenix tube powered by two 69 volt batteries or by 110
volt AC curre.. The Lvup is designed to be hand carried or su-pended from
two eyelets on the back of the lamp. 5th SFGA has three lamps located at
Project Delta. One is located in the medical tent, one in the Como bunker
and one in the TOC. It is an excellent item.

(5) Mine, Apers, Linear (Fragmacord). The mine consists of a
25 foot length of waterproof, flexible, explosive cord, beaded with coiled
fragnentatio, rings crimped to the cord. Each ring is one inch long.
Rings are apt d inch apart along the length of cord to provide flex-
ibility in hsa. IAmng and emolacement. It may be initiated by electric or
non-electric iJ -. 5th SEGA wdll receive 120 mines. Thirty will be
located in ea, CZ.

(6) 4Ckmm Rapid Fire Grenade Launcher. This weapon is 22 inches
long, 9J inches wide and 12 inches high. It is mounted on a lightweight
aluminum tripod. The launcher is hand-crank operated. It is fed from a
24 round ammunition box using plastic belted ammunition. The weapon uses
the same ammunition as the M-79 Grenade Launcher. 5th 3FA has been
schiduled to receive one weapon for evaluation.

(7) Submachine Gtun, 5.56ev, CAR-15. This weipon is similar to
the X4-16 rifle, however, it has a shorter barrel and hand guard, a tele-
scoping butt stock, and different type of flash suppressor. It weighs 5.6 lbs,
is 28 inches long with stock closed, and h.s a cyclic rate of fire of 750-900
rounds per minute. 5th SFGA, will evaluate 100 C'R-25's. They will be located
in each CTZ.

(8) See Inc!osure 2, 'nnex 3, for additional developments in
the field of intelligence.
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SUBSCrt Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 January 1967

4. (C) Logistics:

a. Gener,1. During the reporting period the Logistical Support
Center in Nha Trang, with a liaison aetachment in Saigon, continued providing
logistical support to all personnel in support of Parasol-Switchback projects.
Over 10,000 tons of supplies xere air lifted to the operational detachments
by Axrv and Air Force aircraft. Approximately 600 tons of food, ammunition
and other supplies were dropped y parachute to isolated camps and in support
of special operations i: the field,

b. Supply.

(1) Rquisition for all classes of supplies and equipment
except class ITI and V are still submitted to thk Counterinsurgency Support
Office (CMBO), 2d Logistical Command on Okinawa. The interservice support
agreemnt initiated in October 1966 between "n 5th Special Forces Group (Ab,)
and the United States Army, Vietnam, has proven to be very satisfactory. This
agreement authorized 5th Special Forces to requisition, on a fill or kill basis,
common cl~za ii and iv and class v items directly from the 1st Logistical
Comand. In the past throe monhs wo and somet.iws three convoys per week
have transported supplies frc the 1st Logistical Conmand at Cam Ranh Bay to
the Logistical Support Center in Nhi Trmng,

(2) From 1 Novombor to 31 January more than 200 new 2 ton trucks
have been received enabling 5th Spez-J. Forces to begin its vehicle modernization
aMA standardization program. As the older model 2s ton trucks become uneconcmically
repairable they are being replaced with tho new multifuel vehicles.

(3) In November, Group Regulation 725-2, Issue of Supplies and
Equipment was published. This document establishes command policy and prescribes
procedures for requisitioning all classes of supplies/equipmnt frcm in-
country support activities utilizing single li e item requisition system
doc-nt. This enables the subordinate companies to requisition, on a fill or
kill basis, directly from the closest support activity for Arsv ccmimon items,
tus reducing transportation time.

c. Maintenance.

(1) Corsiderably more dry working space has been added to the
maintenance facility by extending the overhead cover. An addition to the
vehicular maintenance building wns completed in December providing space
for an engine rebuild shop,

(2) The empty RO/RO trailers arg -lo beyig returned to Okinnwa
back loaded with engineer items, i.e., fork lif an' generators for rebuild.
me fou-th and fifth echelon repair fcilities on Okinawa will be able to
rebuild and return this equipmant to the system.
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5. (C) Revolutionary Development:

a. On 1 December 0%6, the 5th Special Forces Group S5 Section was
redesignated Reviliutionary Developent Support Activity. This change was
in keeping with the realization that military defeat of the Viet Cong must
go hand-in-hand with a true political and social evolution in Vietnam, achieved
as rapidly as is realistically possible. Our primary objectives in RF are
two-folds first, to help the people help themselves; secondly to gain the
support and loyalty of the people for the government of Vietnam,. In ordar to
provide closer supervision and support for the RD program, the 35 section was
reorganized with a Major as Chief/RI=A and four officers as assistants, wach
responsible for a particular phase of the RD program. These phases are
Civic Actioa, RD and Motivation Training, Logistics Support, and Field Training
and Plans.

b. Motivation Indoctrination Training as conducted by a 60-man
civilian cadre was cancelled effective 15 January 1967o The closing out
of this cadre reduced the annual cost of motivation training by $190,000.
The CIDG CA/PSYOP Squad hes assumed the responsibility for Motivation
Troining with an evident increase in effectiveness. To accomplish the
additional missions assigned, all Corps are retraining the CA/PO squads using
a 90-hour Program of Instruction. Many teams have been reorganized to insure
that the squad rsets the ethnic background of the CIDG troops and the
civilian population.

c. The GVN has selected National Priority Areas which are to receive
major emphasis in 1967. In most cases our "A" detachments will not receive
formal RD support. In these areas a feeling of permanence and stability can be
achieved through long range RD programs performed by the CIDG. When the CIDG
are used as "acting cadre", the CA/PO sqtid becomes the catalyst for the program.
Normally a hamlet or village will be sele:t-d which is near a camp, or one
vhich can be secured continuously by the CDG, Once the security is established
the CA/PO squad, augmented with other CDG 1 ' ronnel, works on long range
programs to help the hamlet met the 6-point criterion of a secure hamlet.
The six points are:

(I) Census, infra-structure, intelligence net.

(2) Security forces.

(3) Integrated defense.

(4) Grievance and project councils.

(5) Self defense, self -help organization

(6) Selection of hamlet chief,
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13 d. During the three month reporting period ending 31 January 1967,
2,032 civic action projects designed to gain the support of the local civilians,
and to expand the GVN area of control and influence eere completed in Special
Forces operational av-eas. Included in this figure are the construction and/or
repair of 76 schools, 42 dispensaries. 14 hospitals, 98 bridges, 85 latrines,
67 fish ponds, 927 wells, 1273 dwelings, and 13 VIB booths, Other projects
ncluded provision of 4,419;31o pounds of food for over 31,200 refugees who

are located in detachrmnt operational areas. USASF and VNSF medica and 199
Special Forces trained Hamle- Health Workers treated 266,748 patients in camp
dispensaries while conducting 168 civic action medical patrols.

e. Christmas was celebrated country-wide by both the Christian and
non-Christian people. Christmas trees obtained by the VMBF were delivered
to every team in country. Special Christmas kits consisting or zndy, school
kits, health kits and a toy were distributed to dependent children. Many
detachments received toys, clothing, and food from friends and organizations
in the U.S.A. These items were distributed and a tremerdous feeling of mutual
cooperation and respect was evident in all camps between the Americans and
the Vietnamese. Several detachments visited orphanages and provided the
children with a party and toys.

f. Both the Hamlet Health Visitors Course and the CIDG Mechanics
Course were successes. Now courses have been started in several areas.
During the reporting period 17 Hamlet Health Visitors Courses were canducted
for 199 students. 200 strikers (CIDG attended the three week Mechanics Course.

g. The RDSA instituted the mailing of a monthly newsletter to all
detachments. Its purpose is to provide the detachments with timely informtion
on current trends and developments. It is also usedas amedia for requesting
information and data from the field. It is published after all the MWPSTUMs
are received so that successful techniques of individual detacuents can be
presented, and to clarify or offer assistance in problem areas that are mentioned.
This technique has been very well received by the operational detachments,
and several "B" teams have decided to use the same technique to piesent
information to their "A" detaclents. A book on "Tips of the Trade" is being
compiled from tips sent in by operational detachments,
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SUBJ3CT: Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 January 1967

6. (C) Psychological Operationsg

a. During this reporting period the Group staff has undergone a
reorganization which places the psychological operations section under the S3.
The S5 has been redesignated Revolutionary Developaent and no longer has the
responsibility for psychological operatiors.

b. A thorough target analysis iz being conducted in the tactical areas
of responsibility (TAOR) of all Special Forces dctachments. When completed,
it will become a valable tool in the Group's psychological operations effort.
This psychological operations analysis will providz the foundation for programs
to be launched in the months ahead by Special Forces units in each Corps Tactical
Zone.

c. Exploitation of combat operations by psychological operations
continues to add immeasurably to the Chieu Hoi program. The technique of
using the voices of individuals sho have been captured or have surrendered
during the course of an operation has been an effective means of convincing
other Viet Cong to turn themselves in. Similar results have been achieved
ty printing the hand-written message of a Hoi Chanh as well as his photograph
on a leaflet and dissc-inating it in a suspected Viet Cong conentration area,

d. The maintenance of good relations between psychological operations
personnel, their counterparts, and all supporting RVN and US agencies in an
area is proving to be one of the decisive factors in the success of the
psychological operations program. A case in point is Special Forces Detacbment
B-32 in III Corps Tactical Zone, Tay Ninh Province. Captain Gregory, the
detachment 's psychological operations officer, is in close contact with every
individual or agency that is in any way related to the psychological operations
effort in the province, i.e., JUSPAI, VIB, 196th Brigade SS, PHILCAG, the
Chieu Hci center director and Is assistants, LUB counterparts,etc. As a
result of the detachment's effort, the Chieu Hoi program in the Province is
showing a marked degree of success.

e. Refugees who have been willing to cooperate with the psychological
operations effort have been effectively used in II Corps Tactical Zone. Tape
reccrdings are made by the refugees in which they appeal to other relatives
and friends to join them. By allowing these refugees to use familiar names
and local phrases in the recording, the message attains higher credibility
among the target audience. These messages are broadcast over aerial loudspeakers
in Viet Cong controlled areas and have been effective in encouraging other
civilians to resettle in government areas.

f, Reports have confirmed the psychologial operations potential
of Polaroid cameras. The camera provides the detachment with the capability
of photographing "proof" that certain events took place or that certain projects
are being carried out, e.g., civic action. By turning the photographs over to
a supporting psychological operations company, the detachments have been able
to cary through writh personalized leaflets and posters. Photographs taken
are protected from the weather by wrapping plastic film and sealing with Scotch
or "typhoon" tape.
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go Distribution of printed materials by hand continus to be Mne
of the noat effective means of dissemination. This method approaches face
tO face ccmunication, is far more personal than the use of aircraft$ and
contributes towards creating a feeling of participation among the indigenous
personnel carrying out the distribution.

h. The Montapnard newspaper published in I Corps Tactical Zone
in Vietnamese and three dialects hit a rew high in production during the
period with 9000 copies a aonth now being produced and distributed. The
newspaper has served to fill the news and information vawr.a that exists
in some of the more isolated areas where the people are starved for current
n~via and information items.

i. The attached inclosure #20 represents a successful example of
a pMchological operations effcrt during the reporting period.
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7. (U) Personnel and Administration.

a. Unit Strength:

(1) At the beginning of reporting periods

OFF 4~94

wo 8

EM 2087

TOTAL 2589

(2) At the erxi of reporting period:

OFF 627

WO 12

EM 2106

TOAL 2745

be of blank forms and publications: The lack or inadequate
svpply of b forms and plications was the source of problem areas in the
perennel and administration field. Undue delays and erroneous personnel
actions were at an increase as a result. Action was taken to correct this h
discrepancy by the establishmont of pinpoint accounts with the various AG
hblioaticn Centers in CONU in accordance with AR 310-1. In additiom, a

request for ad.atribution increase of USARV publications sufficient to meet
the unit's needs was submitted to HQ, USARV.

c. Officer Assigent Instructions: During the reporting period,
28 officers receved assent instructions less than fifteen days prior
to DUIC, causing undue personal and family hardships and a considerable
increase on the adtistrative workload. By close monitoring of DEROS,
a suspense system was established to notify HQ wARv 60 days prior to an
individualb DEROB in the event instructions have not been received. Followup
notices are submitted 45 and 30 days prior to DEROS if no action is taken.
This system makes higher headquarters cognizant of the situation and allows
them to take immediate action to resolve the matter with appropriate career
branch at DA.

d. Critical MOB Shortage (Officor : The need for school trained
CA/PC officers, 3M Y 3305, in the grade of ieutenant, has been prevalent.
At the end of the reporting period, only 10 school trained CA/PO officers
were assigned. The M authorization for this specialty is 106. Officers
have been assigned to occupy these vacancies on an OJT basis.
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e Casalties: The number of casualties suffered by the umit
during the period werei

KIA WIA MIA

2 24 0

EM 11 1414

TOTAL 13 68 3 (See Incl #6)

f. Voluntary Extension of Foreign Service Tours: The establishment
of the 30-day special leave policy on 2 November 1966 has resulted in a marked
increase on extensions of foreign service tours. A total of 32 officers and
157 enlisted men extended their tours during the reporting period. This
favorable trend has alleviated certain critical M'X shortages and has contribute
to the elimination of the rotational hump.

g. Awards and Decorations:

(1) The following awards and decorations were approved during
the reporting period:

(a) Medal of Honor 0

(b) Distinguished Service Cross 1

(c) Distinguished Service Medal 0

(d) Distinguished rlying Cross

(e) Silver Star 30

(f) legion of Merit 18

(g) Soldiers Medal 12

(h) Bronze Star Medal "V" 89

(i) Arrr Commendation Medal "V" l44

i) Air Medal V" 5

(1) Bronze Star Medal 368

(m) AirMedal 2145

(n) Army Commendation Medal 1%

(o) Combat Infantryman ade 1428

(p) Combat Medical Badge
TOTAL
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(2) A request for delegation of authority to award the BSH,
ARCOKI, and AM was submitted to HQ, USARV during the reporting period. This
request was based on the recent delegation of such authority to separate
brigades of which this unit 's strength equates. The request was not favorably
considered because of DA's policy requiring a ccmmaebler in the grade of
Brigadier General.

(3) Two recommendations for the award of the Medal of Honor
were still pending approval at the close of the period. These reconnendations
pertain to SSG E6 Billie Hall, RA 18621886 (Posthumous), and SFC Bennis 0.
Adkins, RA 54193612, for action in Ashau. Racommendations were submitted on
29 April 1966 and 4 January 1966 respectively.

h. Rest and Recueration Program: The PAR program has been a
significant morale factor. During the reporting period the Group filled
399 R&R quotas. Quotas to unpopular R&R centers such as Taipei, Penang,
and Kuala Lumpur are difficult to fill. However, the increase of allocations
for Hawaii and supplemental allocations for more favorable areas such as
Hong Kong and Bangkok have compensated for the difference. Operational
commitments account for a minor portion of unfilled allocations.

i. A&R and Speci&I Services:

(1) Athletic and Recreation Program: During the reporting
period a well balanced A&R program was orgaized and implemented by the
Oroupe New recreational facilities oonstructed at the SFCS during this period
were a four-wall handball court and weight lifting-Judo-Karate bui .ing.

(2) Special Services: The SPOB movis theatre was renovated
with the objective of presenting better quality of movie entertainment in J
a more pleasant atmosphera. Thirty-fiva movie projectors were issued to
Special Forces detadmnts during the reporting pE.rtod, allowing moro of
the field units movic entertainmnt. Mgasines, paperback books and
nhspapers are mailed direct to all detachments weakly. Special Services
accounts are being consolidatcd at Group Headquarters. Equpmnt is procured
throu& Special Servioes sources and issued directly to the requesting agoncy.

. oe chan Facilitiss The SF08 PI Annex was doubled in size
uArin the mon'of November t to provide more storage and sales floor space.

The PI inventory was increasod in quantity and variety of Item, The PI Annex
has been umable to stock electronic equipment forft troops because of soarcitV
of this type of equipment.

k. Labor/Civilian Personnel: In keeping with MACV objectives to
reduwe the int o" plasters oxpend, a reduction In force was " into
effect. Civilian positions not absolutely necessary to the accomplishament of
the mission were deleted from the TD. Employees were retained on the basis
of length of service and merit. The work force was reduoed by 127 employees,
and a monthly savinge of h33,51VN wais realised.

1. Paliziou Activities, A Group Chapel was contructed in the SM
ooqlax during the reportinl period and dedicated on Qaristm-' Eve, 1966. Rix
Eminence Francis Cardinal Spelan blessed the new chapel on ftliatmas Day,
25 December 1966, during his visit to the 5th SF Group.
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8. (U) Medical:

1a. Hospital Facilitios:

(1) Construction of a 40-bad CWG hocpital at Co C, Danmng
began in December 1966, Completion is exppacted by the end of February 1967.

(2) Construction plans ifr aeneral surgical facilities at the
CIDO hospital at Co B, Pleiku, rere approved,

(3) onstruction of a general sur ical installation at the CEG
hospital at Co A, Bien Hoa, began in January 19R7.

(4) Hospital and surgical facil-ty construction will increase
the level of medical care of CIDG, pftmitting faster treatment and faster
return to duty.

b. SFOB DispensaZ: With the exception of the dental clinic, the

new two story FWdispencary was completed in January 1967. Wfith ]'s
cr,,wding Ked a more functional arrangement, the dispensary provides for more
adequate care of supported troops. Also, because the medical administrative
offices are in the same location, it provides for closer, more respor.ve.
administrateve control of dispensary operations. Dental facilities should be
campleted by early February 1967.

c. Has].t Health Worker Program: Training of Hamlet Health Workers
continued in 1, fI, and IV Corpe Tactical Zones, II CT'Z Province Chiefs
opposed the training. Consequently, canpany B utilized its mdica 1 teaching
team to instruct CDG medical aidmen in lieu of Hmalet Health Workers.

(i) Co C: 62 health -Yorkers graduated.

(2) C.J P: 48 health workers graduated; 32 students presently
enrolled.

(3) Co D: 22 health workers graduated; 26 students presently
enrolled,

(4) Cc B: 150 CI)O mwics completed training courses.

I. Medical civic action: Medical civic action progmpe continued.
Civilian out-ot enc Ui nfa during calendar year 1966 totalled 1,467,P35.
A dispesary was built at Oan O Thuot for the treatment of both CMDO and civilians.

a. Local rodent control: Rodent control at the S1OB was expund by
the tsgwnn "of a rodent control officer, NCO, or ED for each billet. This
has resulted In increased bileting area sanitation and decreased population of rats.

f. SFOB Sanitation: Sanitation of the SFCB compound has improved
signifioantly-X '3r-- t qunrter. This is at Leas1t partially a result of
ir4reased insae'tions.
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g. M la Prophylaxis: During January 1967, a directive was trans-
mitted to all suordinate units requiring that all indigenous troops be
administered chloroquine prophylactically as a measure against malaria.

h. Narcotics shipent control: In November 1966, Group Regulation
40-4 (Alcohol and Narcotic Item Control) was changed to require that all
shipments of narcotics be accompanied by a responsible person assigned to the
5th Special Forces Group, and that all transfers of such items be documented
by hand receipt.

i. Narcotics Accomta Wit: In January 1967 a directive was published
increasing acocunabiU y of arcoI items. This is implemented by the docu-
mentation of all loose narcotics issued to individuals and aid kits but not
actually used,

J. Group Regulation 40-2, Medical Reports and Records, was superseded
in Jan 67. The new regulation provides adequate instructions for the maintenance
of medical records and the preparation of recurring medical reports at all levels
within this ccmand.

k. Mi To expedite pickup of perishable and valuable
medical suppls Sb subodinato detachments, all containers which contain
medical supplies have been coded with the number "16".

1. Medical cross-trakiiniu of USASF nersonnel: The 30-60 minute

informal medical classes conductd after normal dutyhours by the USASF
medics has beon well worth the effrrt and benefit both pupil as well as
instructor. In an operational emargency that follmed one of these classes,
a non-medical tSASF gave :life saving treatment to a severely injured man,
based on the instruction he had received.

2I
.1
I
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Cii', icaticns Trafflic:

(!) No approriable in-roase has been made in coimmunication
equipment or circuits ;,,d abolutnly no additional personnel have been employed,
yet the total traffic count for th:.5 reporting period has more than doubled
that of tho prevIous q. :itorly repurt. Th prosent circuits will not absorb
an additional increase .in traffic, nor can the teletypo equipment be expected
to hold up w. thout a rufficient nair.tcnanco float on hand. The message traffic
,rolut:o is as follows:

(a) T. :ffic volume report for Hq, 5th SFQA, 1st SF.

No.r 66 Dec 6 Jan 67 Totals

Outgoing messages: 3740 3080 3120 9940

Incoming messages: _29 _M . 2830 8426

Total traffic handle( 4 5602 5950 18366

(b) ,ut3at:on RTT vcffiz 'o!xn- eports for A.BC, and D Co's.

±i'v 66 Dec 66 Jan 6s Unit Totals

Co A, Bicn Ho:
SenrR4ceivwd 42-/37 828/908 342/362 1598/1627

Co B, Pleiku
Send/foceiv94 352/290 922/911 357/422 1631/1623

Co C, Danwig
Serj/Roceivad 341/287 194/179 282/238 817/704

Co D, Can Tho
Send/Racvived :'29/264 637/AN4 637/704 103/1672

Monthly Totals
Scrd/Vcoiv.1 13%0/1l9 2581/2-02 1618/1726 5549/5626

Quarterly Totals
Sent: 559

ibco iv4: 5626

Total ff:ic: 11175

4 Lncl1;doe "Ar C2r--.ahmrots' Q trali tco
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(c) Total traffic handled over 5th Special Forces commuications _
systems between i Nov'mb-r 1966 and 31 Janiraiy 1967: 29,541 messages. NOTE:
These figures do not include re-run (re-+ a-,omission) of traffic due to garble
or re-run for Mdltlaw1 top 1 .

(2) The problem can only be so.wd with additional teletype
equipment to terminate and operate the Radio'eklLtypu (RTT) circuits and the
six currently authorized long line point-to-poinc troposcatter circuits samultaneously7
Presently, a combination of only four circuits can be utilized at any one
time. The necessary equipment to termnLato eight additional circuits is
currentl- on requisition, It is also Ervtici.:atd that an icrease of teletype
operator pcrsonnel will be reqAired .n order to maintain the .additional circuits
and handle the incrc.sed r&ffic load.,

b. Rise Fidio Ccnmicauon Systa AI'I/TS-26:

(1) One AN/TSC-26 Radio 3St has arrived, and training Is now
bcing conducted for cadre personnel only, Before the set can be employed
on a 24-houn' basis, & mi~nium e 14 to 18 men must be thoroughly tr.ired to
.an th- thire major ce-npnents .onsisting of 1) the Ccntrol Van, (?) the
Transmitter Van and 3) the Receiver Van. Due to essential tactical s'apport
requirements, the 5th Special 7rrces Group Signal Company has provided 13
three-man radio teletype tea rs and 3 two-man :.adio teletype teams to augsnt
the 'UB" detachr',n s w.th RTT capabili-y. Therefore the Signal Company is
stripped of F. rsoonel to sufficiently man the newly acquired AN/TSC-26 Radio
Sot,, However, t.ho employmant of the AN/TSC-26 is essential in the support of
special oporations reqviring a separate long range HF radio capability to
expedite tactical imtellgon-.; and operational traffic of ismiadi~te nature.

(2) The training of a cadre is an intermediate step to resolving
an immediate p-blem. It is anticipated that the Signal Company will have
to be augmented with additionial persouel from other resources to provide
adequr to cc'"mui c*tio% upports

c. AN/PC-25 Radio 6ots:

(1) The NiRC-25 is the best ground to ground FM radio for
fpecial Forces type operatios. It is i2so thoe most suitable for ground to
ar camunications. The present plan for -using an HT-I radio to relay air
strike -nformaticn is, in the opin'n of the Air Force FAC's, possible but
very impractical for direo:v.ing cloa, .dr str es. Spacial Forces operations
require the WASP aAiisors to m-intAin communicat cn with (1) PAC Aircraft,
(2) helicoptrs, (3) frtenily artillery, (4) fri-.P7'y ti'oope, (5) other

UWAS!' units and (6) -,ci kts vitein ..he osratia. , to the fact tha
cawwiications mu:;t b m intini.d on several different nrequencies, som beyond
the frc.qency -.v.o of' ' AN/f C-10, .tL i .,, Is thermby precluded. To cover
the fraquency range of t- e AN,PCW-25, cn AN/PX- ., 9, and 10 vould have to be
utilized. Lecaunr :;c-il F:vr.,i ,nits depend "par. th use of air support
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to accomplish many of their missions and to insure maximum possible safety
for the USASF advisors, t is imperative to hav the most suitable ground-to-air
communication available, and at the same time maintain adequate ground-to-grou,d
oomunmication

(.) The 5th Special Forces Group 1as,.-n imm3diate need for
four hundred and twenty-five (425) AN/PRC-25 radio 3etS ".o adequately support
the numerous USASF o " rations throughout the Republic of Vietnam- Efforts
to expedite supply action have t-n-n to no avail.
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lo0 (C) Kni-Teer:

a, There are three Engineer K-B Teams presentl.y operating in-
country under the control of ore K-A team located at the SFOB. These teams
are on TDY from the 53-th Engileer Do-tachment, lst SIG (Abn), at Okirawa.
Their mission is to provide engineer planning and supervision during the
planning and construtticn phases of "A" camp development. A Maff Engineer
Section at the SFOB Las been created to give engineer planning and guidance
for new "A" camp construction,

b. During Noveirber, December, and January, three "All camiz and
three airfields were ccnstructcd. The new camps arc located at Lac Ninh,
Duc Lap, and Dak Seang. Four "A" camps at Cau Song Be, Tra Cu, Ban Don,
and Plei Djereng are presen-1-1 mder construction. The new airfields at
Cau Song Be and Plei Djereng have a C-130 capability, and the one at Dak
Seang has a CV-2 capability. Two airfields were rehabilitated during the
same period. These are 7 cated at Plei Me and Plei Mrong and have a CV-2
and C-r?3 capability respectively. One airfield at Duc Lap is presently
under construction.

c. Plei Djoreng is the first ca.ap to be built under the "fighting
camp" concept, which was conceived after an analysis of tactics, tactical
support, and logistical support From an engineering standpoint this
concept results in rapid construction ith a reduction in the amount of
materials and equipment required. See Inclosure #3.
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U (3) CIDG Fir~nge:

a. The FY67 Budget and the FY68 Command Budget Estimme were cmpletely
revised and submitted through MCV to USARPAC on 2 November 1966. These buxdgt
revisions were necessitated by the extensive organizational changes within the
5th Special Forces Group and the new concept of operations for a67. uzrent
FY68 requirements are as follow:

Ff67
In-Country 0M $45,496,.Q0 $ 54,990,000
Out-of-Country CMA 21,125,000 22,951,9000
Out-of-Country PN 1 000OO~ ,129 1 COO

TOTAL $97, 3 ,0oo $109,852,oOo

b. A representative from CcptrcLOler of the A-ny visited the Group
from 18 - 23 November 1966 and was thoroughly briefed on the revision of FY67
Comumnd Operating Budget which waa forwarded to tMALAC two weeks earlier.
This particular individral is responsible for monitoring tlhe Para.soi-Switchback
Budget at Department of the Ax=y level and he irlicatod at the time that the
b'dget would pwobably be approved &imrtly. He was zIso ;riefed on the accounting
procedures and internal control measures utilized by CODG Finace to insurt
adherence to established budgetary limitation . He concluded his tour by
visiting Compeny C in Danang and visiting with represenzatives from Combined
Studies Division in Saigon.

c. This headquarters was notified on 31 December 1966 that the
Secretary of Defense had approved the revised FY67 Budget and the revised
FY68 Estimate in the amounts as requasted in paragraph 1. This approval
action gave the Comianding Officer of the 5th Special Forces Group the
necessary financial resources with which to fully implement the programs
outlined in the Concept of Operations for CY67.

d. The newly established Centralized Pay System became effective on
1 November 1966. Under this system, CIDG payrolls are prepared at the tIB"
detach.znt level and distributed to the "A" detachments for paymnt, thus
relieving the "A" detachment commander of another administrative burden. Company
C, because it is considerably smaller than the other companies, has adopted a
fully centralized pay system. The company prepares all of the CIDG
payrolls and miscellaneous vouchers, distributes them to the "A" teams along with
the money, and consolidates all of the paid vouchers in one fund report on a
monthly basis. This system works well for I 6TZ but it is doubtful that it
would succeed in the other Corps areas. The main disadvantage is the lack
of aircraft to transport payrolls to and from the detachments.
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e. Representatives from the !AOCV Comptroller's Officp. visited the 5th
Special Forces Group in early November to discuss the Piastre Expenditure
Limitation Program. Although it wss pointed out that the Switchback Program
is exevt from this limitation, these personnel were briefed on the many
actions taken by the 5th SFGA tc reduce piastre expenditures. Some of the more
important actions taken are as follows:

(1) Stricter controls on In-country construction.

(2) Transfer of in-country boot and blanket c-trncts to Okinawa in
FY 67.

(3) Purchase supplies such as lumber and tin. f.,rmrly prccured
from vithin RVN, from out-of-country resources.

(4) Establishment of recreation facilities to include an air

conditioned movie theater, basketball and handball courts, and an Officers Club.

(5) Increased emphases placed on the Soldiers' Deposit and Savings
Bond Program.

f. 5th Special Forces Group Regulatior 37-1 entitled CIDG Financial
AdminiRtration was revised on 1 December 1966. Major changes include the
authorization of solatlum payments, death gratuity based on total pay and
allowances instead of base pay only, higher rates of incentive pay for
reconnaissance platoons, pArachute pay for Mike Force personnel, additional
incentive pay of 200$VN per day per man for selected units while on combat
operations, and an increase of 5$VN per day in the II Corps subsistance rate.
A list of common errors made by funds officers was also included in the revised

regulation in an effort to point out and subsequently reduce the number and

type of errors made by funds officers in their monthly fund report.

g. A total of 30 detachments were visited by audit teams from CIDG

finance during the period 1 November 1966 - 31 January 1967. These audits

are designed primarily to assist the agent officer and to insure that he is
adniitistering his CIDG fund in accordance with prescribed regulations. It
would be desirable to audit each detachment every three months, but this has
proven virtually impossible because of lack of aircraft and poor weather
conditions. The program itself has proven mutually advantageous to the command
and the detachments.
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12. (0) 2s rllr

a. On 1 November 1966, the revision of the FY67 Switchba& Zndlet
&7 and the FY68 Budget EstiUate were submittod to MACV for review and forwarding
to USRPAC. The budget revision was necessary to support the 5th SF Group
Concepb of Operaticrs for CY67. The major increases in the b-aget were requpred
to support additional troop strength, conversion and relocation of CDG oam
and the procurmwnt of 73 AN/PPS-5 Radar Sets for use at selected detachment
sites. The Secretary of Defense approved the bWget revision on 30 Dec&br 1966.

b. In November the funds authorized each month for repair end
maintenance at the company level were increased from $200 to $400. A study
had revealed that $200 per month was insufficient. Increased costs have
been experienced by the companies, in particular, because of the nwker of
non-Special Forces personnel that are being bilzted andWor massed at Special
Forces camps4 These personnel generally fall into the categories of Air Force
FAC's, Artillery FO's, Engineers, and Signal Detarlmnts attached for support
of USASF.

c. An analysis of SFOB signal traffic, which was conducted by the
Comtroller at the direction of the Group Commander, revealed that 90% of the
traffic arrived at the communications center beteen 1600 and 1800 hours daily.
The large flow 'of traffic at this time often hampered the receipt of the daily
SITREPS. All detachments were directed to reduce traffic during the peak
period. Routine messages will be sent at periods other than the late afternoon.

d. On 7 November 1966 the Comptroller conducted a meting of the
funds officers from each company and separate "B" detachment. The priMar
topic was the establishment of a centralized funding at the conpany or "B"
detacment level. The pilot program in I CTZ proved the system to be practical,
not only by relieving the "Ar detachment of he administrative burden, but
also providing a better means of monitoring the level and type expenditures
made in each detachment.

e, Funds were authorized for the establishment of a photo devwloping
facillty at each company. This -llows for rapti processing of intelligence
photographs and CIDG M photographs.

f. During this reporting period, Regulation 37-1, CDG Financial
Administration, was revised and published. Regulation 37-1 delegates
responsibilities, describee v thcrized expenditure ceilings in each cost code,
outlines procedures for claimiA details the preparation of the fund
report required monthly from each Panda officer. Many of the changeb were
necessary as a result of the tudget revision vuich included a number of
increases in specific cost codes, Principal changes were:
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(I) The amount of funds authorized to be maintained on hand in
the company was increased from 500,OO$VN to 2,OOOOO$VNo This allows
for better flexibility in case of unforecasted expenditures in a particular
cost code. An example of this could be the requirement to pay an above average
umaber of death gratuities cansing a larger expenditure than was anticipated.

(2) Incentive Pay was authorized for CIDO personnel assigned to
Combat Reconnaissance Platoons. This incentive pay is intended to assist in
recruiting and maintaining high caliber personnel in these units.

(3) Jump pay was established for Mike Force personnel to provide
additional incentive and to encourage high caliber personnel to become airborne
qualified.

(4) Death gratuity benefit scale was changed due to an increase
in benefits in the CIDG program. Previous benef-ts for CIDG snd Mike Force
dependents totaled twelve times base pay. A comparison of benefits for the
RF/PF program revealed a serious shortcoming and possible morale problem in
the CIDG progam in that RF/P benefits were much higher. Cl)G benefits were
increased to twelve times pay and allowances to equalize them to similar
benefits in the RF/PF program.

(5) A list of common errors made by funds officers was included
to assist the funds officers in maintaining and reporting monthly expenditures.

(6) The claims section was revised to give. more detail an
positive actions to be taken when a claim is presented or an incident occurs
where a claim may be warranted.

(7) Detachments were authorized to expend $400 a month in Phase I
of the camp development for CA/PO projects. Previously no money had been
authorized,

(8) A Payday Procedure Guide was added for use when paying CIDG
personnel. Prior to this no standard procedure had been established.

g. A study was made of subsistence coats in II CTZ. Reason for
the study was the repeated overexpenditure for subsistence by almost all
detachments in II CTZ. The study revealed that rice stockage levels were
far in excess of the level authorized; several detachments were purchasing
rice locally at exhorbitant prices; few detachments were submitting requests
for relief of responsibility for spoiled rice; many detachments were feeding
dependents free and still paying the 03DG their family alla.ance; and several
thoqftt the rice was in addition to the 45$VN per day per man authorized for
subsistence. All ct the above were reconciled by a letter to the Compaqy B
Commnding Officer. In addition, the Company B 34 is required to submit a
report each Saturday to the LSC as to the rice stockage level at each detach-
ment. The LSC closely monitors the shipments of rice to insure no overstockage
at ary detachment.
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h. The section initiated a monthly suma7 by detachment of all
cost code 906 (construction) fund authorizations, A copy of this simary
is distributed to the S4 to provide a quick reference for assuring the S4
that a detachment requesting construction materials has afund balance to.pay
for the materials. If the requesting detachment has an insufficient balance
or none at all, the raquest is referred to the Comptroller, who in turn, sends
a message to the detachment requesting justification for the requested materials.
This system is designed to reduce the number of unauthorized expenditures in
construction funds4

i. To further reduce excess expenditure of construction funds, a
directive was sent to the field stipulating that each "B" detachment would
appoint an officer to monitor construction at "A' detachments under their
operational control. It has been discovered that too many personnel are
involved in requesting or purchasing materials for the same project, thus
causing duplication, excess ordering, and excess expenditure of authorized
funds. In addition, m-y changes are made during the actual construction,
causing construction costs to rise froi the original estimate. By appointire
one individual responsible for monitoring, these malpractices should discontinue.

j. The Admiristration and Functions Manual was revised during the
reporting period. Necessary r-visions were the result of:

(1) The Group S5 being redesignated as Revolutionary Development
Support Activity.

(2) The reorganization and redesigaatian of responsibilities of
the 82 Section.

(3) The transfer of responsibilities for Psychological Operations
to the S3 Section.

(4) The change in designation of "C" detachments to line companies,
This is due to the addition of an Administrative Detachment. The ctmparV now
consists of an Administrative Detachment and a "C" detachment with subordinate I
B's and A's.
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13. VU) Jug Advoate:.

a. Upon a detenmination that claims generated by CIDG personnel are
not payable under either the regular US Foreign Claims Act cr the MILCAP
financed GYN claims program, a CID claim system was devised and implemented.
Under this system, field commanders are authorized to makepc-te-spot settlements
of claims arising from the activities of the CIDO, resulting in improved relations
with local Vietnamese nationals and sharply decreasing the administrative burden
on the operational detachments,

bs A studq of the disposition of Military Police Repoa'ts and other
delinquency reports revealed that apprcximately 50% of those issued in country
never were received at Group level. To correct this situation, arrangements
were made with higher headquarters for more emphasis on proper routing of these
reports by provost marshels. and a system of internal reporting was devised.
Observation of the results continues.
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SECTIO 2 ()C zOM ,NDERS' VATIM AND RECMNMT ICS

PART I - Obsoriations (Lossons Learmed)

I.(U) Personnel:

a. MM: Lack or inadaquate supply of blank forms and publications.
(Source op M7

DISCUSSION: Need-to-know publications and a sufficient supply of
blank forms are absolutely essential to the proper and effective execution of
administrative and personnel functions.

0SSVAT ION: Pin-point accounts are a must down to and including
company size ;nit. Cinr d distribution system isinadequate for this unit
because of the nature of lts mission and the wide deployment of its elements.
The time lag cxperienced jr. transmitting material from the SFOB to over 100
remote and widely dispersed sites compounds the complexity of the requisitioning
and distribution system.

b. r.__: Late reneipt of Officer Assignment Instructions (Source: Gp 81)

DMCUSSICK: Late receipt of assignment instructions create an
undue personai' :L. r hardship on the service ramber. Shipment of house-
hold goods and baggage are delayed and in sara cases, delay enroute leave is
curtailed.

GS3VATICK: A system to closely monitor ROS and suspense
control in roporti cases of non-receipt of assignment instructions enables
higher headquarters to take action in time to preclude the problems which arise
as a result.

c. IEM: Shortage in MOB 39305 (Officer) (Souroe: Op Sl)

DISCUSSICI: The majority of the shortages in this MJS are in
the grade of IlMeuenant. Becauce of the accelerated promotion program and too
early programming of officers for assignment to RVN, officers programd in
the grade of lieutenant, arrive in the command as captains. This exoess in
captains has created an imbalance in the grade structure.

OBSERVATI: Career branch programming should take date of rank
as one of the prima considerations j'ien programming officers fcr assignment
to RVN.

d. =AM: Post Exchange Pan (Source: Sl, Co D)

DISCUSSIMI The remoteness of WSF camps makes it difficult for
detachment mbers Tovisit the 1 on a regui.a basis and often enough to maintain
a supply of P items at the "A" team location,

(MVA'I!: Post xchange Officer, Can Tho, has agreed to provide
a representative to acompaeny tho pay ofdoor on his rounds of the oas carrying
a stock of selected item. Morle and welfare of the "A" detachmnts were greatly
improved. 37
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2. (C) Operations:

a. I=! Setting an Operational Pattern (Source: 83, Co D)

DIBCUSSION: The strategic location of some "A" detachments
necessitates setting a pattern of operations.

OBSERVATION: When thie situation dictates that a pattern be set
it can be use -aiaantage by the friendly unit involved by doing the following:
Vary the departure and ret, um of operations aj much as possible. Mount operations
on a parallel course in an attempt to intercept any enemy elements moving against
the normal operational route.

b. ITEM: Long range patrol diet (Source: S3, Co C)

D13CUSSION: Pe-sonneiL engaged in long range patrolling over
extended periodsofl ire require lightweight food item which are palatable
and possess the required nutrients and bulk. C rations have on occasion
pro-en too heavy for usage alone and "LRP, type rations do not provide enough
bulk for many individuals. nndigenous ration", i.e., packaged, pre-cooked
rice and dried meat with condiments, is not palatable for US personnel over
extended periods.

OBSERVATION: A varied diet consisting of ths three item
mentioned above appears to be the most reasonable solution for satisfying food
needs of long range patrols. Such -,.diet would be satisfactory for extended
periods and could be supplemented during resupply with small awmts of high
appetite appeal foods such as candy.

c. ITMi Viet Cong Rice Caches (Source: S3, B-23)

DISCUSSION: During the past 3 months, a period when the bulk of the
rice harvest has ,takn place within the province, combat operations RF/FF, CIDG
in nature have discovered large numbers of rice caches. Because of distance
involved and the locrtion of those caches it has been difficult to extract or
destroy this rice.

OSERVATION Prior planning during this period must include
mthods of extracting this rice or destroying it in place. Dependence on
choppers to assist in this should not be the prirary solution as they will
more than likely not be available. It is a trvmeAous psychologioal defeat
when troops nvst leave an operational amea knowing that such a cache was left
behind undamaged because of lack of prior planning,
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SUJECT: Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 January 1967

d. _DM: Forward Observer Procedures (Sources S), B-32)

DISCUSSION- With tr ever increasing number of CS ccventional
units in Vietnam more an1 more artillery has becctie available to the 7F
advisor in support of ground ope-rtions.

OSERVATIOt: It is imperative that proper coordination is effected
between the "Al etachments and artillery units available and that all nembers
of the detachnent cam call for and acjtut artillery fires.

e. ITEM: Helicopter Use to Extend Operations (Source: S3, B-32)

DISCUBSION Some camps are reluctant to extend operations into
areas where fidiable concentrations of Viet Cong are believed to exist or
where pbpical barriers such as ;ivers hinder operations. This is so inspite
of USASP assurance that adequate air and arty support exists, and river crossinap,
when properly executed, are not hazardous.

OBSERVATION: Helicopters can be used to move operational companies
far enough frm camp and into areas w',ere the troops would be reluctant to g
by foot thus forcing them to seep back through these areas of VC concentrations
so that they would be able to return to camp.

Z. IM4: Operations and Camp Defense During the Flood Season.
(See Inclosure #13, paragraph 3-d (pages 13-6 to 13-11)

g. ITEM: Airbzt Tactics and Techniques.
-Se inclosures #14, paragraph 2 (pages 14-1 to 14-5)j
Amex 1, paragraph c (page 14PI-5). NOT: AU Less ctu
Learned have been incorporated into the Airboat Progrmm,
Inclosure #15).

h. 1=z Lessons Learned During Task Force PrcR.

(See Inclcs uro #10, paragraph 4 (page 10-6)

i. frrM: Operations Lc-ssons Learned at Bu Dop, 14 Nov 66.
(See Inclosure #12, paragmph 9 (paep 12-3)

j. ITM, Operations Iessow Learned During Blackjack 21.
(See Inclosuri #16, paragraphs 14,15,16 (page. 16-6 to
16-9; Annex 6, pages 16-6-3 to 16-6 .4)

k. ITM Oporations Lessons Learned During Blackjack 22.
(See Inclosuro #17, paragmraph 9 (pages 17-6, 17-7); Annex h.
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SUBJECT: Operational iPepit for Quarterly Vorloa tnairg ji anuaij 1967.

3. (C) Training and Orgaization:

a. ITEM: Use of Claymore Mines (Source: B-32)

DISCUSSION: In camp defense use there is a tertiency Lo detonate
claymore mines prematurely b-fore th enemy main force has entered the killirg
zone.

OBSERVATION: RF/PF and CIDG troops must be trained to allow the
VC to come wi-hin ;eoptimum zme before detonating their claymores.

h. (C) Ntelligence:

a. )TEM: Specific Intelligence Collection Requirements (Soure: GP 2)"-- (S1CR's)

DIBCMSSI;: The group intelligence collection guidance in the
past was pri ! r=r cted toward gathering information to improve the security-
of unit i.nstallations, In August 1966 a program was initiated to also direct
collocticn efforts by issuing SICR's for information to fill gaps in intell-
igence data and support areas of special interest. A recent modification of
this program is -o extend the direction of this program to a tasking on
subordinate units to employ their organic resources in general areas to confirm
or der enemy buildup during the earliest s"ages of development.

OBSERVATIQI: The periodic issuance of Specific Intelligence
Collection Roquests ii an excellent means to direct the efforts of collection
agencies in Au ishin inforrrtion fcr cur own analysis. This program maintains
an additioral element of flexibility in our collection effort And insures that
collection agencies remain responsive to the requirements of higher headquar ter.
The Group S2 will contanun to issue Specific Intelligence Collection RequirementS
.then the need arise.

b. IL~-M: Repiojacta[ F&ci it.e (Souze: p U)

DMCtLSICN: The greatly increased intelligence capability of thi -
Group has cr a f*_j admirt'tretive problems. One of these is the pkrical
task of roprducing docuwents, roports, requirements and supporting inclosures
in sufficient quantity to reach al subordinate, lateral, and higher units
concerned, The success of the entire intelligonoe program depends upon tho
adequq of facilities to provide a continuous flow of the intelligence
information to all friendly agencies concerned,

OBSSRV;rION: The Group S2 has taken ction t, alleviate the

reproduction problem. Cne "3M" Brand Model 209 and five "13M" Brand Model
107 copy n ucUdms have been requisitioned. Their receipt will allow rapid
reproduction and distribution of valable intellience reporta to the proper
agencies.

c f~IOe'T
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SUBJECT: Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 January 1967

5. (C) Logistics:

a. I7!: Use of the GI-A Car!o Pprachute (Source: Co

DIXCtSI0: This unit was able to obtain 200 Gl-A cargo parachut,
from the prop7-y disposal office ii Saigon, There ar over 7000 of ese
parachutes in the O awaiting salvage. Since all cargo parachutes have no set
life span, these chutes can be used until they arc damaged nr destroyed. The
technical manual states that those ch 'es have a 300 lbs load capability.

OBSERVATION: Those p%-achutes were tested at this iccaticn and
found capable TaF'nc2iHg airdrop Loads of 500 lbs or less. They were also
used in clusters of two and thuoe on lorads in excess of 1001 lbs, To date
over 50 airdrops have been made with those parachutes in tl !7 Corps area with
excellent operational results, This parachute is on equal par with the standard
G-13 and T-7A parachates.

b. ITE: Automatic POL Resupply (Source: Co 0)

DISCUS3ION: Fcrmerl.,, requests for POL were submitted on a high
priority basis requiring inediate delivery. This situation resulted in a
continuous disru. eion of planed supply deliveries- To alleviate this situatio.n
each camp~s normal. r usage .Jas calculated and established, Based on this
usage factor, a panred delivery schedule was ctablisb d for each camp on a moNt
basis.

CBSER.JhTIJN: After a t.o month trial period the .utomatic Pa
resupply schcdv-' _s7T." been finalizcd with excellent results. )uring this
period, each camp received enouh CTM to meet daily needs and still build a smal
reserve for emargency use. Thase regularly scheduled IL deliveries fit per-
fectly iinto the pLnned logistical delivery effort of the FS?,

cn Cnxtor Repair (Source: G i$)

DrC k.5ICNL: Units in the field were roquesting individual rcair
parts such as -vT. 7_Id pistcn3, and wore attempting t " maku majer ovTrhaul.'
to inopo.rtive 5 and lOF ge'o:rator6. The result -. as a long delay while
parts wore ordered ond a l:J-e Icrease i. the deadlinod rate on small gcnmrat,- "

OBSEnVATION: The dead~linte rate was luwerod by orderin - !, tock
of military sT7iMr4 -niro: and other major ccriponents so that whol .jcr
components could be replaced, resulting in a dr mtfc roduction in dc.'n time
for mny of tl srtall generators. Thc d,)fective msor coi~ornts an- ncti bei.,-
evacutd to fourth and fifth echelon re > ix install.tifls whor, puirt_- , skilli4
mic-hanics, o-_d adcquate oquipment are available.
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SUBJECT: Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 January 1967

d. ITEM: Inconspicuous Aerial Resupply System (Source: Gp S4)

DISCUSSICK: Units deployud deep in hostile territury f r extended
periods are in need of a resupply system less conspicuous than the con,%ntional
parachute .esupply by cargo aircraft requiring a fairly largs, open drop zon.

OBSERVATION: The problem was solved by modifying napalm bombs to
accomodate up f77 pounds of supplies and a T-7A cargo parachute. The re-
supply drop can be made by tactical aircraft. Carrying several napalm bombs
modified into cargo containers on its bomb racks, tacticai fighter aircraft
such as the A-lE can make accurate drops into relatively small drop zones. Sino.
the resupply drop is made at low altitudes and can be combined with bcmbirg and
strafing missions, it is less likely to be detected.

6. (C) Other:

a. ITENi : Area Assessment for Psychological Operations (Source: S5, Co 0)

DISCUSSION; At the present time, most leaflets disseminated Ln
operational areas areof a general type supplied by JUSPAO, The effectiveness
of these leafluts is doubtful because for the most part they are based on
general information obtained from a large area. In order to produce Pn effective
and specific leaflet, a complete and detailed area assessment is needed of the
taxrt area. The leaflet can then be based on accurate and current informtion
and will ultimately be highly effective.

OBSERVAT ION: a detachment should have a complete and curent
area assessmentor Tff% .cposes. Social, religious, and economic groups A
should be indicated, as well as key communicators in the area. Enemy and
friendly vulrierabilitios should be analyzed for potential exploitation by
propaganda. All leaflets and tapes which are produced should be based on this
area assessment to include current intelligence. T1e CA/PO squad is ideal for
accomplishing this task. They can bc given the mission to make an area assess-
ment i:n their own area of responsibility. This will enable the commander to
have a rapid and aggressive PSYOPS capability.

b. ITEM: Feedback (Source: S5, Co D)

DISCUSSION: In order to create effective propaganda leaflets,
feedback is neeed rom the requesting unit as to the effectiveness of the
leaflet. Without feedback, poor and ineffective propaganda is used over and
oer causing a harmf l effect in our propaganda effort.

OBSERVATION: The detachments are in good position to evalnate
the effectiveness of disseminated propaganda. Feedback does not have to be
dramatic, such as a large number of 74"s or Chieu-Hoi's. In most instances an
indication that a leaflet was picked up by a member of the target audience will
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suffice, as the CIDG CA/P0 squads are in an excellent position to obtain
feedback. They gust be alert at all times for any indicatims of change in

'17 the target audience during the conduct of their patrols.

c. IM: Rpid Reaction Propaganda (Source: s5, Co P)

DISCUSSION: The process of requesting, printing, and disseminating
propaganda isin most instances slow. Consequently, the detachments have little
rapid reaction capability to exploit successful ecmbat operations, Chieu-Hoi
returnees, VC terrorism and enemy Anerabilities. So much time elapses between
an incident to be exploited and the finished propaganda product that most of
tbe effectiveness of the propaganda is lost.

OBSERVATION: Field printing and hand dissemination of leaflets and
posters can provide a degree of rapid reaction to a propaganda campaign. A
mimeograph machine prcvides an excellent rapid reaction me=&. Other processer
such as silk screens and jelly rolls may also be used. Field printing should
be used by all CA/PO squads.

d. ITEM: Utilization of Forward Air Controllers (FAC) O1-E Bird Dog
to Disseminate Leaflets (Source: S5, Co C)

DISCUSSION: Normally leaflet missions are targeted against areas
in which the effoxrtMight produce overall results. On many occasions FAC's on
visual reconnaissance missions observe small groups of civilians or VC carryinF
parties. These typ3 targets are usually too small for a routine leaflet missi
to be wo-thvhile but are susceptible to a psychological waifare effort. Small
bundles of leaflets rigged with fase cutters have been tested in such cases and
pin-point accuracy has been obtained,

CSERVATION: This systen ofleaflet disseminatior provides more
exact coveige anf is considered a worthwhile supplement to the overall
psychological warfare effort.

e. ITEM: Disp~nsing of leaflet from U-1O aircraft with chute installed
(Source: SS, -3 )

DISCUSSION: When dropping a handful at a time, the wind and air
pressure will 1er several hundred together which in turn nmnimzes area coverage

OBSERVATION: If leaflets are held over the mouth of the chute and
riffled as in rTffldng playing cards, into the chute, the dispersion pattern al
area coverage will be greatly increased.

f. ITEM: Increased input of refugees after a large scale operaLion.
(Source: S5, Cc
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DICTJSSICN: After the conduct of large scale operations is densel.
populated areas., a arge influx of refugees have been collected in most of the
Special Forces camps. The camps have limited amounts of refugee suppli on
hand and due to bad weather conditions, resupp y activities to some camps wil
be hampered and camps will experience sor difficulty in providing adequate
support for the refugees.

OBSERVATIN: Reserve refugee supplies must be kept an hand,

whenever possible, at the camps in order to take care of any unexpected influx
of refugees that might result from any of the operations in large inhabited
areas and in order to be able to support the refugees during periods of incian t
weather when resupply activities are held to a minimum.

g. ITEM: Routing of CIDG Medical Evacuees by ARVN Helicopters
(Source, B-32)

DISCUSSION: ARVN pilots in III CTZ always take CIDG patients to
Cong Hoa Hospital i gon, regardless of the fact that medical facilities for
CIDG personiel exist in Bien Hoa and other locations which are often closer to
the site of injury. The incraased travel time to Saigon endangers life and limb
of CIDG personnel, Moreover, the already overcrowded conditions at Cong Hoa
Hospital lead to poor treatment of ClDG troops.

OBSERVATIONf Me-ical treatment of CIDG personnel in Zl CTZ would
be greatly enhanced if ARVN medical evacuation helicopters wre to route
casualties tote nearest medical facility providn g necessary treatrz nt.

h. EM: Packaging and Selection of Long Range Patrol Medical Supplie
- (Source: Co C)

DISCUSSION: Mdical supplies used by long range patrol must be
adequate for l -cmmo diseases and emergencies, be lightweight, and be packaggc
to withstand expos-re to weather and rough handling. The use of glass vials
should be avoided when possible. Experience has dictated that there are
possible a fev exceptions neosary, 4 .. an injectable antivomiting agent
should be available in order to use the other oral drugs.

OBSERVATION: Most items packaged in glass vials can be omitted in
the selection -long range patrol medical supplies, ie., substitute tetracycline
tablets for penicillin and strept-oYcino Omitting glass vials also eliminated
the need for most syringes and needleso Exceptions, ,such asCompazine (Anti-
vomiting agent), can be placed inside a 6 cc syringe while still inside its
cardboard container and the plastic tube sealed with waterproof tape. Needles
and syringes can be packa;ed in crush resistant plastic tubes and waterproofed
by wrapping in tape,

io ITEM: Pets and Rabies Control (Source. B-34

DiSCL3SION: Although detachment Dets (dogs, cats, etc.) have
received rabies shts and records have toen kept, there has been no readily
available way of making rabies tags for the innoculated animals.

OBSERVATION: A metal punch and die set could be used to fashion
tags for the aui-as in all subordinate detachments.
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J. If : Blood Donor Program (Source: B-32)

D CWSIOA: A great aversion to donating blood bas been observed in
Vietnam in thUia.1fether this reluctance stems Zrom religion, ignorance,
or plain fear is not known. The MILPHAP surgical team have been unable to get
next of kin to donate blood for critically-n-need patients.

OBSERVATION. An intensive program should be initiated on a national
level, utilizing posters, films, demonstration, etc, to persuade the Vietnamese
to donate blood.

k. IM: Endemic Scrub Tyninm, Det B-51. (Souras: Op Surgeon)

DISCSION: Classes of indigenous personnel taught at Dong Ba Thin
were noted toc-ont "scrub typhus. The training area involved is vegetated by
liz i grass, the typical vegetation for a scrub typhus area.

OBSERVATION: Detachment B-51 was directed to impregnate all field
c-lotbing on b t cadre astudents with M-1960 miticide. This action ray not
be suticient. If not, and scrub typhus persists, then a change of training area
IS 21oeas2=7.

1. T s Chloroquine Resistant Malaria in Indigenous Troops.
(Source Op Suron)

DISCUSSION: In II CTZ, especially, exist ma strains of
chloroquie re3sistant malaria, against which chloroquine prophylaxis has no
real effect. However, there is evidence that indigenous troops have a high
incidence of G-6 FD deficiency, which wouLd cause reactions if indigenous
personnel were placed on Dapsone. TK, Special Forces-Walter Reed Ant Institute
of Research Team is now studying this problem.

OBSERVATION: Administration of Dapsone to indigenous personnel mus4
wait upon result of sTi a being made by SF-WRAIR Research Team,

m. lT'M: Hamlet Health Worker Program. (Source. Op Surgfa)

DICUSSION: Although 195 hamlet health workers have been trained
sinc4 early 196W, none have been hired by GVN, as province chiefs are not
appropriatirg money to hire these workers. This leads to two results:

(1) Rural communities are not provided medical care by health
worers in spite of the number certified.

(2) Certified graduates become discouraged when not hired,
leading to disaffection with both GVN and 1ASF.

OBSERVATION: The future of the Health Hamlet Worker Program is

in doubt as long as graduates of the program are not hired by GVN.
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SUBJECT: Operational Report for Quarterly Period Erring 31 January 1967

n. ITEM: Staffing of CIDG Hospitals (Source: Gp Surgeon)

DISCUSSION: At the present time, two C0DG hospitals.,one in II CTZ,

and one in III CT -are operational. The III Cors facility, is alreact exanding
and the II Corps installation will expand. I CTZ is building a hospital which
will be operational by late February 1967. The only persmonel available to staff
these facilities are those assignee to the Special Forces Company Medical
Operations Section, which by themselves are not sufficient. Use of "A" detachmernt
medics to staff such hospitals would be detrimental to the "A" detachment mission

OBSERVATION: In spite of the need for CIDG hospitals, USASF does
not have the inearesources to staff them

o. fITM: AN/PRC-74 !Radio (Source: Co D Sdd

DISCUSSION: This radio is desirable for wA ue providing both
voice and CW transmissions but is too heavy with the standard BA-30 battery pack.

OBSERVATION: This radio requires 12 to 15 volts DC for operation.
By using 2 ANteries (BA-386) in parallel the weight is decreased by
25 pounds. The 3 volt DC plugs are cut out and the 15 volt plugs are connected
in parallel. A BA-317 battery cord is modified and installed on the radio.
(See Inclosure #17 'or descript.ion of field expedient battery ba.)

p. ifEM: AntennasAroper Length for Desfred Frequency (Source: Co D Sig)

DISCUSSION: Constructed anetnnas were found to have stretched from
their originar craMthe need for resonate antennas with zero reflected wave
became apparent.

OSERVATION: By recutting antennas using the standard half wave
formula 468 di ed by the desired fi-,quency and loading the antenna on the
T-368, this unit was able to determine the exact frequency where zero reflected
wave existed. inor adjustments were then made which were needed to have the
desired zero reflected wave for the original frequency.

q. IEM. Radio Set AN/PRC-64 (Source: Co C Sii)

DISCUSSICN: During mobile guerrilla force Qperations conducted
by this unit it was found that communication difficulty was exporienced when
patrolling from the patrol base extended beyond the range of the AN/PRC-25.
The ANA'RC,64 was utilized in these cases and found to be acceptable. Using
the voice mode and an extremely unsophisticated antenna system, the two olement,
were able to maintain communications on a periodic basis.

CBSERVATION: It has been found that the AN/PRC-64 can provide
voice comunications atshort ranges under adverse terrain conditions over
distances which exceed the range and capability of the AN/PFC-25. Since only
a short piece of antenna wire tied to a branch or layed on the ground is sufficlwalt
the AN/PRC-64 can be set up to transmit in a few minutes. This will allow freluftt
scheduled communications checks if required.
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r. ITE. UHF Raaio Capability for Mobile Guerrilla Forces (Source, Co C Sig)

(I DIBCUSSION: The success of mobile guerrilla forces in remote areas
of Vietnam scm e- on the su'pporting fires available on call and the
ability of the force to communicate with agercies providing the fires. On
occasion adverse weather- conditions prev3nted the 0-lE Bird Dog with its FM
radio capability from controllir. jupporting air strikes. In such cases it is
necessary for the mobile Gu ri"la force to ccntr-ol air strikeo by high performance
aircraft from the ground. In most cases tactical fighter bombers are only
capable of UID radio cn_.rjicationso Therefore, it is necessary for the mobile
guerrilla force to have eitIer a tunable or multi-channeled UHF radio of light
man-pack construction. A ight VVIght bat te zr power so'.rce is also necessary.
Operation Longstreet whiih was rountod by thi; unit in late 1966 carried the
AN/PRC-41 radio. It was f,.md ".hat, though tC, rad o was needed for its
capabilities, it was -naccp+,abl' fro.nihe opevational standpoint. The total
weight of the radio, as cclr4ed to the field, was approximately forty (40)
pounds. This weight is rracooptable tor a fast noving lightly armed force.
In addition, at least two spare -;)t c21l batt.ries, each i.eighing sixteen (16)
pounds, had to be ciri.~. to in:;-re reliablo comnica'ions. Though it was
relatively simple to -esvTp.y t'he force with battucies, it was impossible to
extract the spent battirlio A total of five BB-.452/J batteries were discarded
during the operationo These batteries are not expendable. They are rechargeable
and cost approximaitely $300,00 each.

OBSERVATI,), The AN/PPC-1,.l is not acceptable as a UHF radio for
mobile guerriII' force type operation-. A small, light weight UHF radio which
utilizes eithe.- a disposable dry cell battery or a very light nickel cadmium
battery is required,. A possible soluoion is the AN/PRC-71 which is currently in
the Air Force inventory. The RT-775/PiiC-71 has four (4) preset crystal controlled
channels. It weighs approximately six (6) pounds and is powered by a lightweight
rechargeable nickel cadmium battery. This set or any other with similar
capabilities is more compatable to mobile guerrilla type operations.

s. ITEM: Radar controlled (TfQ-lO) Aerial Resupply Drops
(Source: Co C Sig)

DISCUSSION: Tio 1PQ-1O controlied airdrops of supplies were conducted
in this unit during the month of November 1966. This typo airdrop was developed
to overcome the difficulty of resupplying Special Forcer, -_--ips during poriods
of inclement weather, In most cases dr-ps were conducted when the drop zone
was completely obscured. The aircraft .;ore gluided by the US Marine TPQ-10
guidance control systems located at Chu *Thi and Q,:ang Mgai, RVN. Data required
by-the system included drop zori location, elevation above sea level, ground
winds aloft, type of parac1ato to be uecd, and parachute rate of descent. Data
was fed into the computerized gu.dmcc ontro1 system which actually controlled
the aircraft. As arefinoment, a ground coutrollor has been used to adjust the
desired impact point an the drop zone, Adjustments can be fod to the computer
and corrections made after each drop.

CBSERVATIONi Radt controlled aerial resupply drops have proven
quite successful -ndl'curate. Inclement weather aos a deterring factor to aerial
resupply becomes far less ci'ificant when such capabilie ies exist or a permanent
basis,.4 7 ,
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t4 ITE: Pre-planfied TPQ-1O radar babbing lists for targets in
vicinity of fS' installations. (Source: Co C Sig

DWSCUSSIN: A pre-planned list of targets for contingency TPQ-1O
radar strikes IN -proven to be a rapid and accurate method of obtaining air
strikes. The unit commander requests targets by number rather than be coordinatess
the request is passed to supporting tactical air in the same manner. Such targets
are pre selected at choke points, likely avenues of approach and assembly areas,
critical terrain features, etc.

OBSERVATION: The pre-planning of TPQ-1O radar bombing lists for
contingency type strikes provides a rapid, secure, and a~aurate method for
supporting threatened installations.

u. ITEM: Revipion of 5th Special Forces Group Regulation 37-1,
CIDG Financial Administration (Source: Gp Compt)

DIBCUSSION: Regulation 37-1 provides guidance for the proper handling
and disposition o---- funds. A number of changes in the pay scale, incentive
pay scale, death gratuity benefits, and claims procedures made the publication
of a new regulation anecessity. The principal changes are discussed in para 12.

OBSERVATION: The revision of the regulation on CIDG Financial
Administration to accompany changes in pay scales, benefits, and claims assures
proper financial procedures in the handling of government funds.

v. ITEM: Analysis of Subsistence Costs in II CTZ (Source: Gp Compt)

DISCUSSION: Each' detachment in II CTZ is authorized to :pend 45$VX
per man per day for subsistence. Because of high rice prices in II CTZ, rice is
purchased in Saigon and shipped to detachments. The cost of the rice is
deducted from the subsistence funds authorized the detachment. Many detachments
in II CTZ were overspending their subsistence allowance. A study was initiated
to find the reason and the solution. The study revealed that rice stockage levela
were much higher than authorized; several setachments were purchasing rice at
exhorbitant prices; few detachments were submitting requests for relief of
responsibility for the cost of spoiled rice; several thought the rice was in
addition to the 45VN per man per day; aad many were feeding CIDO dependents ad
not charging them for food consumed. All of these malpractices were eliminated by
a letter to the Commanding Officer of Company B. To provide closer coordination
between Company B and the LSC with regard to rice shipments, Company B now submift
a list of rice stockage levels at each detachment weekly. This will assist in
avoiding overstockage and the resulting loss from spoilage.

OBSERVATION: Close analysis of the reasons for overexpenditures and
developing a workable solution eliminates wasteful and unauthorized use of
government funds,
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w. ITM: Analysis of Traffic Level at the SFOB Signal Facility
(Source: Op Cozt)

DMCOSSIC , An analysis of signal traffic receidd at the SFC9
revealed that7FUe traffic arrived between 1600 and 1300 hoxrs daily.
This overload often delayed the receipt of the daily SIM1P's which are dueat this same time, All detachments were directed to reduce traffic during the
peak period.

CBSERVATION: The reduction in traffic during the period the daily
S1TfP's ara t rarmitted has allowed for more rapid receipt of these SITREP's.

x. ITEM: Centralized Funding System in Effect in all CTZ's
(Source: Op Compt)

DBCUSIOtN Company C In I CTZ had conducted a teat project of
handling all MI accounting for subordinate detachments at the company
level. The largest task of the project wasto prepare all the CIDO and civilian
payrolls at thr oompany, then forward them and sufficient funds to the "A"
d- achments on payday. The system relieves the "A" detachment of the
administrative burden of preparing payrolls and allows a closer monitoring of
all expnditures at the company level prior to the expenditure being made.
The pilot program proved successful and was adopted by all companies during the
month of November. Centralized funding was modified in II, II and IV CTZ's,
in that the "B" detachments w're responsible for their subordinate detachments.
Ihe reason for this being that companies A, B and D have too many detachments
subordinate to them as compared to only eleven in Company C.

CBSERVATION: Centralized funding relieves the "A" detachment
of. an administrative burden and provides closer monitoring of CIDG fund
expenditures.

PAR II - Recommendations

1. (U) Personnel:

a. Reference Section 1, paragraph 7; and Section 2, Part I, para 1, Ite4 b.

b. Aotion should be considered at DA level to eliminate the problem of ,-"
late programming of personnel for reassignment to CORMIS. A minimu of 90 days
for officers and enlisted grades E-7 through E-9; and 60 days for E-6 and below,
prior to DERCS for receipt of reassignment instructions should be the objective.

c. Commanders having custody of personnel records should be authorized
to camunicate directly with the appropriate career branch concerning officer
reassignment instructions when urgency of the situation dictates.
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2. (U) Operations: Nne.?

3. (U) Trainaig and Organization: None.

4. (U) nyt, ence" None.

5. (u) I6istiei : None.

6. (c) Other:

a. Hamlet Health Worker Program

(1) Reference Section 2, Part I, paragraph 6, Item m.

(2) It is recommended that discussions occur between Vievnawase
Finistry of Health and tho. 5th Special Forces Group (Atn). If the GV'4 cannot
insure utilization of the certifi'ed haml et health workers, then SF par-icipftiOn
in the program should cease*

b. Medical Evacuation of CT I Troops in IIn CTZ:

(1) Reference Section 2, F Lrt I, paragraph 6, Item g.

(2) It is remended that ARVN medical evacuation personnel be

directed to take CJO casualties to tbe closese medical facility providing

necessary treatment.

. AN/PRC-25 Radio Sets:

(1) Reference: Section 1, Part Iv paragraph 9, Item c.

(2) It is reconmended that necessary action .e taken o expedite
delivery ol the AN.PRC-25 Radio Sets which are critically needed to efficiently

execute tactical operations and provide maximum possible safety for USASF

advisory peronnel.

22 Incl CIS J. KELLY

1. Troop Disposition List F Colonel, Armor

2. Intelligeice objective Comanding

and Responsibilities
3. The Fighting Camp
4. Operations Dai&
5. Viet Cong CasUalties 50

cofDiT1 Pe.



AVGB-C 15 February 1967

SUBJECT: Operational Report for nuarterly Period Ending 31 January 1967

(C 6. U.S. Special Forces Casualties
7. CIDG Casualties
8. RF/PF Casualties
9. After Action Report: Thuong Duc, 21-22 Jan 67

10. After Action Report: Task Force Prong
11. After Action Report: Mike Force/Attleboro,

1-7 Nov 66
12. After Action Report: Bu Dop, 14 Jan 67
13. After Action Report: Delta Flood 1966,

Detachment B-43
14. After Action Report: Company D Airboat

Operations
15. Airboat Program
16. After Action Report: Blackjack 21

(Task Force 777)
17. After Action Report: Blackjack 22
18. Aviation Availability and Utilization
19. Hiatorical/Group Behavior Ii]ot Study
20. CA/F'SYOP Success Story: Det A-4ll

c2. a-ijjjE (C -g .,ly) A



SECRET
AVHGC-DH (15 Feb 67) 1st Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Rep -t-Lessons Learned for the Period Ending

31 January 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65)

HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY VIETNAM, APO San Francisco 96307 1 2 APR 1967

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-OT
APO 96558

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of
the Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

1. This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons
Learned for the period ending 31 January 1967 from Headquarters, 5th

Special Forces Group (Airborne).

2. Pertinent comments follow:

a. Reference Paragraph 7b, Section 1, Page 22, and Paragraph
la, Part I, Section 2, Page 37: On 20 December 1966, a publication
assistance team visited the unit and provided assistance in the establish-
ment of pinpoint distribution accounts for all DA publications and blank
forms. This will eliminate the time lag in transmitting material from the
Special Forces Operational Base. USARV Circular 310-2 prescribes the
command formula distribution which is transmitted directly to Headquarters,
5th Special Forces Group. A request to increase the USARV distribution
from 16 copies to !65 copies under Formula A was received and approved on
27 February 1967.

b. Reference Paragraph 7c, Section 1, Page 22; Paragraph lb.
Part I, Section 2, Page 31; and Paragraph i, Part II, Section 2, Page
49: The nonreceipt of assignment instructions is a continuing problem
of which this headquarters is thoroughly cognizant. Action is taken
by this headquarters to report to DA those officers not in receipt of
reassignment instructions 60 days prior to DEROS. Additionally, 30 days
prior to DEROS telephone calls between this headquarters and DA are utilized
in an effort to obtain reassignment instructions. This headquarters and DA
both recognize the personal inconi.enience caused by late receipt of assign-
ment instructions and marked improvement has been made in reducing the
number of officers receiving late reassignment instructios. Subordinate
units can assist in alleviating this problom area by ensuring accurate and
timely reporting of DEROS date.

c. Reference Paragraph 7d, Section 1, Page 22, and 'Rragraph

lc, Part I, Section 2, Page 37: The shortage of school trained CA/PO

SECRET



SECRET
AVHGC-DH (15 Feb 67)

SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for the Period Ending
31 January 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65)

officers is a command-wide problem. The MTOE authorization of 5th
Special Forces Group (SFG) is still being processed by this headquarters
and it is anticipated it will be dispatched to USARPAC subsequent to 1 May
1967. Until such time as the MTOE arrives at USARPAC no requisition action
can be taken by this headquarters.

d. Reference Paragraph 9c, Section 1, Pages 28 and 29; and
Paragraph 6c, Part II, Section 2, Page 50 Concur. There are in-
sufficient assets to fill the high requiximent generated by the 5th
SFG at this time. Radios have been and wiil continue to be issued when
assets are available. AN/PRC-25 radios are short in the command at this
time. Inter-Service Support Agreement with the 5th SFG is a t"fill or kill"
proposition.

e. "eference Paragraph 13b, Section 1, Page 36: Concur.
The uniform routing of Military Police Reports through headquarters of
major commands has been recognized as a problem prevalent throughout
USARV. A regulation designed to provide detailed guidan,e concerning the
use, preparation and disposition of the Military Police Report (DA Form
19-32) has been completed, staffed and is currentlv pending final approval
and publication by this headquarters.

I. Reference Paragraph lc, Part II, Section 2, Page 49:
No-.concur in the recommendation that commiands having custody of personnel
records communicate directl, with DA. career branches. The centralization
c¢f this function at the major component level is in consonance with the
established chain of command and is considered more effective than frag-
menting this task. Additionally, to allow subordinate commands the pre-
rogative of communicating directly with DA on reassignment instruction
queries would compound the magnitude of the problem from the DA position.

g. Reference Paragraph 6a and 6b, Part II, Section 2, Page 50:
The recommendations of the 5th SFG concerning ARVN medical evacuation
pursonnel and GVN hamlet heal-h workers have been forwarded to MACV.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

s!/ Jerry Van Horn

JERRY VAN HORN
2LT, AGC

2. Incl Asst. AG
ORLL
cy 33 ind 34
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ITEJLIGENCE OBJECTIVES AND ESPONSIBILITIES

1. General: The intelligence requirements of the "A" camp commander
are threefold. Primarily he needs early warning indicators of enem activities.
He needs to know the VC infrastructure within his TAOR and its relationship to
adjacent and higher orgaiizations. Finally he needs to know the enemy order
of battle in proximity to his TAOR. The proposed intelligence ,'eogram to ful-
fill these needs and estsblish responsibilities at the various levels of
command (A & B Det, Companies and SFOB) is outlined below. This program is
to be 6 bilateral intelligence effort and will be implemented in Feb 1967.

2. "A" Detachment Objectives and responsibilities:

a. Collection: Early warning information, VC infrastructure data
and enem order of battle data are ithin the collection capabilities of the
personnel in the "A" deta:-hment. The collection program to stisfy the intell-
igence requirements of the "All camps consists of two types of informant nets.
One net will be targeted at the enemy order of battle. It will require
informants, who know the area, to report VC movements within the TAOR and its
periphery. The second net will be tnrgeted at the VC infrastructure. This
not requires informants to report names, positions, and relationships of
members and leaders of the VC organization. These informants would prefer-
ably be VC who have defected in place. The Group 5-2 has set up a Mobile
Trainirg Team, which will assist in the establishment of these nets on a
case by case basis. The prototype is to be initiated at LANG VEI, QUANG TRI
Province.

b. Analysis: To facilitate the analysis of the information
gathered by these nets the Group S-2 h-- directed that the following three
analytical instruments be emr'.oyed at each "A" camp by 15 Feb 196?.

(1) Handbooks: One will cover enua OB; the other VC
infrastructure. The VC infrastructure handoook will record the names, person-
alities, modus operandi, positions and relationships of members and leaders of
the VC infrastru-turi ThD order of battle handbook will record the
organization, strength, mission, location, armament, morale, limitations and
capabilities of the enemy.

(2) Map Overlays: One will display enemy OB data; the other,
VC infrastructure. The infrastructure overlay will plot known and suspected
locations of personnel, safe houses, meeting spots, comunication points, and
security of nets of the VC organization. The OB overlaUy will plot the
locations, lines of connunication and infiltration routes of enei units.

(3) Wiring Diagrams: One will be for OB and one for VC
infrastructure, showing organizatior 1 structures within the TAOR and its
periphery. Known, unknown and suspected ele-ents of these structures will
be indicated in the diagrams.

2-1
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c. Dissemination: The "A" detachments will disseminate all
information up through channels to the SPOB and laterally to adjacent
units. Spot reports will be transmitted electrically and all other
information will be forwarded on 1396 Intelligence Information Report
Form.

3. "B" Detachment Responsibilities:

a. Collection: The "B" detachments also have the mission of
collection and analysis of infornation on VC infrA3tructure and OB. The
"B"Is, however, target their colliction efforts aiu the areas in between
the "A" camp TAOR' s. Tha "B" detachments will make maximum use of lateral
and supporting intelligence agencies. In addition to their organic sources
they will establish liaison with CIA, 149th HI, 135th MI, adjacent friendly
units and sector agencies. To assist in the collection effort of the
detachments, personnel from the NI augmentation will be assigned as
available. p

b. Analysis: The primary objective of the analytical efforts
at the "Be Det will be to give early warning of enemy attacks to the "A"
detacbments. They will maintain the same analytical instruments as the
"A" camps. Personnel from the group KI augmentation will be assigned to
"B" detachments to assist in analysis and dissemination.

c. Dissemination: The "B" detachments 11 disseminate all
information to the "A" camps and to the SFOB through Special Forces
channels. Information copies ill be sent to Detachment B-55 in Saigon
and lateral dissemination effecte&. Spot reports will be transmitted
electrically and all other reports will be submitted on 1396s,
Intelligence Information Report Forms.

4. Company Responsibilities:

a. Collection: The company directs and assists the collection
effozts of the "A" and "B" detachments. It will have trained interrogators
and analysts ready for dispatch tb assist the "A"s and "B"s in collection.
These personnel will be provided by the MI augmentation. The company will
be responsible for liaison with subordinate, adjacent, and higher intell-
igence agencies. The company has no further collection responsibilities.

b. Analysis: The primary-mission of the company S-2 section is
collation and analysis of information. The company i@ill produce studies,
estimates and summaries for specific sub-comeands. These summaries will
emphasige only current information without regard to agreement with
confirmed MACV OB holdings. On a weekly basis the company will prepare
and disseminate an intelligence summary to indicate critical areas and
specific intelligence regarding each "A" camp. The company will main-
tain current summaries and 1:50,000 map overlays for each "A" camp TAOR.

c. Dissemination: The company is responsible for dissemination

2-2
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of intelligence to all subordinate commnds, the SFOB and lateral agencies.
All information obtained by the companies which has not been transmitted
by other elements will be forwarded to the SFOB. Copies of all studies,

77 estimates and INTSUMS ill also be forwarded,

5. Group S-2 Responsibilities:

a. Collection: The SFOB has no collection responsibilities
other than to establish liaisn ith adjacent intelligence agencies and
to direct and monitor the collection efforts of the "A" and "B" detach-
ments. The S-2, 5th SFGA will establish policies and provide directives
governing the group intelligence program.

b, Analysis: The SFOB will provide weekly sumuaries of current
intelligence, hot spots and build-ups within the CTZ's. The objective is to
produce tailored studies that will provide guidance to the companies in the
disposition of their intelligence resources. In addition the SFOB will
prepare special studies and intelligence annexes for the special operations
conducted by 5th SFA.

c. Dissemination: The group S-2 will disseminate intelligence
to all subordinate, lateral and higher headquarters on a scheduled basis.
This dissemination will be in the form of INTSUM, MONEVAL, and FPRINTREPS.
Special studies and intelligence annexes will be published as required.

2-3
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SECRET
SPECILL FORCES COORDINATION VIN OTHERINT GWiCb AGENCIES

1. (S/NOFORN) The following is -an excerpt from the intelligr.ce
briefing given General Harold K Joh.on by the Croup S-2 Section on
27 Dec 1966.

'To sati-Py th !'ra.d intelligence requirements of subordinate
detachments and supported tactical units, the 5th Special Forces Group has
initiated a program of alose coordlination and cooperation with all Free
World Forces intclligni co agenc..cs the dc elop.;int of equipment and
the production of annlytic' ztv1ies Li suppor: of all operations."

"Many spccial -ot' .iis ovorniig ill ports of the Republic of Vietnam
are required Lo adequat ly su.rt Special Forces combat operations. These
studies arc produced by 11 CV c?.,' ,'nts ,ich as the Combined Intelligence
Center, Vietnam (CICV), and the intelligencc Operations Division of HAC J-2
(IOD). The studies iicli'de Ares Analysis, OB Studies of enemy units and
Secret Zones, and Targct .nalysil Studies for Long Range Reconnaissance
Patrols and Mobile Guerrilla Operations. For example, a 30 day Mobile
Guerrilla Operation began in the Seven Mountains area in the TV Corps
Tactical Zone in early JanruaW. To support this operation, CICV was
tasked to produce for us, .n .rea Stud- and Target Analysis Study of the
Seven Mountains area. The Target Analysis Data confirmed our preliminary
investigation that the area is a high .priority target. It further
indicated that an operation in this area wo0uld seriously dis-upt VC
comunication routes bd'wcen Cambodia and Vietnain, interrupt VC food
procurement programs in the southwcsteru part of the Delta, and have a
psychological effect on aret residents who are opposed to Communism butfollow VC directives because they have no other option."

"Tactically, the study located VC storage depots, ordnance plants,
hospitals, gun emplacements, and a host of other details essential to goodoperational planning."

"Our cooperative program is not all TAKE. 5th Special Forces is
the action agent or sunport element for several joint intelligence Iojects.
For example, we are conducting a sensitive experiment with ViLS in the
development of a technique erployine an electronic device for the positive
location of VC and NVA tactica. headqc'rters. We proide more than =00
personnel for MAC SOO operations, and opnrate 26 weather stations for the
US Air Force to increase the area coverage of their synoptical weather
picture. We are negotiating with DIA to test a photo-electronic device
to cover road and stream watch sites. We provide billet and office space
for 149th MI Group collection teams in t:,3 four Corps Tactical Zones, and
we are coordinatig with the 509th Radio Research Unit to improve electronic
intelligence coveragc in Vietna=,,"

2. (C) In addition to the above mentioned age.-ies the Group has
established a close working ralatinnship with the lst Mil Intel Bn - Aerial
Reconnaissance and Sw-veilla.ce. Detachment D, 1st MIBARS is located
adjacent to the SFOB and has been vei.y responsive to our request for aerial
photography and electronic aerial surveillance.

2-1-1
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MILITARY INTELLIM CE AUGMENTATION

1. MI Detachment Counter Intelligence (6=D TOE 300-OOD). The
Detachments composition will be: Six Warrant Officers, NDS 971A; Six E-7's,
MOS 97B40; Six E-6's, MOS 97B ; and Six E-5's, 4OS 9iB4O. The expected
time of arrival is April 1967.

2. NI Detachment Collection (6XLD TCE 30-500D),4 The Detachments
composition will be: Six Lieutenants,, MOS 9668; Six Warrant Officers,
MOS 972A; Six E-71s, MOS 97B0O; Six E-61s, MOS 97C40; Six E-5's, OS 97O.
The expected time of arrival is April 1967.

3. MI Detachment Adnistrative (2XAH TOE 30-500D). The Detachments
composition vill be four E-4 s, MOS 71B62_, and its expected time of arrival
is April 1967.

4. MI Detachment Defense Against Methods of bitry (TOE 30-5OOD). This
element will be one E-7, 1,1O 97B40 and -L's expected time of arrival is Aril
1967.

5. MI Detachment Clerical (4XHB TOE 30-500D). The Detachments
composition will be fo r E-5's, 1OS 97B40 and is expected to arrive in
March 1967.

6. MI Detachment Counter Intelligence (2XHE TOE 30-500D). The
Detachments composition will be: Two Captains, MOS 9666 and two Lieutenants,
MOS 9666. The expected time of arrival is April 1967.

7. MI Detachment Interrogator (SXFD TOE 30-500D). The Detachments
camposition will be eight E-6' s, MOS 96C40. The expected time of arrival is
April 1967.

8. MI Detachment Order of Battle (18XJD TOE 30-600D). The Detachments
composition will be 19 E-6's, MOS 96B40. The expected time of arrival is
April 1967.

9. MI Detaenmot Orde ,f Battle (IXJB TOE 30-600D). The composition
of this Detachment will be: Four Lieutenants, MOS 9318, and four E-4's, NOS
96B20. The expected time of arrival is May 1967.

10. MI Detachment Imagery/Interpretation (2XOB TOE 30-600D). The
compsition of this Detachment u1).1 be: Two Majors, H0S 9309; two Captains,

OS 9309; two E-7's, OS 96D40; two E-5's, MOS 96D30. The expected time
of arrival is May 1967.

2-2-1
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SECRET
II. Recapitulation o' the N1 kagmentation is:

a, Major 2

b. Captain 4

c. Lieutei-ant 12

d. Warrant Officer 12

e. E-7 15

f. E-6 39

g. E-5 is

h. E-4
TOTAL 110

12. (S/NOFORN) Organization:

a. The Military Intelligence Detachment will be organised into
a headquarters elemnt, five intelligence analysis sections, and six
intelligence collection ten, ms.

b. The headquarters element will be composed of the counter
intelligence, administrative, defense against methods of entry, and
clerical sections. The element located at the intelligence analysis
centers will be composed of order of battle, interrogator, imagery
interpretation, administrative and clerical sections. Detachment B-57
(Ho Ngoc Tao) will have assigncd to it all six collection teams in
support of Project DANIEL BOONE.

2-2-2
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIC1AL DEVICES

1. (S-N0FORM) At the present time many agencies are in the process of
developing, field testing nd producing various specialized devices for use
in intelligence operations. Some of the advantages which accure through
the use of those devises are as follows:

a. They increase secarity.

b. They expredite oporatioiis.

c. They conserve manpower.

d. They make it possible for personnel to operate under less
hazardous conditions.

2. (S-NOFORM) There are a great variety of devices available for use
in the intelligence field. The Group is currently taking action to procure
or experiment with the following:

a. Seiamatic Anti-intrusion devices- The group haa reouested 100

each of these items; enough for employment of at least one each of every
Special forces installations.

b. Sub-miniature radios- There are numerous varinties of these
radios and signaling devices. They are used for such things as agent cam-
munications and concealment within other items of equiunent. When items of
equipment, with a signaling device hidden inside, are deliberately allowed
to fall into eneqr hands they are invaluable in electronic tracking of the
enemys subsequent movements.

c. Lines of comunications monitors- These are small photo electric
devices which can be easily concealed near a trail or stream and then used
in detect and record enemr movement along that route.

3. (C) In addition to the above mentioned programs the Group is
ontinually locicing fr.- . w:ays to employ existing items and developing

plans which lead to the development of new devices.

i

Amex 3 to Inclosure #2, to Quarterly Operr.tiond Roport for period uwding

31 JAnuary 1967.
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FIGHTING CAMPS

1. Concept - A Fighting Camp is a CIDG camp having a minimum
essential position defense capability. The overall defensive posture
of this camp is enhanced by continual, aggressive offensive operations
conducted by camp personnel in their TAOR.

2. The camp itself embodies the principles of:

a. Speed of Installation

(1) Completed in thirty (30) days - assisted by one engineer
platoon reinforced with selected items of construction equipment depending
upon airfield requirements.

(2) Size is such that it can be defended by one quarter of
the assigned strength.

(3) A standardized design is followed.

b. Austerity:

(1) Construction costs held to a minimum,

(2) No "frills" in this camp.

(3) Local materials are used whenever possible.

(4) Skilled labor requirements are held to a minimum.

c. Defese in Depth:

(1) Alternate and secondary positions are used to provide
depth to the battle area.

(1) Ti -amp has the ability to limit and to seal off
penetrations.

(3) Outposts and listening posts for early warning.

3. The cost of this type of camp vll vary depending upon:

a. Site location

b. Necessity to "harden".

c. Availability of local construction needs.

d. Anticipated camp "life".

4. Because this concept does not sarkedly differ from established
defensive octrine, a minirum of special skillsi equipment, and mterial will
hae to be stockpiled and, later, imported into the construction site.

Inclomare #3 to Operational Report for Quarterly Period ding 31 Jnaryu7 1967



OPERATIONS DATA

1. Number/Type CIOG Operations Conducted:

DAY NI~siT SQD FLAT CO 00+

a. Attacks 153 71 8 28 1h4

b° Blocking Actions 173 90 O 33 213 17
c. Escort Actions 916 37 483 289 175 6

d. Combat Patrols 8401 6438 4841 5719 3884 395

o, Recon Patrols 7251 2162 6150 3106 149 8

f, Ambushes 4267 25268 24006 4955 561 13

TOTAL BY TYPS 21161 34066 35488 14130 5126 483

TOTAL OPERATICS: 55227

2. Nmuber/Type RF/PF Operations Conducted:

DAY NIGHT SQD PLAT CO CO+

a. Attacks 161 25 24 59 82 21

b, Blocldng Actions 274 124 63 146 180 9

c. Escort Actions 596 88 153 175 350 6

d. Combat Patrols 1565 343 832 814 238 24

a. Recon Patrols 2018 1382 2362 952 86 0

f. Ambushes 1212 19038 18273 1814 161 2

TOTAL BY TYPE 5826 21000 21707 3960 1091 68

TOTAL OPRATIONS: 26826

3. Number of Friendly Iit atod Conta.ts:

DAY NIaRT SQD PLUT CO CO+ ~L
a. CIG 52h 98 67 166 292 97 (,.)
b. RF/PF 96 68 52 62 33 19 |(

4. VC Initiated Combat Action Against:

CflX3 RP/PF
a. Attacks 99 52

b. Probes 122 172

o, Anbshes 101 36

d, TOTAL 322 260

Imlosure 04 to Operational Report for Qurterly Period Ering 31 January 1967
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5. Other VC Initiated Actions Againsts

CIDO RIP/F
a. Mine/Booby Traps 13 5O
b,, Assassinations 5 12

c. Sabotage 17 1
d, TOTAL 535 63
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VL- T COW,1 GAS U(LTIK

. 1,CC) Oca&nct.~ VII Lovc:' Du'ing )4,!, Qvaiter by Corps Tactical Zone:

T CTZ II CTZ 111CTZ IV CTZ TOTAL

IA286 351. 490 378 15
WCc5 1)42 131 81 4h

'ICTAL 3)44 '493 623 )459 1919

2 (C) Qnartc:'.;7 -omrarison of Con *-mid VC IAss' s Countryj-w'.d:

C'ID RF/P:-

KKi 7 T mVOC TOTAL

lit Quiartez' l57 Zl438 125 2729
2nd Quarter 330 236) 491 105 1662
3id Qu..rto 1739 263 1)40 1611

)4t.'- Quarter '301 3i2 2)43 102 )414

W-M Above figuros nre -JSAgF FIODJY COUNT

Inclomav 0K, to Ope:-i I Ftport. for Quarter1- Perio~t. &ndin4 31 Jan 67
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MABF CUAMITI

9/ 1. (C) MASF casualtios during hth Quarter y Corps Tactical Zme.
I CTZ 1:1CTZ n; CTZ IVCT

IA 1 3 2 39
WIA 6 21 21 6 ,,
!4A 0 0 1 0 2

TO .L 7 24 24 9

2. (C) quarterly Comparison of UUW Casualties Country-vides

KIA WIA iA TOAL

st Quarter 17 55 1 73

2nd Quarter 34 63 2 79
3rdQuarter 15 60 0 75

4t Quarter 9 1 1 64

Inolosure #6 to Operational Report for Quarterly Poriod Ending 31 Januay 1967



CIDO CASUALTI S

1. (C) CMD) Casimlties bur:Lg 4th Quarter by Crps Tactical Zones

V3 I rTZ I C"Z IlI CTZ IV CTZ TOTAL

a- YLI 4 16 23 16 59
bc WXcA 39 50 86 27 202
c MI 1 0 6

d, TOZIL L4 67 109 47 267

2. (C) Q, atez1y Ccornar..son of CIDG Casualties Coimtry-wide:

mIA WIA MI TOTAL

1st Quarter 36i 592 95 ld 4 8

2nd Quarter 228 681 53 962

3rd Quarter 269 632 18 919

4th Quarter 202 6 267

Thc.o i:vo #7 to Operatioral riport for Quarterly Period Eming 31 January 1967



CSUALTIESI

1. (C) p1,D C..:.,..ie, during W Quarter by Cup Tactical Zone:

102 31 CTZ III CTZ IV CTZ TOTAL
a. KI.. 1 53 5 81
b- WTA is 2 05 11 136

'o MIA is 0 6 0 18
d. TJIVIAT. 22 16 235

2. (1) .Qnrw' C.a s on of UF/PF Casualties Country-wide:

WJ WIA MIA TOTALj
ist, Qu rbor 203 283 85 571
.no Quzator 196 27 38 509

3-re, Qu.,rr 158 267 96 521

4th Q0';o1er & 136 18 235

Lnclosurn J to Opeftioml "O for ;uarterly Perio4 Snd.ng 31 January 196?
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DEACHMENT A-109
5TH SPECIAL FORCES GMOUP (ABN), 1ST SPECIAL FORCES

APO 96337, US Forces

26 January 1967

SUBJECT: After Action Report, !*ioag Duo (Operation DCC 31).,
47 21 and 22 January 1967

1. The forces involved in Operation DCC 11 were 120 CIDG, one LLDB,
a:d 4 USASF on the initial element, and 60 CIDG, 80 RF/PF, one LLDB, azJ
three USASF on the exploitation force. In addition, 50 CIDG were sent
to reinforce the operation on.the second day,

2. The mission was to conduct a search and destroy operation in

reaction to intelligence information.

3. Ths entire operation ran from 210430 to 221930 January 1967.

4 The operation was planned in anticipation of indicated enemy
Lcovement and resupply operations in the area to the cast of Ngoc Kinh I,
center coordinates ZC200543. Viet Cong units know to operate in the
& .e% were the Q-14 Company, the Q-17 Battalion, elements of a sapper j
i:'atallon (designation unkno',rn), and occasional NVA elements. Thirty
VC uore sighted in this area on 17 Januay., The plan was to have one
.1DG company with adv.!sors move into this area to fi;: and destroy any
,'d ohey might thrug t Zl.3 the o ration departed camp Thonthe r ,

and moved east through t 21]lg3 the eato depsouth of the river, see
o -erlay). At 1100 the operation made initial contact at coordinates t
Z-I187535, with an estimated two squads of VC who withdrew'to the south-
east. Th advance was confined, and at 1315 the operation regained
contact at coordinates ZC200543 with an e3timated 200 VC. (This figure
.-ro later substa2.Iatrd by intel g -oa "pvts and prisoner interrogation).
Fire -as returned, ind the senior advisor requested immediate airstrikeo
and artillery. He also requested chat an explcitation force be sent into
tho area immediately. Th. Detachmen' Cornder' radioed Company C and re-
quested that the Mike Force be helili#sd into the area. Due to the
time involved in gettirg helicoptee's rnd the Mike Force ready to go,
the Detachment Commander was ordered by th3 Company Commander to send
all available personna1 in the camrp to the battle area. The Mike Force
would then be scnt to the camp for security purposes. At 1415 the
oploitation force departed from the ba, o camp and rapidly moved along
the south bank of the river toard the east, At 1525, just as the
exploitation element had reached a point north of the battle area and
was beginning to whel sou-h, they met increasing onemy resistance. The
exploitation force then moved west to kirt a body of water and swung
back to the east tirards the imdiate area of Lhe battle. VC resistance
quickly slackened, Ad the cxp1.oiftaion force roached the position of the
vain oneration, During the entire engagement, which was characterized by

Inclosatre #9 to Operational Report for Quarterly Perio, Ending 31 JMuary 1?6?



a series of short violent firefights. friendly forces were taken under
fire by automatic weapons, small arms, 60rm amd 81mm nortars. Friendly
casualties were three CIDG wounded. Firepower used against the enerW
consisted of automar ic ;,eapons, small arms, 4.2" mortar, 105mm Pnd 155mm
howitzers, and 14 tactical airstrikes. A Forward Air Ccntroller was in
the air dur.fng the entire period. Enemy losses wore five kill, rtd
two wounded. At this point i's becaie necessary to move back to the
west J.n order to evacuate the wounded, effect resupply and gain room
for maneuver. Tiho operation; ..hich Lhn c, noijtA of '.ne 4/PF and
two Clr ce -rp;:p ie;.; moved to coordinates ZC 178536 where ,) medevac and re-
supply lnnding zonYe ms secured. B- 1900 resupply and medevac were com-
pleted.

At 220200 a flanking element of 120 CIDG xid two supporting elements
of 30 CIDG each began art encircling movement over the rugged hills
to the south of the battle area. At daylight the remaining 20 CIDG plus
the 80 RF/PF were to sweep back to the east to regain contact with the VC,
at which time the southern element would prevent the VC from getting onto
the highground to the south, and drive him to the river where he could be

destroyed. At 1000 the southern force flushed 2 squads iof VC with an auto-
matic weapon mnd drove them towards the sweep eement. One of the VC was
wounded and the rest withdrew east. At 1100 the sweep element linked up
with one of the 30 men supporting elerients which had been seat to the village
after the 2 squads of VC menticned earlier. On adv.ncing another 200 meters
strong contact wis again made Th.j southern, elonent began to sweep
northeast. At this time *lhe (IDG radio operator for the USASF was wounded.
The FAC spotted 40-plus VC running east, and An immediate airstrike with CBU
(boblets) was called. The VC broke contact and fled to the east. The
50 man reinforcing element Trom base cam-, arrived w.ith replacement radio.
30 VC were caught in the open by aircraft armed with CBU's. An imediate
assessment of the nirstrike and battle areas showed 14 VC killed by small
arms and artillery firs and 30 VC killed by th2 airstrikes. Alco several tong
of food, clothing, Tmmunition, and medical supplies were found in caves
and sempans along the river's edge. Five prisoners were taken at this time.
The operation secured an LZ for medevac and prisoner evacuation. The
operation then returned to base camp, closing at 1930 hours.

4. ConcluSioit,, Obbervations, and 2esults:

a. F~veral things about the enemy were observed. Their fire
discipline was excellent. Heavy volumes of iire were received and cut
off promptly as if on signal. Tacticel manuever by the VC was good, he
constantly tried to er'ircle friendly units and made good use of concealed
avenues of approach. Uniforms of the killed and captured VC helped to
identify the units as the Q-14 Company and, elements of a sapper battalion.
Marl smanship on the part of the VC was poor, which accounts for ouri low ,
casualty rate. Reports received from several sources confirm that Le Than,
the Q-14 Comprny Commander, was killed, and that the Q-14 Company is no
longer operational.

b. Enemy losses were:

49 Killed (conf)

25 Killed (rrc!, )

,-2



After Acti-,n Report (OC imued)

4 Wounded

5 Captured

1500 pounds of food captured

750 pounds of medical supplies captured

4 Weapons captured

25 Sampens destroyed

c. Friendly losses were: 3 CIDG wounded.

/S/WILIAMM G BUHKANN, JR
/T/WILLIAM G, BUHMAI N, JR

Captain, Artillery
Coi anding

9-,



CCPAN B
5TH SPECIAL FORCES GROUP (AMBCRIIE), IST SPECIAL FORCES

APO 96295

AVSFB-WN 11 January 1967

SUBJECT Aftar Action Report Tack Force Prong

TO: CcmaniAtng Officer
Ith S1 Acn, Ist SF
APO 962140

1. BACKGROUNDt

a. The 4th Infantry Division planned to conduct an operation beginning
3 Nov 66 to sweep and clear the area north of Plei Djeren , went to the Nam
Sathay River and east to the 90 line. for suspected elements of the 325th
Division (NVA) (Incl 1). In the origiz.al plan of the 4th Division no units
were to be committed to the area west of the Nam Sathay River to the Cambodian
border. The southern half of this Plei Trap VaUley was an area well known
to contain enemy infiltration routes.

be Commanding Officer, Company B, 5th Special Forces formulated a
plan for the employment of one provisional battalioh of CIDO (west of the
Nam Sathay River to the Cambodian border) to conduct search and clear operations
and also to act as a screen for the 4th Division's operation which was to
operate to the east of the Nam Sathay River. The plan of Company Bs 5th
Special Forces Group, was presented to G3, 4th Div, on 5 Nov 66. The 4th Div
suggested instead that they would prefer to employ one of their battalions in
that area and that the CMG force would operate between that battalion and the
main force conducting the sweep to the east generally on a north/south axis
along the Nam Sathay River advancing by phase lines to the north. It was
stated to the 4th Div that the CIDO could better operate next to the border
since CID0 units operate better in an Area of Operation rather than along
an axis of advance by phase lines.

oe The 4th Div accepted the reouwndslons of CO, Company B, 5th

Sm0. on 8 Nov 66, modified plan (Thal 2) was 1ssued by the 4th Div
assignng a slightly revised area west of the Nam Sathey River to the CIDO
fore as an area of operation. This frea Mas furthei Vrken" 4bwri int. three
cpo evas by Comar Bs, 5th SFQA (Incl 3, App A).

2. SLRW.BY OF OPERATIMS:

a. 08 Mov 661 One compwa fru 2/, 4th Itf Div, moved to LZ LAM
(WM ), .&6S30 to secure the LZ prior to deployment of Task Force Prong.
The lift of TI Prong bega~a 0630 bra with the noww*o of 3rd Mlo Force

M3oloeiwe 110 to OperationaLl Report for Quarterly Poriod EZnimgz A January 1967.



Compaq and the cumand group frm Pleiku to LZ IANS. Plat Djereng and Duo
Co elements were closed into LZ LANE by il5l Irs. At 1310 hr., mike Force

m de contact with elements of an NVA antiaircraft battery, vicinity
5. Results were one I1A KIA, two 12.7 AA M3, two A*47 and 35 pak.

CIA with negative friendly casualties. Mike Force again made sontact with
an estimted NA squad vicinity U610540 resulting in two NVA KMA, one WIA,
me pack CIA and one UWS dIIA. At 140 hr, the Plei Djereng elmnt of TF

Prong made contact with a three man carrying party moving north on a large
trail vicinity 1A605526. Iasults were two NVA KI, co NU WTA e, AL4
CIA, iAo grenades and two packs CIA with negative friendly casualties. 3h
vicinity of this action TF Prong divided forces approxim tely 1600 hr. with
the Ploi Djereng Comaqm moving south and the Duc Co Company dnd the coankd
group continuing to move west. At 1615 hra, Plei Djerezg observed three A
vicinity YA605524, and aftcr a short fire fight tho NVA broke contact to the
south with negative results. At 2000 hrs, TF Prong was located at ocomand
group and Duc Co &599526, Plei Djereng UA606512, and Mike Force U611553.

b. 09 Nov 66: A security ambush of Plei Djereng caught an W7A
recon platoon at 0805 hra, vicinity TA60512, advancing north along the
sam trail that Plot Djereng had moved south on the paevious day. PAi
Djereng Company followed up this contact by moving south along the trail and
across a stream, Here they made contact at 0815 hra with an estimated NA
compaq in prepared positions, vicinity YA605509. Withdrawing to the north
bank of the stream. Plei DJereng requested FAC support and called for
artillery fires on tha eneW positions. The artillery was lifted frm the
enwW poeitions on the south bank of the river at 1010 bra. Ple DJereng
assaulted across the river and was able to establish a platoon aiz position
on the south bank. However, due to the heavy eno fire which caused
several fr:endly casual ties, they were forced to witdrmr to the northern
banb a' 1235 hrs. Plei Djereng called for continuou artil~sr7 support and
requested assistance to locate an LZ so wunded could be evacuated. An 12
was located bat Plei Djereng was unable to withdrw since the emym bad
maneuvered between Ple Djereng and the LZ, Results of this contact w
four NVA KrA and one RPD 6 1M CIA. Friendly casualties were four CIDO KIM,
five CDO VIA and tuo USSF WIA. At this tim Plei DjerwX requested
reinforcemts.

(1) Due Co and the c nd group had oontiad to w wst to
vicinity YA$M28 whore they crosseda old north/south trail at 0e30 bi,
Reohnnaissance was conducted by squad sin olments 500 asters to the north
and south with mogative apig of enan activity. A platoon size elaiant
mowlng west came across the remins of an AI, 1500 mteri from the trail.
The omly identifying marks wore the letters ZB on the tall. The reomsame
revealed no'.,4ne of eneo activity in the pest wevoral amths.

(2) Milo Force closed on an LZ violiirt 1A61M538. 0830 hi. to
tlltrate wmqs an captbrod the pevieua day. While waiting for the

e1.ltratm, a security elaeent ambshed four IRA at UL his resulting in
four MA KA, four Ai47 CIA and one 1D ,IA.

IC.-.



AVSFB- 11 January 1967
SUBECTs After Action Report Task Force Prong

(3) Duc Co departed vicinity YA588528 at 1315 hrs to reinforce
Ploi DJoreng. Duc Co was cautioned by Plei Djereng to be alert for an NVA
machine gun and snipers in trees, vicinity YA606511 where at 1W3O hrs Duc Co

1 made contact with an NVA machino gun. Results of this contact were one
CMDO WIA, and NVA casualties UNK. At 1530 hrs, Duc Co linked up with Plei
DJereng and covered their withdrawal to the north, As Duc Co withdrew it was
covered by creeping artillery. At 1830 hrs, all casualties were evacuated
from LZ LANZ. A platoon from Plei Djureng remained overnight as security.
TF Prong (-) (with one platoon at LZ MEIAI remained overnight vicinity YA605527
and Mike Force Cumpany at YA577545.

ca 10 Nov 66: At O910 hrs, Co C, 1/14, landed at LZ UJE to
participate with TF Prong (-) in the assault of the one1y positions that
Pli Djereng had found the previous day. Co C was to move south frm the LZ,
cross the st1ewn vicinity YA616511 and assault the enemy positions from the
easte TF P g was to move south from their night position down the trail to
engage the erew vicinity YA605508 and contain them for Co C to envelops. As
TF Prong was beginning to move out an NVA recon platoon contacted the northerr
security eloment. After a short fire fight the enemV withdrew east toard LZ
LINE. Results of this contact were one NVA '11A and two CIDO t. TF Prong
made heavy contact at 1410 .rs with an estimated NVA Bn in an L shaped ambush
position vicinity A60515. The battle raged until TF Prong was able to
consolidate a defensive position vicinity YA608515. Heavy eneW fire ceased
appraximately 1800 hrs with the exception of periodic sniper fire. Throughout
the aftornoon after an iLitial 3 hour small arms battle., there was continuous
artillery and air suport. Results of the engagement were welve NVA KIA
and four AN47 CIA. F.rindly casualties were am USF KIA, one US WIA, four
CIDO XIA. seventeen CEO WIA, 5 CEO MIA, one PRCt74 destroyed and cne M-16
damaged. Twety-nine CIO were se:arated from the TF Prong but made their way
back to LZ LANE. Five kilometers away the hike Force Company anbushed six
NVA at 1430 hrs vicinity YA531339, killing four and wounding two. Mike Force
WIA's and 2 VA CIA were , devaced at 1715 hrs frm an LZ vicinity YVS70535.
At 1630 hrs, a security element going into position vicinity a dry laka bed
killed an NVA sniper. A perimewr was established vicinity YA571553 with
ambushes positioned on a heavily u ed north/south trail parnlleling the dry
lake bed. One element of fifty-five CIO secured tho northuest edge of the
lake bed while the remainder took up positions on the east side of the lake bed.

d. 11 Nov66: At 0015 hrs, Co A and 0o C, 1/14, linked up as
reinforcements with TF Prong (-) (Cug Op, Duc Co and Plei DJereng) vicinity
TA6C%515. Five kilometers away the Mike Foroe elemnt on the west side of
the lake bed cm under heavy fire from an VA Ow at 0600 hrs, vicinity
TAV1553. The attack was repelled, but the elemant mes required to vithdrmw
across the lake bed and rojoin the remainder r," tw ompny. AD friendly air
and artillery began to hit to the west of frii-Ily defenses, the We Force
cam under heavy machine gun, mrtar and small arm fire fra the south, east
and north. When air and arXt.ery were shifted fren the vest to the ostern
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SUD.ECT: After Action Report Task Foa co Prong

enemy positions, Milo Force again recoivod heavy fire from the west side of
the lale bod. During the course of the heaiy fighting, the Mike Force fell
back three tlies D take up new positions, The eneqW pressed the attack with
an estimated batt -.Ln. L i to: to resupply wm'unition by HU3D at 0900
hre, was driven off by he.vy enemy, AA and small ari s fire,, killing two crew
mombors. Tho aircraft runaged to return to the airfield. Heavy fighting
continued until 1240 hlrs, and sporadic contact was maintained until 1530 hrs.
Miko Force was successfully re3upplied at 1230 brs and seriously wounded were
takon out on tLe same aicmft- All medovacs Tere completed by 1530 hrs. At
1630 hrs, Co B, 1/12 armved from th- north as reinforcements. Results of
this contact were 58 NVA KIA, 13 CID IA, 40 CO WIAU, three USSF WA, one
USSF KI (in helicopter), one US IIA (crewman in helicopter) and one M-79
was destroyed by enern action. Casualties from TF Prong (-) (Due Co and Plel
DJereng) were evacuated frozi vicinity YA601515 at 0900 hrs. At 2000 bra, TF
Prong had re-established a perimeter with Co A, 1/14Lcinity 1A6015 . At
2200 hrs a security element from Co A, 1/14 ambushed an NVA squad vicinity
A606511, results UNKo MiJo Force and Co B, 1/12 were located overnight

vicinity ITA57l -h.

o. 12-15 Nov 66: TF Prong (-) moved to LZ LANEiOO hre. Enroute
five NVA were encountered. o'e vas WIA and one was CIA (was a WIA) and
medevaoed. TF Prong (-) was helilifted to Plei DJereng 13 Nov 66. Plei YA
CoarW (the replacemnt for Piei DJereng) was helilifted to IZ IANS to
condut oporations with ist Bn, 14th Lhf. Ploi Me with recon platoon of /14
conducted saturation patrolling south and wost of LZ. No significant activity
was reported by them n 15 Nov 66. On 12 hov 66,U Vie k Force along with
Co B, ,/12, searched the area of the 11 Nov action irith no siifcant
contact. On 13 No, Mike Force and Co B, 1/12, moved to secure a fir support
base for 1/12 Inf vicinity YA602550. Tho battalion arrived appriIntely
1800 hours, On 14 Nov, the ]st Mike Force Company replaced the 3rd Mem Force
Comay.

f. 16-20 Nrv 66t Buon Blenh Compuiy was beliliftd from Cam Plol
Djereng staging area to .tcinity U610600 on 16 Nov to conduct search and
destroy ope'atiom with tho 2/8. Operations were co;.ducted to the vest with
no aignificant activity. On 17 Nov, vicinity A600595, Plei No made contact
with an estimated NVA covaryr, but ction was broken by snevW force. Plot He
Company with the recon patocn from 1/14 and B and C Cpanies, 1/ oontinaed
to conduct searAh and Lestrvy operations south of IZ LAZ. Ple Me Co@m~y
and rocon platoon made contact at 120) hrs, with an cstimatod two VA
battalions n bunker positions vicinity YA605503. Ths; were pizud down by
heavy small arms and automatic veapomfire for two hours until Oo B, 1/1
linked-up. Artillory nd air support was callod in on the enaW bmlukrs after
Plet Me Ccape and US elements had withdrii.n a sWfe distmnc. NA mits
wore able to gt betueen friendly unit3 and the LZ and caused nwmrm
casualties. Plel No suffered tvo U3 UIM, ono LLB WA, three C O WIA azd

e CMD IA. &x=W loixos caused b; US, C3L) and air and artlU'ry were
189 VA KIA.
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g. 21-26 Nov 661 Buon Blech was releasod from the operation 25
Nov 66o They had negative Zontact. Phu Tuo Compazy was helilifted iuto tho
AD 23 Nov and began operations with 1/12. No datifi nt enm activity
reported by Phu Tuc during this pcriod. Milm Force was released from operation
an 26 Nov.

ho 27 Nov - 02 Dec 66: A second Buon Blech CmqmrW wag helilifted
into the opomtion on 28 Nov to vork with 1/22. Phu Tuo and Buon Bleoh
encountered no significant enemy activity during the entire period. Operation
Prong was tw.inated 021?00 Dec.

i. Results of Operation Prong:

(1) NvA KrA - 272 (2) Friendly MWS Ml - 2
NYA WIA - 2 ts I TA - 1
NVA CIA - 3 MW WIA -2

IBWUA- 1
cIM m - 2

LmwBWI- 1

(3) Equipmnt CI. 2-12.7 AA MW

1-Roolat launcher
25-AK 47
3-RP 46 IM3--MT LM)
6.In (hAlt rines)

38-uckeacke 9
100-chicom enades

(4&) Equimnt losses 141.6 damod
1-M/7tT4 destmWred
14-79 bectrqed

(a) Friw.nxy - K 27, WI 83, KI A5

(b) zv -KA- 272, WA 2

3. DIULmI Z IW.. 3I TY PWlDi

a. The .ering action oaadmcted b7 T7 Prong in owmU m vith
Usm Mbt haf~try Divihion~'s cankt of Paul R*Vmr IV was prediattd an
ixtellignce which UM~oaod oipilflocant emsq act ivit~' In the am weft af

the 4th Div~n ons AMO, A~ent reports In the ame ooard tby TV Pauig
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indicated the presence of a large infiltration route runninp, from north to
south between the 4th Division's ThOR and the Cemibodi.n bordor, Since the 4th
Division's TAOR did not oxtand into this region, it was reasoned that onep
forces that sought to avoid coxiIcL with he 4th Division -iAd return to
Cambodia wou.1use these infiltration routes in their flirhto

b. The 'iko Force contact on 11 Nov, vicinity YA572552, is believed
to have been with elements of 88th NVA Reg:Went, Task Force command group
plus Plei Djereng Compar and Duc Co Company made contact on 10 Nov vicinity
YA60351; this is believed to have been with elements of 33rd .V Regiment.
Plei Me Company on 19 Nov, vicinity YA605503, isbelived to have made contact
with elemnts of 33rd NVA Regimoirt.

4. CaNCLUSIONS AND REC04EI'DATIOjS:

r. In any engagement between CIDG and bIVA units of equal size, CIDG
isually came off second best due to tho difference in si-ll arns and also the
lack of responsive control down to squad level, Then CMlG units are operating
in areas of likely NVA contact, a greater number of automatic weapons and
more USSF advisors should be utilized,

b. There are certain advantages to CIiG opcr-ting iii ccnjunction
with the better trained, equipped and controlled US troops, and vice versa.
The CL)G soldier is indigenoas to the land. He seldom uses a compass but he
a2.ays manages to got to his destination and return. This is to a certain
extent, based on his ciowledgc of the ixrnodiate aroa, but also his natural
ability (gained from yoars -f practice in moving thrcugh generally familiar
country) is an experience wiich only ccaioo with time. le is in many in stan &:
more familiar with hom maC I lccal typo booby traps, theroforo hu is in a
bettor position to detect dnn, cr areas, Based oA this we fol the Cc 'uit
is in a better position to Find and Fix the onorr, while the botter controlled
US wnit maneuvur. in for the Fini.h. CI G scldom have troublu fiLdinL tho
oeoaq, however, once a l:nrg. .-ottct is -io, a, quiczk resp.xonse by tho US unit
is imprativa. If CIDG arc, to conr'-'m2 working effectively with US units, a
much quickor response by t-,- rcacti:n, ,-ec will bo needed.

c. The use of the I179 gremna&, launchor Ln u-A-irbrush and thick
vaetation is not satisfac+orkv since it willI icton- c on r!any smll branches
and Urigs. The uso of the rifle grenaw 6ould be consi.kdCrod as a substitutc
in similiar terrain sittuticn-, or an %dditional safcty factor sheuld be
built into M-79 amunitio-,

FOR TI' CCIEA.N DR:

IsiHarry Z "larmberg

MaJo,, Infaintry
Adjutant
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Copy of copies

DR&"~ NT RY (ARM~355)
Aa3ft Nov 66

FRAGO 20.66

Reference OPORD 12-66, 4th Inf JJv

1. (C) kosioN. 4th In Div with 2 bdos continues .att.ck north ',n zone
eoriducting S&D operations.

2. (0) EXECtrIO.

a. Concept of Operations:

(1) Maneuver. Div continuesattack north in zore fron present
positions with 2A Bde on left and 3/25 Bde on right. Battalions advance
so as to be mutual4 supporting.

(a) Phasing is as follows:

1o 2 Nov -1/22 Inf.Bn moves across SE SAN River andon line6

2. 3Nov-

a. 2/4 Bde extend vest flank to block trail east
of NM SATHAY River (Apr 1000 meters).

b. 2/4 and 3/25 Bdes limit of advance north 1o00- 1500 mter:;.

3. 4 Nov - 2/4 Bde extend vest flank to NAK SATHA!
River, approx 1000-meters.

4e 5 Nov - All units advance north with mest flankrefused.

(b) Limit of advance to be determind, based on eneW
sitution, terrain and status of support.

(c) Dai]4 advance will terminate NLT 2 hours prior to
darkness to permit establishment of perimeter defenses, LZ preparation,
LPs, registration of Arty fires and dispatch of patrols.

(2) Fires: Preplanned and mimediate support by artillery, gpm-
ship, SAC and TAO Air. Priority of fires to assembly areas, escape routes,
and axes of maneuver. Artillery and Tac Air fire planIng to oomplient
Arc Light and Quick Run Strikes.

Annex #I to Inclosure #10 to Operational Report for Quarterly ftsod Mlding
31 January 1967.
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b. 2/4 Bd: Attack north in zoro, orienting on eneo forcesq with
left flank o NAM( SATH&Y Rivcr.

c. 3/25 Bd: Attack north in zone, orienting on eneu forces, with

rigbt flank on YA IRONG BaAL (SE SuIN) River and Vi TRI Stream.

d, Div Arty:

(1) 2/9 Arty: At-i 3/25 Be.

(2) 142 Arty: Atch 2A Ede.

(3) B/S5/6 Ar4y: OVA 4/1, .. y.

(0) D/5/16 Arty: OCA 4A2 Arty,

(5) A/ /3o Arty: OCA 2/9 Arty.

(6) Plat//6/14 Arty (8 in): GSR 2/9 Arty.

(7) A/6i1 (-): 3 SLT GS.
1 SLT Atch 2/9 Arty.
1 SLT Atch 4/h2 Arty.
237 FA Der, OCA 2.9 .rty.

e. 4th Engr Bn (-): Recon and nstruct road frmn THi 509 to
SE SAN River and bridge river.

f. Reserv 1/14 Inf, 1/10 Cav (-).

g. Coordinating Instructions:

(1) This FRAGO effective for planning ani execution on order.
( ) D-Dtq tentatively 3 Nov 66.
(3) Units will not cross NAN SATMLY except of Divisici order.
(4) Troop Sa ety: 3000 mzeters for Arc Lights and Quick Runs.
(5) Report crossing of all phasc lins.

Acknowle dge.

COLLINS
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WraOON rV (AP8eW35)
o8120o Nov 66

FRAGO 27-66

Reference: a. .sg QLte 0607, Subject: War.in airmibile Opre Request (DAN
TH AL 10h) LTC 03030OZ Nov 66.

b. Msg Cite #1235-66-8, subject: Combined Opns in PAUL RZ7RE
I1 AO, DTO O330Z Nov 66.

Task Organization:
24 Bdo, 4th Inf Div
3d Bde, 25th InC:. Div
TF PRONG

3d IZIM, Force Co
CIDG Co, DUC 00
CIDG Co, PLEI DJMEIr

TF NCTH
403d Scout Co
4O8th Scoet Co

CIDG Co, P'LII LNG
OI40 Co, atZ nS

1. (C) SITUATION.

a., Ene; I orces: Current 11iTSUNS.

b. Friendly Forces:

(1) TFI. I - comienced opns 080900H Nov 66, conducted heliborne
assault vic YA6053) roved to assigned AO to screen W and SW flala 4th Inf X.e

(2) TF NORTH - commen,.ed 09 Nov 66, conducts heliborne assault in AO

on selected LZs,

(3) TF-777 wll be extracted 9 Nov upon TF NORTH's arrival.

2. (C) MISSION., 4th inf Div cont attack North in aone,'cohduoti1g SD op...
CIDO forces are eiplcred in coordination with 4th Inf Div in establish block-
ing positions in North, cond-act screeninrg and surveila nce miesioq aog th
border, and patrol all trail and routes in assigned AO,

3. (C) EXECUTION.

a. Concept of Operat.ons:

(i) Maneuver, 4t Inf Div continues at',ack North in zone conductin
SD -opns in coordination with T PROB cnd TF NRTH.

(2) Fire Support. 7I. MONG a d TF NORTH supported by Ta air, armed
aelicopters, and Pivision 03 A ' ,y with-in:range. LZ preparation fired on, request
TV Camander

iO-Z-1
Annex "P to !nclosur, 10 to Operowal Report for Quarterly Period ending
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(FRAGO 27-66)

b. 2d Bde, 4th Inf Div: Cont present mission and be prepared to assist
TF PRONG with Arty fire.

0. 3d Bde, 25th Inf Div: Cont present mission.

d. Div Arty.

(1) Provide LO party to TF PRONG and TF NORII.

(2) Provide AO for TF PROUG and TF NORTHI as required.

(3) As er calls for firo from TF PF.JOG and F NORTIH.

e. 4th Avn Dn:

(1) Coordinate with 52d Avn Bn for support of helilifts 8 and 9 Nov.

(2) Be prepared to coordinate direct extraction of forces.

(3) TF FRONG total 395 personnel.

(4) TF 1,3RT1 total 450 personiiel (estimte).

f. 4th Mngr(-): Cont preseuit mission.

g. Coordinating Instructions:

(1) Duration of operation for TF PROIG and TF NOTH 5 - 10 days.

(2, TF PRONG aW TF NORH supoort aad coordinate wilh 4th Inf Div dur-
ing PAUL TU7VM IV on mutual objectivec.

(3) AO TF PROTG on north along river from YAS42600 to 'S line YA60,
on West, South llonC NS line YA70 to sream YA600529, along stream to Ii grid
line YA52 to MAN SATHAY.' River South along NA1 SATHAY River to Cabodian Borsv
on West by Cambodian Border.

(4) AO TF NORTH: MA4 SATIAY River East along EW :A'id line YA87 to NS
grid line YA 95; South alon. YA95 to IMOOfl River, West along 1MOG River to
Y A905735,,rth to YA8O 0W -rid line; West to .102,1 SATLIAY r4xvo- along SW grid
line YABO.

(5) AO boundaries are FCL for Tf PROMG and tF NO'UH.

(6) Direct coordination authurizad between U S and AIWN forces.

4. (C) ADIMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS: See OPORD 12-66.

OFFICIAL:
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FROM: IV Corps ALO APO 96293 8 Dec loo

SUBJZCT: After Action Report

TO: 17 DASC //2"
7AR (TACC-WFP)

1. Name of Operation and dates:

a. Operation Prong.

b. Inclusive date of operation 8 Nov 66

2. Reporting Officer: Lt Colonel Saroggia II Corps ALO.

3. Area of Operation,

a. Coimand Area of Southwest Konton Provimce.

b. Specific area of operation from the Namn Sathay Rivor west to the
Cambodian border, and bounded on the south by the YA K9 line and on the
North by the YA60 line,

4. Force in Operation:

a. Ground

(1) usI 25

(2) CIDx 535

(3) LLDB 2

b. Air

(1) ALO/FAC's assigned to Pleiku Sector and II DASC.

(2) Tactical fighters provided by II IXSC; see paranrqph 6 for
identification of flight.

5. Intelli~ence:

a. We have provided a continuous intensive 'k of the area wast of the
So San as well as the Nam Sathay River to the Cambodian Border. This effort
wtu emphasized because the flood sWejea So San had precluded operations
between the So San and Nam Sathay. In addition as patrols had boon under
taken in the ama between the Maw Sathay River and the Cambodian Border.

lo-4-1
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The latter was a denied area even to the local tribesma, and it afforded
the NVA units a sanctuary with rs'tural de.ense for refitting, reauply,
training etc. In late Auust we discovered and obtained approval to hit

113 a camo-oa1ged area at coordinates D. 752 515. We continued to search the area
until on 24 September the FACs discovered new camotulagod huts spread
approximately 50 yards apert under a heavy canopy at YA 716 530 on the
intersection of two small rivers. Following a hard-to-discern trail which
ims partially bcer ilrv!-vered by destruction of the above village we located
and destryed a second heavily camouflaged village at A7OO 523. We
discovered a trail runuig to the Nm Sathay River and lost the trail wh
it crossed at YA 650 520, Because of intermittent small arms and automatic
weapons fire duriig attacks to the above areas we became convinced that we
had uncovered an area in whch the VC were moving in relative security. t
this Uime we began to coordinate inteltkgnce from 7R, agent reports, patrol
sightings etc on a daily basis with Capt Hloors, the "A" Team Commder of the
FleI. DeJerang Special Forces Ca.p which ws the nearest friendly element to
the suspected enway forces. In early October we began to search the border area
in an attempt to pin point trail origins. We discovered an abandoned viltge
with an all weather, narrow road running into if from the Cambodian Border at
V. 596 4057. Heavily used trails radiated out of this village to the North
east and East. Sam of these trails linkpd up with the trail we had lost at
the Nam Sathay River. Just to the North of the village we found a camouflaged
group of hats which we obtained permission from the JOS to hit on 5 Oct 66.
Lt Cal Saroggla put two flights in, one VXV and oas Ist AGS, which resulted in
18 structures destroyed and 5 secondawv emplosions. Lt Syrto put in a follow-
up strike which resulted in another secoxlary and additional structures
destroyed. Based on this evidence plus continued numerous VR sightings we
were sure that a significant NVA force was operating in the areas

b. The second week in October LU.Col Saroggia had landed at FPli Dejer"g
Special Forces Camp t coordinate sightings with Capt Moore. Major Oeraral
Collins arrived during the discussion$ and Capt !..oore and Lt Col Sarogaia
briefed hiia on the evidence accumi3atod Wuthe areas described above. This
discussion my have solidified his intention to conduct extensive or.tions
in the area. At that time a blocking force was reomended along the Southern
aud Western Cambodian boundary. Based on a planning briefing vth the Special
Forces, II Corps Staff and the 4th Divisions Staff on 8 November, the II Corps
ALO aLTeed to provide 01H aircraft to cover S)ecial Forces screoning and bloOdng
of the Cambodian Border Sanctuary in operation "Prong".

6. Details of the (peratio:

A. On 9 November at apr .ximatly 1W5, Major favkins was flying a VR
mission to the South of Soapy Cause's position and Lt Cal Suwggia was
flying to the North. 1hq both received a call for air support from Soapr
Cause, 'ho was in heavy contact with a large NVA force. At .he dirvtion
of Lt Col Saro&,Ui Major hkidnae olimbed to a higher altitude to establish
betta coamication oad effect am immediate air request.

* Soapy Caunes TF Comand Group.
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Lt Col broggia dropped do=i to appraise the situation. Soapy Cause had
been forced to withdraw across a smll river into a tree line. 'rhe
vq was putting direct fire, from prepared positioas, into the ,:nprepared /
positions of the friendlies, 75 meters away. 'he friendlies had suffered
moderate casualties by this time. 'hile waiting for the first set of
fighters to arri-;ea Lt Col Saroggia and Mjor Hawkins began an intensive VR
of the area around the fried sin to check for eneny reinforcementa, and
possible ambush sites. The first set of fighters, J*o )02, 2 AlIen arrived
and were expended under the control of Lt Col Sarozgia. Hobo 02 we expended
directly on top of the enemr 17csitioas, dropping CHU's, &palm and 2Onu.
Upon completicn of the a.rstrike all ground contact had been broken and
Soaly Cause felt that TuVher airstrikes would not be needed. Hobo 07,
2. AI's arrived over the area and were hild for cover vhile Lhe friendlies
withdrew to a previously prepared LZ. Lt Col Saroggia covered a resupply
on the LZ and an ovacuation of all casualties. iobo 07 was then diverted
to other targets as there -,as no suitable targets available in the area.
Lt Col &.ro-aia and Major Hawi.ns continued their VR of the area until dark
and then proceeded to Fleimu and landed with miniamm fuel. The fkecutive
Officer of the Special Forces C-2 Detachment and Lt Col Sarogia briefed
the lt ACS on the deterioratind situation on the night of 9 Nov. Lt Col
Saro Gin called TACC for an increaeod alert of AIE's

b. On 10 November at V:35 hours Capt Partridge departed Fleiku to fly
air cover in the Pron& C. A. He arrived in the eeneral vicinity at I430 houxs
and proceeded to VR the area, at approximately I5 he flew directly over
Soapy Cause's position and made radio cnntact with the ground forces. Soapy
Cause at this time stated th-t he had m.de contact with an vnenV force and
was receivia, moderate fire. He wrked his position with smoke and stated
that his flzank was being hit waid he iau taker sae WIA. On initial contact
with the enew Soapy Cause requested assistance from two ar gunships
which w.-re ort.ting overhead. They made sveral atraffing passea.aadat
the same tift gr$#t4..kti '.ler7 me employed 600 =,409 S,W. Capt Partidgo
mdo a pass over thea Maft moke to positively identify the friendly posi-
tion and picked up moderate autciaatid wLpons fire, At this time the friendies
began to conseolidate their position and move North and Bast of a trail
which ran N.V. t S.A £w C:Iuses released a smoke to iiirk his now posi-
tion and came under heavy attack. Siace the eneaq waa huging Soapy Cause
on three sides, the gunships and artillery had little eafect in surpressing
the enoaF fire, Soapy Cau*e could not withdraw further as the fourth side
was an open area in which he suspected an ambush -. 1 been set vp. Soapy ' aue
requested isedati air support and c. .atod tht the eneqr had a och 3 rger
force and the friendlies were in grave danger of boing overrun. Cpt
Partridge roquested fighters at 1450 and they wiro in the area at 1500.
The first flight was Caster, 3 VNAF AI's loaded with 5-500# C.P, and
16, 220 Frag's Soepy Cause marked his position with smokze and Capt Partridge
began expending Caster flight. He moar-d a taret 30 meters south of the
friolies. CAsturls first bor'hs were on target and all bombs thereafter
fantstically accurate. Capt Partridge put in several more inr10,.em as

close as 30 .ietors, au sxatod lat.er by the groond Comander.. DLu-4r this
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time he sot up a pattern so as to fly ovur the friendlies and he target area a.:
a left hand pattern. It was while over the friendly position that he received
most of his aro nd fire. As Castr flihL exponded the ordanance, the ground
firi aradually decreased. After a NIA and a FAC body count of 5 KBA, he
released Caster flight and immediately started expanding Hobo 01, 2 All's
at 1535. This flight ha: 6, 50Q *11apalm and 4, 250' %palm plus 10 t5l4.6
fie first It in two smokes placed parallel to the trail k'unning to
and about 50 meters SW of the friexdly position. II? directed the expenditure
of (RU-I as close to the friendlies as possible, he first pass was a
little inside of th4 mark which made it more eirfective but to close to xhe
friendlies. The next pass tms ri4t on target and all subsequent passes
were gradually moved South and West td. cover the area. Snerv oontp.ct started
to break at this point wit" diminishing fire being directed at both the
ground forces and the FAC. The strike was continued until all orinance was
expanded at 1605. Lt Cl Saroggia departed Pleiku at i00 and proceded tc
the ,"Prong" A.O. He made contact with Capt PFrtridgo who biiefed him oa the
ground situation. Capt Parridge was low on fuel and had to return to Pleiku.
Lt Col Saroggia then assumed coatrol of the remainder of the strike. Major
Hawkins arrived in the area at this time and began an intensive YR of the
area and acted as a radio relay and covered the LZ that was being prepared
for the reinforcemt. 4uring the nart hour and a half Lt Col Saro-Tia
expended 5 sets of fighters, Jackpot, Hobo 03, and Hobo 05. Beciuse of the
requirement for continuous ordnance support to preclude the fre m
overrunniag the friendlies and heavy sii o'zo and dust AMI was iriossible.
Boubin-, was accoikilish~d from about six~y meters of thlc friendlias out to
about 400 ritcrs onto west and souih sid,.s and out to 200 ,otcrs on the
east. Lrtillary w-s used in conjunction with the airstrikes. .hile the
airstri'7e were still in progress, the reinforcenents bian landing on the
LZ. Major H ,irdns covered the LZ and observed what the reinforcemnt were
not moving off the LZ. iX1 made suveral ataupts to, co,,t.Lct them by radio
but was unsucessful. lie -mde thr:e low passes over the L ' tr£esk to signal
thwa to com up. on frequency and to move out to the sout but was unsuccess-
ful. le finally wrote a messeno on a largL piecC of m p informing theia of
the proper frequency and the fact that the friend]v force to the south was
in urgent nced of assist-.nce, Major Ha.kins made 4n extrel io pass
over the LZ and dropped the messae. fhe reinforcements Lmediatoly came
up on frequency and bzgan moving to the south. At this time the airstrikes
had been completed and ground contac. had b~en broken, Lt Col Saro-Gia was
low on fuel and returned to Fieku while 11Jor hawk,ris remained in the area
to provide air cover until well after dark, i.jor Hawklns returned to
Pleiku at 2000.

O. On the llth of Novamber Lt Qyarto doparted ldk" at 0630 to-provide

aircover for the Prong A,0, Lt Jyarto iade contact with Lone Sluip Alpha

and Bavo, located 6 kIlomtors Northw .st of ho previots dt-¢ coatoct
Lone -lu p'. position ms locatad on the Sast ard West side of a sma11
dry lake and one kilometer iaato of the Cambodian border, at apprcx.a:tol;,
0700, TMn Slunp Bravo, on the test side of the lzko bad, made cLetact with
a large fore. of VA and an i i Kdia~e air si, port was initiated, At the
sam time a request for anoth.r FAC iw a d steico it a.:xkrod there would
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be two separte contacts as Lone Slump Alpha was beginning to draw sniper
fire. Imediately tGher after thefriendly forces began to receive
extremely heavy A.W. fi,e. Lone 'lump bravo was unable to hold his position
and had to withdraw 4ast ac'oss the lake bed to LoLIs lujnp 4ilpha's position. /
The frieadlies came uder heavy mortar atack and were beginning to run low on
amo. At 0730 Hobo 03, 2 AlE's arrived and were iinadiately expended on
both sides of the frie idlies using Papalm, CHIU and 20rm. ,,aring this
strilce all ircraft were receivin- moderate ground fire. One of the AlI's
received one hit in the win:,. At 0800 Boxer 01, 2 F40's arrived and were
expended in the some e eneral arua using 50)// G.F., Napalm and 201me bile
the airstrI'res were ia progress Lhe eneW groumd fire would diminish,9but
as soon as the strikes were lifted the a-round fire would resume. At this
time Lone 1wnp stated that he would need an iiime'ate resW].y of amo
and reinforcements as he had suffered 50,' casualt.es. Lt Syarte relayed
this information to Cider 25 'md Scrapoy 56, wzho began to 8oordinate a
resupply and reinforcements. Boxer 01 finished expending by aking 20M
straffing passea along both sides of Lone 5lumpla position, Upon completion
of Boxer 01 strie groind contact us broken. At 0830 Ba -"03 arrived and
was hild high for possible aircover for the resupply. Lt -rarto then cleared
Scrappy 56 and Arty L-l to register his artillery for use between airstrikes
if necessary. Again Lone lum:'s position caiiz under heavy attick fron the
North and South, artillery was terminated and BEcir 03 was expeaded againat
these positions and the coataoct was broken. Boxer 03 was then held high
for aircover for the resupply which was due in and in radio contact. At
this time three flights of AlE's, Sipa, Hobo 03 and Thunder flights checked
in and were held in orbit over Plei Jejerea,. Just prior to the helicopter
arriving over the Lt, Boler03 was expended on straffing runs in the area.
The helicopter landed on the LZ and imediately received heavy A.W. fire.
The two gunaers were hit and one JSASF officer aboard the helicopter was killed.
The helicopter had to make an Lmediate ueparture without unloading
the amoo. Capt Twark arrived in the area at 0910 and after betng briefed
by Lt Syarto, took control of the airs -rikes. Lt yarto then
returnad to Pleiku. At 0)30 Lone eluo's position'came under heay attack
from the East and Capt Twark imiediately experided Sipa I'light on the enei ,
poitions and surpreased the attack, Lit 0945 Low Slwp came under
heavy atack fram the West and Southwest and Thndar light was axp-ided
on this area and surprossed the attack. At 1000 the frieadlies cam under
httack from the hrth and hobo 03 was expo.nded in this. aza.. Agan the
attack was surpressed. All durn:. the attack Lone SluaQ kept stat-io that
he was in desperate naed of awo, medicJA suiplics end reinforcements.
This was passed on to Cider 25 who was coordinatirC the resupply. Hobo 05
wau thcn hold high to cover the resupply, at appraxtiately 1030 two hell-
coptors arrLved and while over the LZ thuy received he.vy A.W. fire, they
vore foroe to airdrop the supplies they loaded in the adddlu of the lake
bed, to ffa out )f safe reach for the frie-lies to retrieve. Hobo 0
laid ord'nince in the t.r!e line to the 'et where t i groand fire ws comirl
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from. Lonc Slump requested ordnanc, to the &ast wrd Northozist. Artillery
was called in on the area whili Hobo 03 was expended to Lih West, tri(leriig
two .secoedary explosions. At 1110 Blade 01 arrived over the area and was
held high until 1115, at this time Capt 1Twark shut off the artillry and put
lade 01 flight in to the bouth and west and thea straffed the area Uo the

East. Blade 01 was expended by 1130 and had triggered one sQ oaary Aplosion
A5 1140 Capt Griffin arrived ir. the area and was briefed on the situation by
Capt Twark. Capt Grif'in assumk_ control of rho TAC Air and Capt 1iwark returned
to Fleiku. Blade 03 arriced over 6he area at 114-3 and was iimediately
expeaded to the West of the £rieadlies. Duri ig the strike Lone Olumap
was, receiving fire alternately from different directions aud Biadu 03 w, s )ut
in on these positions. At 1150 iiajor iawkins arrived in thu ares, noted
no radio relay and began to coordioat, anoth-r resupply as Lo i Slump
still had not received the supplies tiL.t were crucial . While 'apt Griffin
was exponding one flight N-jor iavtk is was brie~in the i,xt flight on the
ground situation. As Capt Griffin com-let~d oxp nding one fli, ht the
next was in position to be expended. hobo 05 was put in at 1230 to Lho

Zast of Lone Slump Is location And as offoctive-sincLono Slu. p r,- 1vud
no more fire from this area. Hobo 07 ar:ivd at 1255 follcwad by U.b.de
07 at 131$. fhe resupply helicoptcrs arrived in the area it 1300 ':id . held
4 1z1lometers to the a:st while the L%' w:as 4 roped" by Blade 07. After
this strike Lone Slump stated that thc L2 was secured and had boun :icur,.d
by aIr power, Major HKwkins then clearedthe helicopters into the LZ.
The first helicopter into the LZ reccivwd light snkill arm fire from
the jouth durinC the approach. Capt Griffin 3xp. ndod a portion of hobo 07
in ordnance on ihis area and supressed khu fira. All thr..ee helicoptQ. s
were able to gLt into the LZ, discharge their cargo and evacuate all the
wounded. At 1320 reinforceaeonts from the 4th "ivision befan 1an-din in a
LZ 3 !dlomete rs to the Northeast of Lone Ol'ip's position. At approxiiiiately
1330 the helicoptirs covering the LZ began recoivin 12.7 ON fire from the
area to the est. ihree helicopters ware shot down in a pe'iod of 20 minutcs.
At 1400 Capt Griffin returnad to Pleiku and Major hawkins continued to VR
the area. Twice he received moderate small arm fire and pointed out the
area to a Cider FAC who expended a flight of F-l00's on both positions and
surpressed the fire. Major Hawkis returned to Pleiku at 143Oand vas
followed by Lt -yarto and Major Goocdin. They V1. the areas til 1600. The
4th Uivision assumed operational control of the A.0. and all further air-
strike were put under thoir conr l. Lt Col &ra,.&ia departed Pleiku at
1700 with Capt U.enhart, 4th Division Liaison Officr, on board. They
rJoceeded into the area to try and locate the 12.7ZI positions, Fy
coltinually raneuvering in the suspectd area ti.hy were able to draw fire.
Major Hawkins who had arrived in the area shortly behind It Cl Serog:,ia
relved a request for an iokediato s .rika for him. 3lade 05 arrived in
the area at 1900 and was briefed tr Lt Col SvroLgia. Wcaiuse of the &Ark-.
ness Lt Col Serogi3a hd to use landing lights to live the fightirs his
position. With lowering clouds, the last attack wis ixkdo by w. rkin6 the
target with a landing light -nd firing a rocet. down the light line with
tht. fighters following the FAC in. Rijor }lawki s had roqut3ted an AC-47
and contact in the area to xNnd the AC-47 on a suspectd a-ew loc tio i.
The AC-47 arrived at 1:420 and a.tur bu n briefed by hajor ILawi ,oW ws
expended on the targnt area. 4a AC-47 tri,.gcred ono svcoacary zxploa on.
Vajor U cw.nas departed u b ark.n at 2000 .nd returned to Pleiku.
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a. EnerW Losses: b. Friendly (1) USSF it - 2

(1) I1VA-U-. 2 ' (2) US MI- 1

(2) NW.. t 2 (3) US~S? KA - 12Il

(3) NVA- CLA 3 (4) USWA- 1
(5) C IL. - 24

(6) CLIJ W2L, - 71

(3) LL DB VIA - 1

c. tLquipx-ient CIA (1) 2-12.7 MI A' VL'Pons

(2) 3 .Rocket Launcher

(3) 3-11P-46 (Ilio)

(4) 3-RPD (W~)
6) 6-SKS (Asit% Rifl%))

'j) 25- AK(--7
(7) bJO-Chicom rarenaides

d, Nquipment Losses (1') 1-M-16

~)1-PR-74

(4) 2-PRC-25

3. Adkiaitra Live 3Lttars._ rh-j 7uccess of Oporatioi Prong is credited
by tho MSAW advsers tc -he prof .:ssio'Ia )urfonxi~nce by ISA7 'ani VW&
fightor pilots aid USAF ForVLJ' Cintrollars in pr,,.vidi4, IMijd.
and continuous air sup.)ort.

9. ailZulkn . Tcchniq ±.. continuous us- of ThC Ar %ifu
arilr rk up oner t L-ls '...s 1h a minutc w is requirud to
replace air with &rtil1ryr and Iri MIa.



11f a. 111 elements of the tactical air system which participated in this
operation did an outs andir job. Thi questioning availability of TAC air
saved the day more than once for the three greatly outmnbored CIOG oampanies,
On 11 November a company of the Mike Force could have been avanihilated Etd
not TAC air been available on a continuous basis. Air Force actually secured
arkd hold on LZ until resupply of crucial amunition could be effectode

b. The pilots of all the fight.or aLrcraft Ani the Forward Air Controllers
rate high praise for the effectivoness of their strilms a6ainst the enmy, I
request3d that the success of the operation described in this report be Made
known to all those air crows who participated, and thay each be kiven tha
for a job well done.

ORtU.LS 0. SOt0GGIR II. LT Colonel, USAF
II Corps ALO

oI
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PLE .U, iR76502
o5LOO Nov 1966

OPORD 6-66 (U)

r9p I.E ERB S: X01, VIETNAI, 1:50,000, 64361, PU TRONG, 643211 PU WY

TASX 01G ANXM 1ON

TF Control
3rd NYike Force Co

CfDG Co, Duc Co
CIDO Co, Plei DJc-rcng

i. (C) SPIZLTIaN:

a. -e*enV Forces: Cur-ent INTSUM.
b. FroIndly Forces:

(1) 4h Inf Div conducts search and destroy opn to E and NE of
TF PRONG.

(2) 1st Air Corixrido Wing support with TAC Air.
c., Attzmchie, ts and detackmen2 3: Cae LNO Taam from 4th Inf Div Arty.

2. (C) IBSICK: 08C900 Nov TF Pr0i conducts beliborne assault vie TA6053 to
prevent infiltattion/xfi tration of NVA Forces in operational area of
4th Lf Div (Paul Revere IV) and destroys enemy in zone.

3, (C) EC1," ":
a,, Cono pt of Oper-itionE TF PRONG conducts heliborne assault into

DZ Lore -eic 610527, muves to assigned AO to screen W and SW flank
4%h Inf Div, conducts saturntion patrolling, destroys force in
sector. Third MF Cc initi.al lift, moves directly to AO SPIKE.
Co fPDJ) 2nd lift and Co (DO) 3rd I t with Comand Group, lands

LZ Lore, cn order moves tc vie 578529, on order deploys to AO's
JAB and SLUG respectivel ,r

b 3rd Mike Force Co
el CIDG Co (Due Co) ono platoon detached vie 578529 as a reaction

Torce, attached to TF Control.
d. CIDG Co (Plai Djereng) Frilmary direction of effort, along

bodian borde- toward the Sr and E.
e , Coordination instructions: Annex A-Air Movement Schedule.

4o (U) ADMINISTR&TION AND LOGISTICS:
a, Administration: None.
b, Logistics:

(1) Each individual carries 5 days rations.
(2) Local area water to be used; purification tablets.
(3) Basic load of mmo per weapon.
(4) Ned-evac on call.

Annex (i to inclosuro #10, to Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ending

31 January 1967

q4,



. (C) COMM AND SIGNAL:a. Slrnl

-'Curemnt SOl Item i-5 in ffect.(2) Liaisom SSB station at 4th Wn Div HQ,

b. Oumnd:
(1) Units report locations to TF Control,
(2) Caumund Group initialy i h 3rd MMW Foroe Co.

ACKNOWAMD~:

PARLY

Lt Col

ANEX: A-Air Movement Schedule

D33TRTBUrIOt S
WFICIUL:/s/Buttezuor

,I,
tto



Hf - M4in FORCE
DC - DUC CO

l J PLEI DJERENG
1. LZ LORE (TF PRONG CIMED N 01115 Nov)
2. CONTAGT BY MF 081310 Nov, 1 NVA KITA
31 CONTACT BY MF 083400 Nov, 2 NVA KI\ 1 NVA WIA
4. CONTACT BY PDJ 081400 Nov. 2 NVA KIAq 1I VA WIA
7. CONTACT BY PDJ 090815 Nov. Eat Position on N bank
8. CONTACT BY PDJ 091010 Nov, Est Position an S bank
9. CONTACT BY PDJ 091235 Nov, Re-est position on N bank, 4 NVA KA

4 CJDG lIA, 5 CDGX WIA&.% 2 USSF 1,TIA
10. - MF E[FILTRATE WEAPONS AT THIS LZ
13. MF CONTACTED 4 NVA KILLING ALL 4
14. - 2ND OVERNIGHT SCTY POSITION OF TF PRONG (-) 092000
15. - 1ST OVERNIGHT SCTY POSITION OF TF PRONG (-) 092000
16. - TF PRONG (-) HVY CONTACT 101410 NOV W/NA BN, HVY

FIRE CEASED 1800 HRS, 12 NVA KIA, 1 USSF IA, 4 CIDG KIA,
I USSF WIA, 17 CIVG WTA

17. - CONTACT BY 17 10130 NOV, 4 NVA KIA, 2 WIA
18. - MF EST 2 POSITIONS NEAR DRY LAKE, 101630 NOV
19. - MF (HVY CONTACT) HIT BY EST BN FROM iJL SIDES 110600 NOV,

ELEMENT TO NE OF LMIE FORCES TO JOI OTHR ELEMENT, FIRED
DIED DWN 1200 HRS. 58 NVA KIA, 13 CIG KIA, 1 USSG MI,
1 US KIA, 40 CIDG WIA

20. PLEI HE (HVY CONTACT) 171200 NOV, WITH ?O NVA BN'S, FU1EIFORCED
BY CO B, 1/14 - NVA ISSES BY CIDG, AIR & ATY & US TROOPS,
189 NVA KIA, 1 CIUG KIA, 3 CIDG WL, 1 USSF WIA, I LLDB WIA

iI"



DETACHMENT A-302
5TH SPECIAL FORCES GROUP (AIRBORNE), 1ST SPECIAL FORCES

APO US Forces 96227

19 November 1966

SUBJECT: After Action Report Mike Force/"Attleboro' 1-7 Nov 66

1. Reference: 5th Special Forces Regulation 351-1

2. General:

a, Third Corps Mike Force had moved to Loc Ninh on 30 October 1966
in support of moving to new camp site, and was on an operation in Loc Ninh
area,

b. Third Corps Mike Force was alerted 2 November 1966 to move from
Loc Ninh to Suoi Da. The move was completed at 1430 2 November 1966.

3. Task Organization:

a. 530 Chinese in three (3) companies.

b. Seven USSF E.

c. One USSF Officer.

4. Mission: Combat Reconnaissance.

5. Sequence of Events:

1 Nov 2210 - China Boy alerted f- movement from Loc Ninh to Suoi Da.

2 Nov 0800 - lst Hike Force comp , extracted from LZ.

0900 - Company closed Loc Ninh.

1045 2nd Company extraction began.

1215 - Completed extraction 2nd Company.

1030 - C-123 aircraft began arriving Loc Ninh.

Direct support helicopter company moved from Loc Ninh to Tay Ninh
East to lift MF from Tay Ninh East; to lift MF from Tay Ninh Westto Sguoi Da.

1352 - Tay Ninh.

1530 - Movement of MF from Day Ninh to Suoi Da completed.

31-1
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2 Nov 1630 - China Boy Company 3 deployed.

3 Nov 0830 - China Boy Company 1 deployed.

1220 - China Boy Company 3 engaged est VC Co vic XT486687, VC
broke contact 1245, fled north, SSG Monaghan wounded
right amt and fingers (GSW).

1815 - China Boy Company 1 made contact vic XT458587 with est
VC platoon. VC broke contact 1830, SSG Garza WIA
(GSW buttocks).

4 Nov 0730 - China Boy Company 1 hit mined area vie XT561588. One MF
KIA, two MF WIA. Medevac chopper downed by SF fire vic
XT485622, while enroute to China Boy Company l's location,,
One US KIA (Crew Member), chopper was recovered,

1445 - China Boy Company 3 made contact vic XT416670 with est
VC Bn or Regt. China Boy Compar 3 withdrew south and
called in airstrike. On initial contact chain saws,
generators, and trucks could be heard. VC counter-
fired with 81m and 60mm mortar, AW and SA fire, then
tried to close with China Boy Company 3 elements.

1800 - Received resupply of ammunition and food vie XT435668.

2200 - China Boy Company 3 indicated that he was receiving
heavy casualties and VC were encircling him. SFC Finn
MIA.

2300 - China Boy Company 3 indicated light contact.

5 Nov 0230 - China Boy Company 3 indicates contact with VC has ceased.

0730 - China Boy Company 3 receiving heavy volume of fire.
Requested reinforcements.

0745 - Radio contact with China Boy Company 3 broken.

0800 - China Boy Companies 1 and 2 proceeding to China Boy
Company 3's location.

0845 - China Boy Company 2 hit VC bunkers. Negative contact,

0940 - 28 MF personnel picked up by CIDG CO from Suoi Da.

0935 - China Boy Company 3 having casualties evacuated vic
XT388634.

1200 - Three USSF MIA (Heaps, Hunt, Finn).
55 MF from China Boy Company 3 made linkup with China
Boy Companies 1 and 2. Of those 15 to 25 WIA.
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5 Nov 1330 - One MF droa.mcd ihile crossing river with China Boy
Company 1.

6 Nov 1040 - Est VC platoon with mortars attacked Suoi Da airfield,

4 CIDG KIA, 2 WIA.

1700 - 9 MF per'sale. cdsed in to Suoi Da.

7 Nov 11+30 - XF begins move to Loc Ninh.

1600 - HT completes move to Loc Ninh.

1645 - One US body fozud. Indications are that it is SPC Finn.

1830 - 14F bodies returned to Bien Hoa by CV-2 aircraft.

6. (C) On 30 October, all 3 companies of the Mike Fore deployed to
Loc Ninh, A-331, Binh Long Province, to conduct operations in response to
intelligence reports that the camp was a possible tar, :t for a major VC
attack prior to 11 November 1966. However, hard intelligence reports
received on 1 November indicated that a VC regiment had moved into the
operational area of Camp Suoi Da, A-322, Tay Ninh Province. A decision was

-%ade to move the Mike Force into that area, and this was accomplished on
2 Novomber. On 031420 November, the 3rd Mike Fc -ce Company made contact
vwith an estimated VC company. The VC immediately broke contact and an air-
strike was called in on their route of withdrawal. At 031845, contact was
again established with an estimated VC platoon which resulted in 10 VC KIA
and two USASF WIA. At 040730, the 1st Mike Force Company hit a mined area
and suffered one KIA and two WIA, A Med Evac chopper in the same general vicini t'y
was shot down by small arms fire and resulted in one US KIA. At 04145, the
3rd Mike Force Cmpny made contact with an estimated battalion or regiment-
al sized VC force. This contact resulted in 15 VC KIA and two Mike Force
NIA. The Mike Force Company was still in contact at 041540 and attempted to
withdraw to the south. At 042000 the Ilike Force Commander reported that he
was surrounded and had suffered 35 casuaities (KIA). The remaining two CIDG
campanies departed Camp Suoi Da to reinforce the operation. At 042305 the 3rd
Mike Force Company Coimmander reported that he was' still in contact. Enemy
caialLties reported at this time Were 50 VC KIA. Contact with the VC was
broken at 050330. At 050900 the 3rd Mike Force C6mpany again reported that
they were receiving a heavy volume of fire. They- were instructed to secure
an LZ so that an attempt could be made to extract them from the area. This
was accomplished at 051200. All Mike Force elements were extracted at 051830.

11-3
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Interview with SFC Heaps, 7 Nov 66

At 021630 Nov China Boy 3 landed at LZ vicinity XT491644, and began
moving north (see attached overlay). At 031220 Nov vic XT473683 China Boy /
3 discovered tunnel complex and fortifications. While destroying complex,
VC fired on China Boy 3 wounding SSG Monaghan. China Boy 3 withdrew east
to LZ, vic XT487686. Med Evac arrived, casualties were loaded, but be-
cause chopper was overloaded it could not take off. SSG Hunt, who c am
in with the Med Evac elected to remain with China Boy 3 so that casualties
could be evacuated. Again China Boy 3 moved west to tunnel complex, but
could not take it because of intense fire. China Boy 3 broke contact and
moved to vicinity XT465692 (see overlay). Here they heard several motors
that sounded like generators and trucks, plus several chain saws. Heavy
contact was made. China Boy 3 received heavy automatic weapons fire and
mortar fire. Mortars sounded like 60m. China Boy 3 broke contact and
moved to LZ vicinity XT435667 (see overlay). All during the time they
were moving to 12 they were receiving sporadic small arms fire. Also
when they crossed road vic XT453667, they received mortar fire.

At LZ vic XT435667 China Boy 3 received resupply of food and ammunition.
From resupply LZ the unit moved to vicinity XT444672, went into defensive
perimeter and began breaking down anmo. While they were breaking down amo,
the VC attacked from the east in a "U" shaped formation. It was beginning
to get dark and the VC withdrew to approximately 100 meters east of China
Boy 3's position and maintained contact all night. After the initial attack,
SFC Heaps said he didn't see SFC Finn again. At approximately 0645-0700 the
following morning the VC made another assault on China Boy 3's position and
overran then. SFC Heaps and SSG Hunt were wounded during this assault. SFU
Heaps said he as knocked unconscious and when he came to SSG Hunt was giving
him first aid. Heaps and Hunt decided to get to the 12 vic XT424680. They
had two Mike Force with them, one was wounded. They couldn't move very fast
or very far without resting, and Heaps and Hunt would pass out periodically.
Finally Hunt said he could go no further so Heaps left one Mike Force with
Hunt and continued to the 12. After this Heaps didn't remember anything.

-
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Interview of SFC E7 Heaps on 7 Nov 66, 3rd Field Hospital.

f REFERENCE: ILC NINH Map Sheet 6245 II
465691 to 473681, first contact

Area of Operations: Major contact overrun at 440669

Weather: Excellent, high clouds, temperature

Terrain: Jungle, (thick) close to water supply, within 500 meters of
road on high ground.

Fortifications: Tunnel and bunker complexes for one, two or squad size
positions. All with overhead cover and pre-arranged fields of fire.
Positions were hardened against direct fire.

Weapons, uniforms and equipment: Automatic weapons were in abundance; of the
two weapons captured they were AK's. They had a lot of machine guns, sounded
like 30 cal, heavy. Uniforms were mixed, personnel KIA had on black shoes.
All of the soldiers encountered had complete sets of web gear.

Significant weapons: Grenade launcher which looked like our "LAW", light in
weight, approximately 3 feet long, markings appeared to be Chinese, possible
identification: Chinese antitank grenade launcher type 56, P.155 DA pamphlet
381-10. Indirect fire was provided by 6Omm mortars, identification by rounds.

Tactics: Fire discipline was excellent. Upon making contact, VC fired in mss;
upon breaking contact VC ceased fire without sporadic firing. The VC maintained
contact while the unit was trying to break contact. They mortared and sniped
at them in the retreat. After fixing the new location of the 3rd Company they
(VC) attacked using squad fire and maneuver up to grenade range and then re-
verted to individual action. By this time, it was almost dark, so the VC
withdrew approximately 100 meters and maintained contact all night. At 0645-
0700 the next morning they assaulted using the same tactics with a heavy volume
of fire suppressing the 3rd Company's position.

Movement was forward by flanks and frontal assault forces.

Other: The VC troopers were young nd aggressive.

At grid 465691 - Generators and chain saws were heard.
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US Mike Force and VC casualties from 2 - U Nov , Opn ",TTLEBORO"

'hUT FRIENDLY MF UNIT VC /0
K W M K W N K VC POSS VCC

1st Div 22 72 1st 721 5
196th, 25th 46 300 5 25th 181
USASF 1 3 1 173rd 4
?-ke Force 25 17 7 MF 85 448

TOTAL: 94 392 13 99. 448 5

Iollowing units identidied.

271, 272, 273, 320 MFPMB, 70 Regt, 10th NVA Inf.
All by contact and/or d ,cunents.
273 Regt and 272 Regt contact XT4254 by 2/lst Inf.
212 Regt contact on 4 Nov at Suoi Cau XT4530 one of our agents says the
320 are also involved. This is reasonable since this whole area is in their AO.
J01st Regt by captive XT431559 on 8 Nov.
70 Regt possibly contact by 1/16 Inf on 9 Nov,
271 by I PW on 3 Nov, this unit identified by ASPAR in the southern
part of bhe contact area SW of Dau Tieng.

All of the documents and PW intell reports are still at lowr level
i!cadquarters and have not reached FFII yet for closer examination.

US units ccnmitted to Operation.

US 173d Abn Bde - 2 Bns
ARN Ranger Bns (Attached) - 2
US 1st Div - 8 Bns
US 25th Div - 4 Bns
196th Bde - 1 Bn

/a/ Thmas Myerchin
/t/THcOS MYERCHIN

CPT, INKtETRY

COMJNDING

13-6
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DETACHMENT A-341
5TH SPECIAL FORCES GROUPI (AIRBORNE), 1ST $fECIAL FOWES

AIO U.S. Forces 96227/13/

15 January 1567

SUBJECT: Combat Operation After Action Report, Bu Dop, 14 Jnn 67

1. SIZE AND COMPOSITION: One CIDG company, two LLDB and two USSF

2. MISSION: Conduct search and destroy operation and recon trail vicin3x-
YU1134 to YU1125.

3. TIME OF DEVPRTURE: 140400 J-w 67

TIME OF RETURN: 142245 Jan 67

4. CONDUCT OF PF*TROL:

a. Patrol Route. Patrol moved by foot from Camp Pu Dop to YUO18335
along route 14A. Proceeded along trail east to Obj 1, vicinity of YU065335.
Route of march was altered when enemy fire was signaling the patrol's presence.
Patrol moved northeast to YU069338 where contact was made. Patrol moved to
YU065336 to secure LZ for Med Evac. Patrol then assaulted northeast thru
contact area to YU072337. Patrol then withdrew back to YU065336 to secure L,
for Opn 15/1. Opn 15/1 relieved patrol and it was extracted by helicopter to
base camp.

b. Terrain. Terrain consisted of rubber trees, thick un'ergrowth,

bamboo thickets, and savannah grass.

c. Obstacles. None.

d. Mines and Booby traps. None.

e. Action upon encounter with the enemy. The concept of operation 0
for this patrol was to move by way of intermediate objective to rocon trail
which the enemy had constructed from 1JU1134 t' VJ1125, and to establish a.bush
in that vicinity. The route of march took the patrol through an area where oua
reconnaissance platoon had made contact on 8 Dec 1966. The company was brief-
ed to search that area and report any new encry activity. As the operation gckt
closer to that area, they received .-rarning shots along the route of march. Th
company immediately broke their elements into three files and started to searc,
the area. At 141155 Nov the point squad received fire at YU069338 and miffered
one kIA and one WIA. iiediately the company went into the assault. The
eneW W3 dug in at some locations and not in others. Firing broke out all
around the comparW and it seemed to SFV Williams and SSG Boorrman, otho were
advising the company, that the enemy was attemptizi to circle then. Radio
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contact was made with a FAC and airstrikes wei e r- ec4 The company was
receiving heavy fire from the right flank and sc - r 1 1, , soldiers were /3k
WIA and two KIAo SFC Williams and SSG Bonman v- set -i( mnpany that they
should assault the right flank and prevert an encirc'E ii The unit was
still in their initial assault, and a lull momentari Ii I them to follow
this advice, as this raneuver momentarily confusrd ' .i By this, the
unit had gained momentum and was assaulting the on, L positions, over-
running then. The enemy was disorganized and withdi tw-vn, n disarray. The
time was 141220 Nov and an airstrike was put into th,. where the enemy
was retreating. The troops continued the assault, and -e were 25 NVA KL' s
confirmed as they overran the enemy position. By t- ;t tho company had
suffered three KIA and 11 WIA. Under the cover of 3 s t ne company witL.
drew to the west to locate an LZ for Med Evac 0iicl I p." viously re-
quested. While waiting for the Med Evac all equipmer ci t -eu was assembled
and all documents collected. The company was still r _: . all arms fire
from the east and add tional airstrikes were put on ' -it :it )n. The LZ wa ,
secured and Med Eva7 was completed by 141500 Nov. : B , - CO Det B-34;
Col Berry, CO, Is* Bde, ist Inf Div: the Detachrent Cc ,- n ' A-341; and
LLDB counterparts landed to see what assistance wa- r _led :t tas decided
at that time to bring in one additional com;ar- t i sa 3, operation. The
troope were nervous and in a near state of an-c. t L4_- "ov CDntain
Garrett, with the supporting company, landkd and i_. liai, ;tarted searching
the area. The company that made contact was extract, i at 1 '30 Nov, and
returned to base camp. While searching the area Capt dn a tt confirmed an
additional 16 INA KIA and properly reported them. '" raJ4 as not function-
ing properly, and LTC Bernier, who was in the air at t 'e 1i:. brought one into
the operation. While he was or. the ground, he was & c n th, dditional bodies
and dooaments captured confirmed an NVA regular unit. "art' serches
revealed that one NVA Captain, one 1st Lt, three 2nd t, an- ur dO's were
killed in action. Twenty-five maps arf' schematics we ' -ound wbhich
ind.cated that plans were being made to attack Camp Bh a: Bo iuc Sub-
sector. "r.ierous documents were captured and sent for :. ,r LTC Bernier
when he lft the operational area. A" thorough search :' 2a wis :nde
to assess th( damage and to ascertain additional ene:V rL. r w,,.r.ded in
the area. At 141915 Nov the relief force withdrew to closing at
that location at 142245 Nov.

5. ENW INFORMATION:

a. Location. YU069338

b. Strength. One Battalion (+).

c. Composition. NVA regulars fully equipped n- 'tJ. 2ocur: a
identified Q-12 of the 7th Divisiln.

d. Activity. It seeamd as 4f the enem wei- u, depced
by the unumally high number of officers were killed in 'nt '1 'f the
contact.
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e. Fq" 4pm, nt. The force was equipped with AK 50's, 7.65mm pistols,
rgrt-ars (type u c), anti-aircraft wpns (typo unk), rucksacks, gazmsks, and
,lz:stic cant-zoer

f. Un -)r" . Klaki., helmets r ,ve of ba.iboo with a plastic covering.
,d t... black mr',.ad frai t,ick t.ires.

6 7 .. ULT OF FICOUNTER WITH THE ENEMY:

a. Fr: ndly losses.
'i Three CIDO KILA
(2" U CIDC 'J.
(3) None MV,
(A') Sin US carbi:c, cal.), one HT-I radio destroyed in action.

b, h: Io7'0ses.
(I) KIA USiSF body c~iunt
(2) L, ,knaon
(3' e " ,
(4) ne 501s, fou' 7.65mm pistols, gas mask, docisnents, cante$

I $ .r '-)Q:or:3flel, thre,- MIp Lad document cases, 24 AK 50 magazineo.#

7 "1'FICANT CrIITIES:

analys5 s, Fordarded to higher headquarters.

,' ,nre in taI i s. Unit was infiltratcd into area to relieve
cleronts in cci.t t. .,1 2 ed anit ivas extracted by helicopter.

c.. Hwrni ;s encou,-tead, None.

Suspc.. ;d in fJit,-ation route. Yf ', 5345 to YU035225 then south
acrc3s th-, Long Be - or.

9, OGNCLUSiO'IS AID R7COf-L,'-, 'CI "

a. Conclusions. >i<, opei *on as successful because of' fire suppori
given to the operation by tI 1G.C' s. ;.ho i2aediately responded ,,hen the element
,-Lde contact, Were it not 2ot' Lhei,' iuiit ng efforts, our casua-.ty reports
might. have been very high. The pub Ii :Lstrikes into the area allowing
:'riendly troops to withstand and -*r7 ict - 7.erous casualties on ; superior force.

b. Recommendation7, Recerrnrid that o.cial ope tonal frequency
wit'i-n the "B" Detachment be establiK,,-K when c ' are a:Klde, since the
?V.mar',r air-to--ground frequency is eoo c'owded, riit ir contact loses

u.tuablc blr, in contacting their base camp when licc lc ed up continuously.
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FIsl Chester Garrett
/t/ CHESTER GARRTT

C'lptain, Infantry
Detachment Commander O

/s/ Vincent N. Hartmiann
A/! VINCENT N. HA~R1n(NN

Captain, Infanrtry

Adjutant
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CONFIVENTIAL

DErACHNT B-41
5TH SFECIAL FORCES GROUP (AIRBORNE), 1ST SPECL'. FOXEFS

APO US Forces 96215

AVSFD-B-41 27 November 1966

SUBJECT: Flood After Action Report (U)

1o (U) Reference: Ltr, Co D, 5th SFG (Abn), 1st SF, dated 15 October
1966, subject as above.

2. (U) General: The 1966 flood of Det B-41 tactical area of responsibility
during the period 17 September 1966 - November 1966 reached zuch proportions
that many special flood control measures had to be adopted in crder to save
the camps from inundation. Special equipment was required for continued
operations and defenses, and neu: tactics were utilized to take advantage of
this flood condition. The purpose of this report is to point out some of
the significant effects of the flood and show what was done to deal with
these effects and the lessons learned.

3. (C) Effects of the flood on friendly operations:

a. In general, flood conditions had a good Dffect on friendly
operations. There were mar modifications which had to be made to the nornea
operiting procedures. However, with the increased support gai-ned for the
detachments during this pericd, they were able to take advantage of the high
water and move freely throughout their areas of responsibility and reach
areas lormerly controlled by the VC which were iraccessable without long
marches or heliborne operations. Prior to the flood, VC mines and booby
traps made certain areas of VC control extremely dangerous to enter by foot
troops. With the high water and use of boats, these areas could be entered
with much less chance of encountering these obstacles. Consequently a
significant decrease in casualties from mines and booby traps was ex-
perienced during this period.

(1) The water forced the VC from his prepared positions, in-
undated his caches fording him to move from his traditional safe areas and
forced him to move into boats or up into the trees, each of which made him
more vulnerable. Conmequently, when the enemy was sighted, he had little
advantage of prepared positions and was either forced to move, becoming more
vulnerable due to his lack of rapid transportation, or stand and fight
normally being over: helmed by superior forces.

(2) Flood conditions are ideal for the armored cavalry concept
in that targets can be spotted by air reconnaissance or light reconnaissance
elements, and then reaction forces rapidly employed. A, successful tactic
utilized was the use of an 01 observation aircraft to cover the boat elements
and guide them to anything that looked suspicious. A section of armed
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C cps -a
helicopters was on standby to be comitted once any significant contact
was made. Additionally, it was fowid that the armed helicopter was an
excellent weapon for seeking out and destroying VC forces attempting
moveaent b? sampan.

(3) Because of tie emphasis placed by the highest levels oa
taking advauntage of .his flood condition in conducting aggressive offen-
sive operations, exceptional support was received in the area of armed
helicopters. Except in unusual ircumstances, at least one section of
armed helicopters was made available to the Sector on a daily basis for
support of CIDG operations. Additional assault boats and motors were
issued to the detachments from IV Ccrps ARVN along with ARVN operators
and mechanics. Daily operations of company size and larger were the norm
and practically every operation had the advantage of 01 aircraft cover,
armed helicopter support, and in many cases Conmand and Control helicopter
support.

(4) During the period 6 - 17 October at the height of the
flood, eight US Navy PBR (Patrol Boat River) were deployed to this sector.
They provided the additional capability of perfoiming armed waterborne
reconnaissance patrols throughout the TAOR. These craft aided us in con-
firming the existence or departure of VC elements from various parts of
the Province and participated in several joint CIDG/Navy combat operations.
The PBH were especially effective in providing flank security for the
CIDG boat elements and providing .50 caliber suppressing fire when VC
elements were engaged.

(5) During the period 21 November - 26 November, three Navy
patrol Air Cushion Vehicle (PACV) were deployed to the Sector to partici-
pate in operations in conjunction with the existing airboats. These vehicles
were an exceptional offensive threat to the VC in that= they could cover the
whole Province at will and had the ability to transport two squads of troops
to be utilized in investigating and exploiting any contact or significant
finding. PACV' s were a tremendous asset, and during their stays severa
successful .operations were conducted.

(6) liree platoons of airboats, six each platoon, arrived in
B-41's sector during the flood period. The first boat platoon arrived in the
latter part of October and by the first of November were being incorporated
into the CIDG operations. Due to the newness of the boat, the requirement
to train crews and control personnel, and the initial maintenance difficulties,
full scale utilization of airboats on a regular basie could not begin until
water levels had started to become a limiting factor. Considerable success
was gained with the airboats during the latter part of November, with ccm-
bined airboat, PACV and sampan operations. Results of these operations are
outlined in para 3 b, Much knowledge has been gained as to modifications
required to make thia vehicle a more effective weapon in flood operations.
It is anticipated that having these boats on hand and ready to be deployed
at the initial stages of the next flood season will greatly enhance this
detachments offensive capability.
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b. Flood Operations:

(1) Most flood operations used engineer assault boats with
either 25 HP, 40 HP or simpan engines with regular sampans being pulled
to and from the objective area. Visual reconnaissance aircraft and/or
Command mid Control helicopters provided continuous overhead cover for
these operations. Armed helicopters were either on station covering the
operation or on call, awaiting significant contact. Airboats, Navy PBR
and Navy PACV boats supported cited operations.

(2) Sumary of significant offensive operations: Only those
operations which were conducted during the main portion of the flood will
be cited, it must be kept in mind that these comprise only those that met
with some success and t1vit there were numerous others conducted during
this period of time.

(a) 27 September: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen
Binh District by one company (-) sf CIDG. Results: Two enery captured, one
enemy KIA, 18 tons rice, 30 houses and five bunkers destroyed; one rifle,
assorted nines, small arms ammunition and documents captured.

(b) 29 September: Reconnaissance and search operation in
Tuyen Binh District by one CIDG company (-). Results: one enemy KIA, two VC
captured, 39 suspects detained, 100 kilos of rice destroyed.

(c) 2 October: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen Binh
District by elements of four CIDG companies. Results: 12 sampans, assorted
documents, rice, medicine and mines captured; 18 houses and two sampans
destroyed.

(d) 3 Octob-r: Search and destroy operation in Kien Binh
District by one CIDG company. Results: three enemy KIA, one carbine and one
medical kit captured.

(e) 5 October: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen Nhon
District by two CIDG companies. Results: two VC captured, assorted documents
and grenades/booby traps captured, 27 structures destroyed.

(f) 7 October: Search and destroy operation in Chau Thanh
District by one CIDG company, with two PBR's in support. Results: one rifle
and assorted grenades/booby traps captured, 30 structures and one ton of rice
cdestroyed.

(g) 8 October: Night ambush patrol in Tuyen Binh District
by one CIDG company (-). Results: three VC captured, 500 kilos of rice, one
rifle and one sampan captured, 1000 kilos of rice destroyed.

(h) 8 October: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen Binh
District by elements of two CIDG companies, with six PBR's in support. Results:
one US Navy EM and one CIDG WIA, large amounts of enemy documents, grenades and
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booby traps captured, and 77 houses, two sampans and 1600 kilos of rice
destroyed. The support provided by the PBR'S was outstanding in provid-
ing flank security and suppressive fire when ground elements were ambush-
ed from positions in Cambodia.

i) 9 October: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen
Binh District by elements of two CIDG companies, with PBR's in support,
Results: two US Navy EM and two CIDG WIA, four VC KIA, assorted grenades/
booby traps captured, and 30 houses and 15,000 kilos of rice meal destroyed.
Again Navy PBR' s protected the disengagement of ground elements when they
were taken under fire from positions in. Cambodia.

(j) 11 October: Reconnaissance for VC mine factory in
Tuyen Binh District by one CIDG company (-). Results: Discovered abandoned
three building complex containing large quantities of metal work, apparently
used recently for munitions manufacture and repair.

(k) 12 October: Search and destroy operation in Kien Binh
District by one Platoon CIDG and c e RF Platoon. Results: one USSF, two
CIDG ar one LLDB KIA, 30 VC K2,, (estimate only).

(1) 15 October: Reconnaissance for eneiW base camp in
Tuyen Nhon District by one CiDG company. Results: one VC KI, 24 houses
destroyed.

() 16 October: Search and destroy operation in Kien Binh
District by three companies CIDG, one RF platoon, with PBR's in support*
Results: 13 VC KIA, 11 KBA (51 more estimated), 18 VC captured, 87 individual
small arms, two BAR' s, two LMG' s, large quantities swall arms amino, explosives
anM weapons parts captured; 124 sampans, 56 houses, 58 buffalos and 10 bunkers
destroyed. In this action south of La Grange canal, the PBR' s had difficulty
moving due to low water and weeds.

(n) 15 - 17 October: Search 3nd clear operation in Kinh
Binh District by one CIDG compar (+) and PBR's in support. Results: nine
individual small arms, one BAR and many grenades/booby traps captured. The
PBR's had extreme difficulty with pumps clogging on loose weeds.

(o) 17 October: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen Binh
District by one CIDG company, and FIR's in support. Results: five suspects
detained, fcur sampans captured, four sampans destroyed.

(p) 18 October: River rec-onnaissance patrol in Tuyen Nhon
District by one CIDG Recoq Platoon (later reinforced ith two CIDG platoons).
Results': eight VC KIA, 40 structures, 45 sampans, eight bunkers destroyed; and
nine large e,'qpans with two motors captured.

(q) 20 October: Search and destroy operation in Tu4en Binh
District by one CIDG company. Results: 38 refugees relocated; 50 houses,
l bunkers, 10,000 lbs of rice and assorted booby traps/grenades destroyed.
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(r) 20 October: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen
Binh District by one CIDG company. Results: two VC KBA, 33 catured or
detained, four individual small arms, large quantities of amno, grenades
and explosives captured, 21 sampans and one motor captured, 70 houses
burned, 40 sampans and one repair facility (mines and weapons) destroyed.

(s) 21 - 22 October: Search, clear ind destroy operation
in Tuyen Nhon District by two CIDG companies (-). Results: four individual
snall arms and 500 lbs of rice captured; one ton of rice and 35 structures
destroyed.

(t) 23 October: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen Binh
District by two CIDG companies (-). Results: 10 VC captured, one rifle and
10 sampans captured, three sampans destroyed.

(u) 26 October: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen Binh
District by two CIDG companies (-). Results: five CIDG, one LLDB and two
USAF WI, 11 VC KIA/KB '

(v) 27 October: Search and destroy operation in Kien Binh
District by one CIDG company. Results: one VC YJA, three rifles and assorted
small arms ammo/grenades captured.

(w) 28 October: Search and destrcy operation in Tuyen Binh
District by one CIDG company (+), Results: 21 sampans, 500 ft of luimber,
100 kilos of rice and assortel grenades, mines, documents captured; 22
houses and seven sampans destroyed.

(x) 28 Oct -bocr: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen
Nhon District by one CIDG company (+). Results: one VC KIA, 75 kilos of
manioc captured.

(y) 29 October: Ambush patrol in Tuyen Nhon District by
two CIDG platoons, Results: five VC KIA and one rifle captured.

(z) 30 October: Search and destroy operation in Kien Binh
District by two CIDG companies. Results: five VC KL', two VC captured, two
weapons captured, 72 houses destroyed.

(aa) 2 November: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen Binh
District by two CIDG companies. Results: Friendly unit ambushed by
estimated two VC main force companies positioned in Cambodia; two CIDG KIA,
12 CIDG WIA, six CIDG NIA, VC casualties unknown.

(bb) 3 November: Search and destroy operation in Kien Binh
District by two CIDG companies, Results: three CIDG KIA, five CIDG WIA;
assorted VC grenades and mines captured.

(cc) 4 iAovember: Search and destroy operation in Tuyen Nhon
District by four CIDG companies. Results: eight VC KIA (3 USSF confirmed),
two CIDG KIA, three rifles captured, 32 structures dest-'oyed; assorted mortar
rounds, grenades anO. mines captured.
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(dd) 12 November: Search and destroy operation in Kien Binh
District by two RF companies and AI.rboat Platoon. Results: 37 houses
and U sampans destroyed.

(ee) 14 November: Search and clear operation in Tuyen Nhon
District by one CIDG company and Airboat Platoon. Results: six VC KIA
(confirmed); two USSF K11, ri- CIDG KA, captured one 6Q=n mortar; lost five
individual weapons, one I,4G, ozie assault boat with motor.

(ff) 17 Novanber: Search ad destroy operation in Kien Binh
District by one CIDG company and Pirboat Platoon. Results: five VC KIA
(confirmed), one CIDG UA; destroyed 10 s&npanns and one bunker.

(gg) 20 November: Hummingbird operation in Tuyen Binh
District by 34 CIDG irith one p-atoon of airboats, one platoon of gunships
and four slicks. Results: six VC KIA, (confirmed), two VC captured;
destroyed one mine and grenade factory.

(hh) 21 November: Reconnaissance in Tiyen Birh District
by two platoons of airboat's withi one helicopter VR. Results: four VC KIA
(confirmed); destroyed 23 sampans and five bunkers (two secondary explosions).

(ii) 22 November: Search and destroy operation in Chau Thanh
District by one CIDG company w/three Patrol Air Cusion Vehicles and one platoon
of airboats supported by one platoon of g-:nships and six slicks. Results:
56 VC KIA (confirmed); dcstroyed 50 samrans, 50 houses, one VC aid stationr
captured nine rifles and 20 Id.)oj of doctments; recaptured one 40 HP motor
(lost 14 Nov).

(JJ) 25 November: Search and destroy operation in Kien Binh
District by two CIDG companies w/three PACV' s and one platoon airboats
supported by one platoon o' gunships and six slicks. Results: 25 VC KIA
(confirmed); nine VC capturod, 20 kilos of documants and one carbine;
destroyed 100 sampans, 103 houses and 20 bunkers.

c. Accumulated enemy and friendly losses: From 26 September to
25 November there have been 225 confirmed VC KIA and 99 VC captured. Major
items of equipment captured included 2157 hand grenades, 147 weapons, 543
assorted size mines, 154 sam-ans, 150 kilo; of documents. Additionally,
1012 structures, 139 assorted size mines, 333 s&mpans and 85 bunkers were
destroyed. Friendly casualties are 36 KIA and 75 l-IA.

d. Problems enccointered and solutions or recomendations;

(1) initially cach CIDG camp had on hand only approximately
50 mall sampans, betwen five and ton plastic assault boats and between four
and six sampan moto:rs, None oZ the camps had any outboard motors. Since all
operations during the flood were to rely upon boat transportation, it was
evident that more boats and outboard engines would be :,equi red. When IV
Corps asked what assistance they could provide for tactical exploitation of
the flood, the mair item requestd ws boats and motors. iLfty one outboard
engines (105-40 H? axid 32 - 25 H) were provided together with 30 assault boats.
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Drivers and mechanics accompanied. these boats. Each "A" detachment was
allocated sufficient boats and motors to allow it to conduct a two ccm-
pany operation.

(2) The complete changeover in tactics from foot operations
to waterborne operations presented some problems in training. Boat operators
assigned to accompany the engines were found to be unfailiar with care
and maintenance of engines, and the troops that participated in waterbornmL
operations had, for the most part, little or no experience in the use of
boats in a tactical situation. These problems were solved by quick in-
doctrination and training in boat tactics and in many cases the training
took place on actual operations. It is recommended that prior to the
coming of the flood season in the future, classes be organized to teach
techniques of employing boats and of prime importance, care and maintenance
of outboard engines.

(3) The flooding of mortar pits and artillery positions within
the sector caused the loss of a most valuable asset both to defense and to
operations. All 105mm howitzers in the ?rovince had o be evacuated. Thus
the coverage of camps and FOB's by these pieces was Lit fPr the majority of
this period. In addition to their defensive rc 3, a significant amount of
support normally available for offensive operat s was lost. The nightly
harassing and interdictory role of the L.ov-tzer 4as totally" lost. No -ub-
stitute for this asset was found. It is recomended that In the future, the
artillery be transferred to the CIDG ca.ps which aie above t levl of 'ast
floods, namely, Binh Thanh Then, Moc Hoe and Tuyen lion. -n nis manner,
total loss of artillery support will be avoideo, ana a.d- ough different areas
would 1-e covered than prior to the flood, a significant .nount of the Province
will 1,, able to benefit by their presence. tt sh, Id be noted 'hat this
suggestion was followed in the case of bring. ng ba two howit.ts previously
evacuate( from downtown Moc Hoa and placing tiem in the Moc Hoa "All camp.

(4) hortar positions within the camps in marn cases wL-e flooded.
The 4.2" mortar at Kinh Quan II had to be taken out of action until t-he camp
could be pumped dry. The other mortars that were affected by the flood were
for the most part moved either to higher ground or were placed on floating
type platforms. li most cases, due to the instability of these platorms,
there was a decrease in the capability of the mortar through limitation of
charge that could be used. Displacerent of mortars on operations was also
limited. Unless the mortcrs could be fired from a boat it could not be used.
Experimentation with firing an 81mi mortar mounted in an aluminum engineer
assault boat was found to be only narginally effective.

(5) With the exception of Binh Hiep FOB, all other fixed
Forward Operational Bases of the CIDG had to be evacuated due to total in-
undation of the posts. In the case of Binh Chau FOB, no attempt to control
the evacuated area was made due to the concurrent evacuation of all civilians
in the area dnd the consequent lack of strategic importance of the post.
In the case of Tuyen Nhon FOB Pnd Kinh Quan II, it was decided to maintain
a mobile sampan FOB to protect those two areas that were evacuated. Con-
giderable success was gained thru this solution. On several ocasios VO
were ambushed by thk roving FOB's and it is felt that they were, in effect,
of more value in the modified role than they had been previous ti the flood.
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(6) The airfields in this Sector were totally flooded. From
the tactical standpoint this was significant in that the fixed wing 01
observation aircraft were forced to remain approximately 30 minutes away
from Sector. The reaction time for getting one of these aircraft alerted,
airborne and over the designated area was increased from 1.5 minutes to a
minimIM of one hour and usually more. Although this never proved to be a
problem, it was oetainly a'eiuific:t loss in our reaction capability to
support any camp _i post under attack. Additionally, the coverage of
operations by th*W airae?& eeqgd not be coordinated except over the radio,
leaving many questions normally covered in. a briefing of the pilots un-
answered due to security. Also significant in the flooding of the airfield
at Moc Hoa, the servicing facility for helicopters was lost under the
water. All helipads were submerged, and each camp was directed to prepare
raised platforms for at least one helicopter to be able to land. At Moc Hoa,
in addition to the raised pads built for administrative helicopter use, it
was decided that a set of helipads for ared helicopters would have to be
provided because of their additional weight and consequent need for longer
take off area. IV Corps provided three pontoon type floating rafts manned
by ARVN engineers, and these were handled up the river to Moc Hoa and em-
placed adjacent to the runway. These helipads proved to be a satisfactory
servicing facility for armed helicopters because all the annition, rockets
and POL could be stored right on the pads, with the ARVN engineers guarding
the equipment. With these pads operational, a heavy section of gunships
could be serviced at any given time. This capability increased the effective-
ness of our overall operations during this period iuensely. Prior to this
capability, the closest servicing facility for armed helicopters was some 30
minutes flying time away and for the extremely distant operation&l areas
within Province, this represented an on-station time for gunships of only
approximately 20 minutes. With the facility, we could keep the guns on
station for at least one hour anywher3 in the operational area. Therefore,
of prime importance, prior to any coming flood season, consideration should
be made in advance for the construction of armed helicopter helipads. This
asset accounted for as many confirmed VC KIA as did the ground elements and
provided a tremendous amount of security for conitted forces.

(7) Since the majority of the Regional Force/Popular Force
units were without organic sampans or boats, the conduct of offensive
operations was borne for the most part by the CIDG. This represented a
significant loss in the number of troops within province that could be
employed in the offensive role. Although the success of the CIDG was
impressive during this period, it is believed that even better results
could have been obtained if the RF/PF force had been given the support
needed in boat transportation. After the flood had reached its peak, six
assault boats and motors wer; allocated to each district to provide a re-
action force capability. This enhanced the security of each district
considerably,.
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(8) With the coming of receding waters ar the consequent

drop in water level, a period from appraximately 1 November to 25 November
was reached wherein the use of assault boats with outboard motors became
increasingly difficult. The boats were able to be operated; however, the
constant entanglement of debris in the propeller, the channelization of
suitable routes, the constant shear-pin breakage and consequent lack of
maneuverability for search and assault made boat operations during this
period minimumly effective. Increased casualties nd less results of
operations indicated that new tactics must be developed for this period
of recession of the water. The use of transport helicopters was limited
because although the water was receding, it was still too d(5p for foot
operations. Until approximately 22 November the logical sclution was to
concentrate on sampan operations of a small unti size. Multiple platoon
sized saturation potrols and night ambushes should be emphasized. Company
and larger sized operations 3hould be used only when heavy air support is
guaranteed. On 14 Noverber an exanple of this uook place. One ccmpany
of CIDG in aseault boats and sampans entered into an area that had been
thoroughly screened by another force on two weeks prior. The area had
ben found empty and deserted. All of the houses and bunkers underwater.
However, on this date, no sooner haid the company entered the area than they
four. t at enough of the water had gone down to allow the VC to utilize
their bunkers. Although the water qas still deep enough to use outboard
engines Ath difficulTy, tho maneuverability and reliability was in-
sufficient to cope with fortified prepared position,. The lesson learned
here is that although the flood still exists, flcd .ype oper-ions must
be suited to the actual depth of the water. To continue the ,ar- tactics
as long as boats can run was found to be unsuitable. Cperati-ns must be
continually onalyzed from the standpoint of iAv-antage over the VC.

4. (C) Effect of Flood on Camp DofenL-s:

a. A-413 kBinh Thanh Thon): BTT was more fn-tunate than the other
;amps in that it is situated on rJAively high ground and did rot flood to

a great extent inside the camp itself. Problems encountered were as follows:

(1) Erosion of outer wall, causing portions of camp to flood.
It is believed that buil2iug t-i'- wall hiFher, using a revotment type con-
struction of steel pickets and interlaced tr'r trees, and capping the wall
with sandbags will eliminate this problem..

(2) Floding of machine gun bunkers on outer wall: These
bunkers are constructed in three 'a.ers and built into the wall itself.
There is no feasible way to prevent Floo'ing of lower cm prtments, however
MG's wero moved to a higher levc1 .'nd tM n rter renined operational.

(3) Barrier wire -nd claymeres: Wire was completr:4 covered
with wmter. This caused a problom woun portions of the wire broke loose
ard drifted into channels used by a.sait boats leaving N:d aitering camp.
Solution to this is to use more picket" .nd tie in wire more securely.
Claymore were mounted on 6' steel pi, ,cta and remained above wnter. 1he
major difficulty hero is maintainrbg the firing system,
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(4) Damage to mortar ammunition n firing pits: A large
quantity of 81mm, 60mn and 4.2" mortar ammunit.ion was ruined due to
flooding of ammo bunkers in the firing pits. This problem can be solv-
by building improved tyje concrete storage bunkers in the pits with
waterproof doors and a drainage systems.

(') Flooding of energency communication -n, nedi'7al bunker:
This was due to a combination of no docr on the bunker a c. the bunker being
below the ground water level, Construction of a water tight door, re-
concreting the inside of the bunker are installation of a sump that car. be
pumped dry would solve this problem.

(6) Collapse of indiviCual firing positions on outer wal.3:
Present positions are b,.Lilt of a calbim-Ltion of sandbags, -,cmnented t Ak,

steel pickets and scrap tin. Marv of these positions collapsed. Cons tion
of brick !!nd cement posi tion3 with sandbag overhead cover will solve t!
problem. Existing brick can be rcscl and the only cx oase will be fo - he
additional bricks, cerent, and sandbags. Local trnm trc- would be us,,_ for
overhead cover reinforcing mnterial.

b, A-414 ('Moc 1ioa).

(1) Wat r achieved the level of the sandba- wall. uon.c-ntl-
a small boat of any type could float up to any p.rt of tb -amp wall ixgtL
over the wire barriers. In order to solve this problt mror barrier r.t-rial
will have to be plased on top ,f existing wire to rais- the level of 4c

baiTier.

(2) Ai aunition bunkers and corner fighting bunkeri ,i:
Pumps wcre used to keep the ammo bunkers relatively dry. Water pi hjuld
be delivered prior to the arrival of I±gh water to prevent initia xdr4
of ammunition bunk(ers ad other critical installations.

(?) ater compound sandbag wall was 85% -waged or c le+.ely
washed away. ,', mo-c permanent .,,ll with concrete ca, -Lng or cemen4 -icks
should be constructed, otherwise replacement of con- -te sandbnz I- each
time it floods wiik have to be accoizlished.

(4) Movemnt of depcndunts inside crin 'ound becau ,f flooding
away of dpaident housing tr.de the camp vulnerable t,- 3abotarc nn in-
filtration. Dependents should be evacuat&! to non tactical _ if forced
to leave their homes, and not be allwed to move into the c ,.und.

C. ;.-415 (?uyen

(1) Claymores goinr u' er w : Claymcr . could be mounted

in fliting boards bletwoen tw) :,- 30 'it tVy MS'" -130 :X fall accord-
i-n to the water lev. a.n d sti'l st y In place.

(2) P wr.icr o becomw i-;fective b( cAuS of ability for
sampans to float .-ver Utilizat.n of barge pckcvt.. and higher rows of
wire so as to havc at o"east . foot above hirert wat ir level.
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(3) FR JS Devices: A sinple expedient of itaking these
devices into position can be utilized due to their natural buoyancy.

d A-416 (Kinh Quan II):

(1) Stable iositions for the 81mn mortar and 4.2" mortar. An
expedient used at hnis lucitcOL wab Lo mount the 8]j.m mor tar in a metal
assault boat, Tnis proved only marginally offec uive, It is recommended
that stable raised positions be constructed for use during flood conditions.

(2) All. ositions along tao wall flooded: Floating platforms
mounted on 55 gallun drums were built, and sandbagged firing positions
were stiaked down arounm the pc.iAeCtcr to fight fran. Simailar platforms were
used for machinegun .nd 60rrn mortar positions. B; nana Log rafts were also
utilized for individual fighting positions along the p.Imeter. It is
recommended that all crew soivd weapons have raised, stable positions to
be used in the event of flooding.

(3) In the case of Kirh Quan II, the ground level of the camp
is far below the level of the flood, ,'Lny camp constructed in the flood arezn
should be filled prior to construction to a level above that of the highest
recorded flood. The defensive capability cf KQ II was significantly reduced
by the fact that during the flood -ori x th'. camp interior was approximately
four feet under water. LiUving conditions, facilities, and defensive positione
were by necessity makeshift and consequently substa-ndard. AWOL rate was high,
and families brought into the ctnp only added to the vulnerability through
infiltration.

e. B-41 (Noc Hoaj:

(1) Peri.eter wall open on one sie: It was not felt that
the water would ever rise to such w) extent as to reach the level of the
"B" team. However, as the rurnway began to disappear it was decided that a
complete wall would have to b- constructed of spndbags to hold water out of
the compound. Not only did th- watv-, achieve thQ level of the compound,
but at the peak of the flood It ins a-,proxxi.mtely 2J feet above. Permanent
walls should be constructed round '.he entitlo perimeter so as to eliminate
this extensive project.

(2) Bunkers filling with water: Seepage through and under
the walls caused flood*ing of corner bunkers and amino bunkers. Since the
majority of the water seeps through the ground, this can be controlled only
by pumping. Ammunition in bunkers must be raised well off the ground on
pallets.

(3) Claymore positicns under water: Claymores had to be
removed during the height of the flood. It was impractical to put them up
on stakes above the water level in that no protection from backblast could
be afforded and their proximity to friendly positions makes this a require-
ment.
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5. (C) Effect of Flood on Enemy Activities:

a. Enemy fc cs were forced to abandon traditional lefenses, living /

in and defending from sampans and/or tree platforms. Probably the one most
important effect of the flood was that enemy movement via sampan was effect-
ively spotted by visual recon aircraft.

b. Significantly, on 17 September, the first instance which
ushered in the flood effects was an intelligence report to the effect that
VC were moving their dependents from the Vinh Loi Village area (Tuyen Binh
District) to the "Tao Lat" VC area adjacent to the Cambodian border in Chau
Thanh District. From this date forwa:'d, intelligence reports, aerial
sightings, and interrogations indicated a general exodus from the traditional
VC areas within the Province.

c. The order of evacuition seemed to be for main force units to
leave the Province, lea'4ng local VcrrAlla forces behind to retain control
of the area and to guprn. what caches were left behind.

d. Most of the VC caches (rice, weapons, explosives, etc.) were
either evacuated out of Kien Tuong Province or stored 5.n sampans. Those
items which were stored in sa..pans were very vulnerable to armed gunshipe,
as evidenced by the fact that armed gunships were responsible for eight (8)
secondary explosions fron samrans. One secondary explosion rose over 1,000
feet in the air.

e. VC activity during the flood was in the form of harassments
and minings. Seven (7) bridges withIn Province have been either damaged or
destroyed by the VC during this flood period. Four small RF/PF outposts were
overrun. District Hqs of Tuyen Binh District was mortared and two Special
Forces camps were harassed,

f. The effectiveness of aerial surveillance precluded the assembly
of VC troops, who by necessity, would have had to be in sampans. As the
wate, level drops, the effectiveness of aerial surveillance also decreased.

g. Interrogation of returnees and TOW' s indicates that the morale
of the VC reached a low ebb during the flood. This was mainly due to lack
of adequate food supplies and sickness.

h. Confirmed Enemy Movements during the Flood Period: (17 September
to 25 November):

(1) 18 September - 300 U/I VC moved from unknown location to
"Xcm Tra Lon" (Xs085655) to receive 200 sampans from Pray Liberation Front.

(2) 18 September - One U/I VC platoon escorted their dependents

from loc W943989 into Cambodia (XS115977).

(3) 21 September - Two VO platoons withdrew south into Kien Phong
Province (WS920740) after making cantact with friendly forces. *
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(4) 25 September - .11 VGT (60 troops') moved south across La
Grange Canal (XS038748) and moved into Dinh Tuong Province.

(5) 27 September - One U/I VC Bn loc XS15857 to XS179842 moving
south. Msn-to move de-endents out of flooded area.

(6) 2 Uctuour - uno company u/I VC withdrew NE into Cambodia
after contact with friendly forces lo XS134978.

(7) 2 October - VC Prov Com organization and officers are
being collected and moved out of Kicn Tuong P'rovince to escape the flood.

(8) 5 October - 100 VC of th 504 ?B loc (XS185953)(Cambodia).

(9) 8 Oc',ober - cne platoon 7C moved from Kien Tuong Province to
Cambodia (WT776170).

(10) 13 Odtober - one U/I VC comparq moved from south to XS250956

(U1) 20 October - 502 PHB loc 658934 moving southwest.

(12) 21 Octnber - 80 U/I VC withdrew north into Cambodia after
attacking RF outpost ioc WT927075-.

(13) 21 Octnbor - 300 troops of 261 DT Bn moved from Kien Phong
Province to loc XS035655.

(14) 31 October - one platoon U/I VC moving NE from loc XS025965.

(15) 3 November - two U/I VC Co loc WIT828188 (Cambodia).

(16) 7 November - 400 troops of 267 DT Bn moved from Kien Phong
Province to Kien Bang Lang Canal (XS0336!:.3 to *,.033685).

NOTE: Only thoe eueay Wovsuen that have been absolutely confirmed are
listed above. From an average of 12 to 15 intelligence reports received at
this location daily, the following conclusions can be made concerning enemy
troop movements during the f' ood: (1) During the latter part of September
ard early October, enemy main force units wore withdrawn from Kien Tuong
Province, with the majority moving to higher ground in Cambodia; (2) Enemy
main force units began moving back into Kien Tuong Province as soon as the
flood receded and cover and conceaLonent became aveilable (around 5 Noveber);
(3) Local force units stayed at thoir normal location throughout the flood.

i. Suspected Encmy Flood havans. Intelligence Reports indicate that
because of the total inundat.n of this provir.ce the only safe haven was
Cambodia. Enemy units moved their dcpondents and supplies onto higher ground
in Cambodia whenever possible.

J. Changes in VC Tactics caused by the Flood Coritions:
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(1) Banana tree rafts wore costructed and used as floating
gun platforms and to move troops into attack positions.

(2) VO on one occasion used automatic weapons mounted in
smpans to attack CIDG forces. This attack took place in broad daylight
during a five hur f'-ef~{h 4 w-th friendly forces.

(3) VC uiod sampans as " obilc supply caches.

6. (c) Flood Effect on Logistical Mission:

a, The flood %ffected our logistical mission to the extent of
doubling our requirements for support.

b. Our means of traz:shipping supplies was affected. Loss of our
airstrips denied us our main means of transhipping. To alleviate this,
five high 'wter helipads were constructed. Three of these were built and
floated in by 40th Engineers (ARV.).

c. Supplies shipped into B-1 (Moc Hoa) to combat flooding

corditions were as follows:

(1) Sandbags - 22,000

(2) Water pumps - six, which have since been turned in.

(3) Cement - 125 bags.

d. Supplies needed by subordinate detachments:

(1) A-414:

(a) Sandbags - 40,000

(b) Assault boats are needed before water comes up.

(c) Motors should come with a basic load of spare parts.

(d) Current of water should be evaluated prirr to air drops.

(e) Free drops are unsatisfactory.

(2) A-.413:

(a) Sandbags - 25,000

(b) Cement - 300 bags

(c) Steel pickets - 1,000 - 6'; 500 - 41'.

(d) Wire - 200 rolls.
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(e) Limber - 1,000 each of 2x4 and Ix6.

kf) Nails - 10 kilo assorted .zes.

(g) Tin Roofing - 100 sheets.

(h) Authorization to purchase thatch for roofUig (CIDG
billets).

(i) Chicken wire - 4 rolls

(J) Requested bulldozer, front loader and dump truck.

(k) Shovels - 50

(1) Picks - 25

(3) A-415:

(a) Sandbags - 20,000

(b) Cement - 00 bags

(4) L-416:

(ak) Sandbags - 20,000

(b) Cement - 100 bags

(c) Requested front loader.

e. Materials needed to construct floating camp. Only one camp in
B-41 fits into this category, (Kinh Quan II (A-416)). The fellowing materials
would be needed for construction ani to sustain Kinh Quan II during the
rainy season: Lumber- One hundred 2x4; one hundred lx6 (length should be
8 to 10 ft). Fifteen rolls of wire for use as tie downs.

f. During flood period reconend that mpplies be sent to detach-
ments only on their request. Reason: Due to insufficient storage space,
rodents, and water, much of the excess supplies are destroyed. Shipawnt of
boats and motors prior to flood staCo is also required. Training and pre-
paration for boat operations necessitates having the equipuent on hand at
least one month prior.

7. (C) Lessocn Learneds

a. Operations can continue throughout flood conditions with evet
greater mobility. Norml small unit tactics may be applied to boat
opwrations.

b. Recommend that standard boat engine be the 9 HP type sawm
engine. The 9HP mgines ae reliable, easily aintained and can be operated
with a minina of instruction. These engines operate well in gassy area
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where otner tpes do not. They Iave sufficient power while pushing an
assault boat to pull an additional 4-6 sampans. The 40 HP engine should be
issued for comnand boats to enable them to move faster and control the
formations.

c. 25 HP engines proved undependable and were of little or no
value for operations. Recomend tiat these engines not be issued in the
future.

d. POL resupply was a continuing problem. Premixed fuel and oil
was prepared and extra gas tanks and cans were carried for each boat.
However, on extended operations, enough fuel containers could not be pro-
cured to provide sufficient gas for each boat. A POL train dlement consisting
of several large sampans with POL drums aboard accompanied by a security
element is almost a must. Too many times, boats ran out of fuel and relied
upon a he!icopter to deliver premixed rOL to enable them to get back to
home base. Five gallon gas cans must be issued in sufficient quantity to
enable each boat a minimum of four cans.

e. Issue of the standard plastic boat repair kits is mandatory on
operations, the plastic boats get ripped and sometimes fired into. The kits
are easy to use and give good results. Without repair kits, plastic assault
boats will not be able to be maintained through their usage period.

f. When issuihg mtors, there should also be issued a basic load
of spare parts, spark plugs, shear pins, etc.. Nails cut in sections proved
satisfactory, however they we-'e not of the proper tensil strength and con-
sequently risked damage to themotors. Without the actual shear pins, which
were wavailable, improvision was required.

g. The requirement for radios increased with flood operations.
Dependance on boat transportation necessitates less physical coordination
and consequently a need for communication with more elements. An additional
two PRC-25 radios were issued to each detachmen for this period and they
were utilized to the maximum.

h. AywA helicopters are an invaluable asset during the flood
period. Their capability of getting down low on the deck and arriving over
the target areas prior to being sighted has proven to be especially effective
when the VC are forced to remain in ampans instead of in their flooded
bunkers. Daily screening of suspect VC areas by armed helicopters not only
prevented VC movement but also forced him to disperse into non tactical
elements. Gunships scouting ahead of waterborne units were able to uncover
en~e positions and helped direct friendly elements to suspect positions and
avoid ambushes.

i. There is a need for formal training in boat tactics, for-
mations, and control, prior to the flood period. Control of boat formations
is a continual problem, especially when in the assault. Normal Umaf unit
tactics can be appLied to boat operations. Use of sampan. to move ahead
of assault boats to reconnoiter danger areas has bon found effective.
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J. Gas fires are a hazard when operating with boats carryin
extra cans of fuel. One serious fire was rxperienced during this peri
obviously caused by spillage of gasoline in the boat while refUeling,

FOR THE COMM MND R:

/a/ Gordon R. Luce
/t/ GOPJON R. LUCE

CIT Inf
LAIjutant

I
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CC)4PANY "D"
5TH SPECIAL FORCES GROUP (AIRBCIRNE), 1ST SEGIAL FORCES

APO San Francisco 96215

1 December 1966

SUBJECT: Airboat Operations

1. General: Two (2) platoons of airboat trainees arrived at Can
Tho on 2 October. Seventeen (17) airboats arrived by 1ST from Saigon
on 13 October. By 27 October and upon completion of phase I of airboat
training, 'wo (2) operational airboat platoons (12 airboats) arrived
at Moc Tina (Det B-41). On 9 November one (1) operational platoon six
(6) airt Ats arrived at Cai Cai. During 2 November - 12 November period
Phase II and Phase III training was being contucyed at B detachment level.

2. Summary of Operations (See operations overlay).

a. On 2 November four CIDG Companies (Det A-41L4 & A-415) 1
airboat platoon and 2 armed helicopters conducted a search and destroy
operation down the Vain Co Tay River. CIDG elements in assault boats
initiated contact with estimated VC squad at Coord. XM68718. This
contact resulted in no friendly or Viet Cong casualties; however, two (2)
Chinese carbines, two (2) each 4 HP sampan engines, one (1) pound of
documents, 6 sampans, and 100 kilos of rice were captured. Airboats
were used as flank security and were not involved in contact. Operation
terminated on 4 November.

Lessons learned.

(1) Heavy vegetation along river and canal banks prevented

use of airboats in river,

(2) As a result of increased mob& lity a mall force with
airboats was &ble to provide flank 3ecurity releasing a number of troops
to the mmn force elment.

(3) Lack of adequate communication with airboats prevented
their use to cut off Viet Cong withdrawal.

b. On 12 November one airboat platoon (B-41) oonducted flank security
and screening mission south of Ap Sac Coord. X3123658. Airboate were fired
at by 3 - 5 snipere from a woodline. Airboats were umablo to onter modline
and Viet Cong withdrew. Operation teminated at 1430 hours 12 November.

Inclosure 114 Operational Report for Quarterly Period Wing 31 January 1967
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Lesson learned: Airboats employed alone are ineffetive in
closing with and destroying Viet Cong located in covered conc ealtA positions.

c. On 13 November, one company of CIDG (A-412) in, mt: ai rboat
platoon conducted search and destroy operation in vicinity of C: .i CPai
Village. Friendly element initiated contact with Viet Cons Pltoo." Vic.
WS6398. Viet Cong withdrew to the southeast; one USASF was accidentally
wounded, four Viet Cong were killed and 18 houses and 8 sainpans were
destroyed.

Lesson learned. Lack of communications with airboats hampered
control and limited their effectiveness.

d. On 14 November, one CIDG company (A-414), 3 sections of armed
helicopters, and one airboat platoon conducted a search ard clear operation
north of Tuyen Nhon vicinity Cambodian border. Airboats were deployed as
a flank security element; however, airboats moved ahead of main body and
made contact with estimated Viet Cong compiny while reconning by fire. Sgt
Boyd, USASF commander of the airboat platoon, was killed when Viet Cong
opened fire. Control of airboats was not regained for about 10 minutes.
Main element upon arriving at contact point assaulted enemy; SP Mayo
was killed in assault. Resulte of the encounter with the enemy were 2 USASF,
6 CIDG, 1 MF killed in action and I USSF, 1 LLDB, 9 CIDG, 2 MF, and 1 ARMN
engineer wounded in action. Friendly equipment lost included 2 ea sampans,
2 ea HT-1 radios, 1 ea 1MG, 3 ea carbines, one 40 HP engine, one pair of
binoculars, one M-16 rifle; in addition, one assault boat and 2 M-3 rifles
were destroyed. Enemy losses included 6 VC KIA, and 1 60mm mortar captured.
Operation terminated at 142045 Nov.

Lessons learned.

(1) Airboats when reconning by fire must maintain Lt least
100 meters from target area.

(2) When making a strafing run, airboats must continue to run
to the end of target area and turn must be covered by following airboat.

Cmment: To reolace Sgt Boyd, Captain Harecek, now Mike Force
commander, was assigned responsibility for airboats at B-41.

e. On 1.4 November, 1 CIDG company (Dot A-412) with one airboat
platoon conducted search and destroy operations northwest of Cai Cai
camp in vicinity of Cambodian border. Airboats were used as a flank
security element and reaction force. There was no enem contact.

Lessons learmed. None
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f. On 17 Nov eber, one (1) compary of CIDG (Det (A-416) and one
airboat platoon conducted se-,rch and Jebtroy operation northwest of Kinh
Quan II (A-416 GM camp). One Viet Cong platoon was spotted moving
south out of the operational area. Airboats pursued and made contact with
enemy at V 9397142. Four Vict Cong were killed and 10 sampans and one
buinker iwere desti-oyed; one CID was wounLed with a mine.

Lesson learned: :irboats can b-, empoye effectively as an
.:.-.lop:n;, forco once enemy is located.

g. On 16 November, one reinforced company ',-412) with one air-
boat platoon conducted search and destroy operation from Tam Bua (WT
602022) to Cai Cai (WN 620000). Airboats were used as a flank security
and screening element, There was no enemy contact, although two rifles,
2 hand grenades ard 8 s'mpans were captured.

Lesson learned: Airboats can only cross Cai Cai River at the
eanal entrances e

h. On 18 November, one company minus (Det A-U16) and one airboat
plitoon conducted search and destroy operation south of Kinh Quan II.

A',rboats were used as a flank security elemant and reaction force. There
ws ne, ttive contact.

Lesson learned. None.

i. On 20 November, three (3) CIDG companies (Dot A-412) with one
airboat platoon established blocking force position north of Cai Cai
Village. Th-rce (3) PAC7 beats moved from Ln Long airfield, attacked Cai

Cai Village and then continued to Moc Hoa. There was no enem contact;
however, twelve sampans, 2 structures and 23 bunkers were destroyed. Air-
boats were used as flank security northeast of Cai Cai Village.

Lesson learned. When airboat engine s idling, communication
with the aiL'boats was loud and clear.

J. On 20 November, 1 platoon of CIDG (A-413), 1 section of armed

helicopters, ard 1 airboat platoon conducted humming bird search and destroy
operation northwest of Det A-L1 3 camp in vicinity of Cambodian border and
9th and 7th ARVN Divisions boundary. Contact vicinity WT723108 killed
4 Viet Cong. Two Viet Cong were killed vicinity SW669038 and two (2) VC
were captured at WS693981. Friendly elements destroyed 20 sampans, 1 mine
and grenade factory, .). houses, 50 hand grenade molds, and 4 water buffalo,
and in addition, friendly elements captured 50 hand grenades, 100 rounds of
small arms zmmunition, 40 kilo of rice, 5 kilo of documents, 1 transistor
radio and 2 as stoves, There were no friendly losses. Airboats were used
to sweep a portion of the objective area; airboats made no contact with
Viet Cong.

Lesson learned, Airboats complemtent helicopter opere.tions
very effectively,

k. On 20 Noveniber, 2 CiDG companies, 2 RF companies (Dot A-416)
and 1 platoon of airboats conducted search and destroy operation south of
Kinh Qum II. Airboats were used to screen fbr attacking fbrce. Contact
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was made with 3 Viet Cong vicinity WS92 767. Casualties include 4 CIDO
wounded by booby trap, 3 VC killed in action. One VC weapon, 20 hand
grenades, 15 carbine magasinos, and numerout Viet Cong documents were
captured. Twenty houses and 300 kilos of rice were destroyed. Operation
terminated at 201500 Nov.

Lesson learned. Airboats can be effectively used for
medical evacuation of wounded.

1. On 21 November, two airboat platoons (A-413) conducted search
and destroy operation in vicinity of Kien Tuong Province boundary. 1st
airboat platoon destroyed 9 sampans and 200 kilo of rice and captured 5
kilo of documnts, 3 grenade launchers, and one Thompson S4G magazine vicinity
WT660043. 2nd airboat platoon destroyed 4 sampans and 5 bunkers and killed
2 Viet Cong vicinity W374694C, Helicopters destroyed 10 sampans, i barge
and killed 2 VC vicinity W719923. A helicopter was used to locate the
Viet Cong, mark the location, and radio for the airboats. Airboats were
used as waterborne attacking force.

Lesson learned. Airboats can effectively be used ae an
assaulting element when the enemy is located in sampans in open water.

m. On 22 November 3 PACV boats with 24 CIDG, one airboat platoon
with 20 CIDGI, 2 sections of aimed helicopters conducted search and destroy
operation northeast of Moc Hoa in the vicinity of the Cambodian border. 1
company of CIDG with airlift was held in reserve at Moc Hoa. The armed
helicopters discovered and initiated fire on one company of Viet Cong in 25
sampans vicinity X6163938. PACV boats and airboats were notified of VC
location and moved to contact. PACV boats were first to make contact and
approached the enemy from the south. Two minutes later the airboats,
which were attempting to intercept the Viet Cong prior to their entrance
into Cambodia, attack the Viet Cong on their west flank. The reserve
of 1 CIDG company was airlifted to the border in an effort to block the
Viet Cong withdrawal. The Viet Cong dispersed in all directions in order
to prevent their encirclement. Enemy casualties include 56 KL; airboats
accounted for 32 of 56 VC KMas. Nine (9) weapons, 20 lbs of documents, 24
hand grenades, and one 40 HP engine were captured by CIDG and Mike Force.
Only one friendly soldier was wounded. This operation is one of the most
successftil offensive operations in the Delta this year. It was successful
because of increased mobility of CIDG and the decision to airland troops on
the Cambodian border. Operation terminated 1138 hrs, 22 November.

Lesson learned. The increased mobility of PACV and airboats
and the fast reaction of airmobile force enabled a two company size force
to obtain a decisive victory.

n. On 24 November one (1) CIDG company, one (1) CRP (A-412)
and 1 platoon of airboats conducted an operation to clear area surrounding
R.F. outpost northwest of Cai Cai Camp, and hold sick call for personnel
in outpost. Airboats were used as a screening and reaction force. There
was no enemy contact.
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Lesson learned. None

o. On 24 November 3 CIDG companies (Dot 1.-4l5) and one (1) section
of armed helicopters, one (1) platoon of airboats and two (2) PACV boats,

X7 conducted search and destroy opemtion north of Tuyen Nhon in vicinity of
Cambodian border, P.CV and airboats initiated contact with estimated VC
platoon vicinity XS223918, to XS312927. Enemy casualties include 9 Viet
Cong killed in action and 3 suspects captured; one (1) kilo of documents,
three (3) hand grenades, one (1) each one kilo mine, 31 toe poppers, 78
structures, 8 water buffalo, 11 sampans, and one printing plant were
destroyed. Operation terminated 251930 Nov.

Lesson learned. The receding flood water is limiting the
movement of airboats to smaller areas.

p. On 27 November, one (1) platoon CIDGO, (-415) one (1) platoon
of airbiats and one section of armed helicopters conducted a humming bird
search and destroy operation, west of A-413 camp vicinity of the Kien
Phong, Kien Tuong Irovince boundary. Airboats were used in independent
search and destroy operation in conjunction with armed helicopters. Con-
tacts vicinity WT862165, WS690958 resulted in 8 Viet Cong ":illed, 2 Viet
Cong and two suspects captured; 38 sampans, one (1) bunker, and an ammunition
cache were destroyed. Operation termina- 3d 271600 Nov.

Lesson learned. Dry ground continues to limit the use of air-
boat in much of Kien Tuong Province.

q. On 28 November three (3) CIDG companics (A-412) 2 airboat
platoons (A-413 -.nd A-412) conducted search and destroy ;md linkup operation
vicinity Cai Cai Village. There was no contact, however, two sampans,
two houses and 32 Limkers were destroyed. Operation terminated 281500 Nov.

Lesson learned. Receding waters required that airboats be
moved fr3om Cai Cai to Moc Hoa area.

/a/ Frank J. Dallas
Al FRANK J. DLTUS

LTC, Infantry
Commanding
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DETCHMENT A-414

5TH SPECIAL FORCES GROUP (AIRBORNE), 1ST SIYECIAL FORCES
APO US Forces 96215

23 November 1966

SUBJECT: After Action Report for Operation of 22 November 1966 (U)

1. (C) Size and composition:

a. Three (3) PACV's, 24 CIDG, and two (2) LDB advised by Capt
Jencks and SSG Wofford; Capt Baughn accompanied as an observer.

b. Five (5) airboats accompanied by Capt Maracek, SP4 Gaede,
and SK4 Thorpe.

c. Fifty-three (53) CIDG Pnd two (2) LLDB advised by Capt

Walton and SP Hamblin.

d. Three (3) Sea wolf UH-IB helicopters.

e. Three (3) UH-lB armed helicopters.

f. Two (2) US Army, OlE's.

g. One (1) US Air Force OIE (FAC).

h. Six (6) UH-1D helicopters.

i. One (1) UH-lD helicopter Comman and Control ship with Capt
Hendrick and Capt Tai (LLDB).

2. (C) Mission of Operation:

a. To conduct a search and clear operation in Area I (see overlay).
utilizing the combined forces of PACV, air boats, and helicopter borne CIDG
forces.

o. If no contact was made in Area I to continue the operation into
Area II (see overlay).

3. (C) Time of Departure and Return:

a. PACV'S departed Moc Hoa 0730.

b. Sea Wolf gunships departed Moc Hoa 0730.

Annex 1 to Inclosure #14 to Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ending
31 Jamvua7 1967
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c Comiand and Control ship departed Moc Hoa at 0735.

d. Air boats departed Hoc Hoa at 0835. I
e. CIDG in UH-1D's left Moc Hoa at 0740, but four (4) of the

UH-iD's later returned to Moc Hoa to remin on call. The two (2) ships
in the air were intermittently rotated.

f- Lancer armed helicopters alternated intermittently with
Sea Wold gunships.

g. PACV's closed Moc Hoa at 1245.

h. Air boats closed Moc Hoa at 1235.

i. Command and Control closed Moc Hoa at 1215.

J. CIDG in UH-D's and all armed helicopters closed Moc Hoaat 1215.

4. (C) Conduct of Operation:

a. Routes: PACV's, air boats, and all aircraft moved to the
operational area (see overlay) by direct azimuth.

b. Terrain: Terrain within the operational area was flooded,
with intermittent areas of high ground which 

had emerged frcc the flood

waters.

c. Obstacles: Air boats experienced difficulty in moving to
the area; same areas were dry enough to prevent passage of air boats.
These dry spots were by-passed.

d. Mines and Booby Traps:

(1) The cache site vic XS158938 wasi heavily booby-trapped.

(2) Although the area was known to be heavily booby-trapped,
no others were discovered during the operation.

e. Air Boats:

(1) How Deployed: Air boats were given the mission of
screening the north flank of the operation.

(2) Results: Air boats were able to engage 25 enemy sampans

as the enemy attempted toleave the operational area.

(3) Problems encountered: N/A

f, Action Upon Encounter w4th FaeW Forces:
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(1) Sea Wolf 07 helicopter engaged the 25 sampans when the
sampans fired on the helicopters vie XS163938, at 1005. At 1007 US Army
armed helicopters arrived and took up the chase. They continued to give
fire support until forced to leave station. Viet Cong continued to move
i-ortheast.

(2) At 1006, the PACV's began to move to contact area. At
1025o PACV' s engaged the enemy and maintained contact until the order to
cease fire was given. The PACV' s pursued the enemy and their approach
drove the enemy northward.

(3) At 1007, the air boats began to move to the area of
contact. They were attempting to intercept the enemy from the north.
However, they engaged 'in from the west flank at 1022. They maintained
contact by fire until cease fire was given. Air boats received one
casualty from grenade fragments at approximately 1027,

(4) Heliborne troops were called for at 1035, were airborne
at 1038, They arrived at the area of contact (XS177948) at 1050. The
CIDG moved approximately 200 meters northwest until told to regroup,
fall back and prepare for extraction. They ergaged the enemy by fire
until ordered to cease fire.

(5) At 1100, Capt Tai (LLDB) indicated that the activity
was approaching the Cambodian border nd that the VC were in Cambodia.
Cease fire was given, all elements were pulled back, and extraction
began.

(6) By 1120 all elements had regrouped south of the area
of final contact. At 1138, extraction was completed.

(7) Througout the entire engagement, the VC continued
to fire on the friendly elements.

5. (C) Enemy Information:

a. Location: Enemy fired on Sea Wolf helicopters from vic
X3162938.

b. Strength: Approaimatey 75 persuns in 25 sampans.

c. Composition: Main force.

d. Activity: Enemy was moving to the northeast in sampans
when he was observed by the Sea Wolf helicopters. He fired on the
helicopters and continued to move northeast, apparently seeking refuge
in Cambodia.

e. Equipment:

(1) Twety-five sampans.

(2) Two LXG'Is.
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(3) Bolt action rifles as individual weapons.

(4) Web gear with black leather pouches centered on rear
of belt.

f. Uniform:

(1) Black pajimas

(2) Sun helmets with uamouflage cover and camouflage net.
Not all VC wore headgear.

6. (C) Results of Encounter with Enemy:

a. Friendly losses:

(1) KIA: None

(2) WIA: One (Mike Force), evacuated to Moc Hoa Province Hospital
for treatment.

(3) MIA: None

(4) Equipment: None

b. EnwW losses:

(1) KIA: 56 (US confirmed)

(2) WIA: None

(3) Ceptured: None

(4) Equipment:

1 -US carbine
3 - Russian carbines
2 - MAS 36's
1 -US X-1 arand
1 - Chinese carbine
1 - Rifle destroyed beyond recognition
1 - 40 HP outboard engine (recaptured)

20 - pounds of documents
24 - Hand grenades

7. (C) Significant Activities:

a. Propaganda analymis: N/A

b. Hamlets enco'ntored: N/A

c. Change in tactics: None
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d. Suspected infiltration routes: The trail-canal-stream system
vic XS1749 47 to XSl8O948 is probably used by VC in moving to and from
Cambodia.

e Miscellaneous:

(1) Preliminary examination of captured documents indicates
that the VC unit vhich was engaged is the same unit which was engaged by
Detachment A-414 on 14 November 1966.

(2) The 4OHP outboard motor captured on 22 November has been
identified by the province as the one lost to the VC by the CIDG during
the operation conducted on 14 Novenber 1966.

8. (C) Was the mission accomplished: Yes, the enem was engaged
and he was driven from the operational area, suffering heavy casualties.

9. (C) Concl.usions and Recommendations: The PACV's are an excellent
vehicle to support search and clear operations in flooded areas. It's troop
carrying capacity should be increased.

/s/ Thomas G. Hendrick
/t/ THOMAS G. HENDRICK

Captain, Infantry
Conanding

co gF'D 'A L
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AMl BOAT FROG.AM

1. !!!A : Tiring the ra.i.iv season of 1965# Special Forces coop-
orated uI- 7 T in the developmnt and testing of the prototype air-
boats. The airboats were found to be particularly.effective -hen e loyed
as an eleimt of a coordinkatod offensive operation. The .del subhntted
by the Hurricane Fiberglass Corpar7, tho NRt', was selected for oper-
ational use. CeAaiai ±odiicatins were necessary in order to meet mil-

itary standards. A sumiary of these modifications ws forvr.rdod to the
manuficturer and 54 alrboats were ordered with ,odificationsto fulfill
operational requirements.. Twenty of these airboats iil start arriving
in Vietnam by air transportation in the nuar future. The" blanco *t1 be
shipped by surface vessel soon thereafter. (It description of the A1IRT
with the requested modifications At* coUt4isni in Pp 1)0

2. P RPOE: The purpose of t' is program is to:
u Plan for the roceipt and subsequent deployment of all incoming

airboats.

b. Establish airboat mainterznce procedures up to a d inclugi ng
5th ochelon.

c. Prescribe the organization for combat..

d. Prescribe compatable wissions for airboats aind suggested tac-
tics to accoWplish those missions.

f. Plan for the continued ar-lysis of the airboats and the future
raquirements.

3. RISCUIPT AM )EP1 SIWT: 'rh Asst S-4 , LSO Anmaxs Camp Ooodman,
in coordinaticn vith the AC21V Airboat Action Offioer, wll monitor all
incoming invoices and receipt for the airbouts at their point of entry
in the Saigon &rem. Delivery of the airboats will conform to the prior-
ities established in Annex 24 The mode of transportation for deliver will
dopead on the ava lab4.-v of airertft and the veight/configuration of the
pa cng container.

4. OW&MIZUTON: Platoons of six boats each will be for d with the
porsonl to man the boats being furnished out of CIDO strengths currently
authorised to the using A" Detachment. The formation of aixtoat oaMies
is considered feasible since the boats will be maintained at the hhet
level cminumte with the capability of that unit to furnish rapid re-
action to subordirnte units, Gen*rAlly, the mintaining unit will be at
the OB Detackamt level, but in isolated cases control win romin with
the A" otachmnt. An organization chart for Qe air boat platoon is
contained in An= 3.

I



5, 15 SSIONS AN) TACTICS: The miss.oru and tactics for airboats,
as clotorminied by the ACfIV ovalti.tion, are co.sidercd valid b, t.-is Hirtd-
quarters, nd are contained at Annex 3. Innovation is encouraged to mig-
ront tho aeugestod sissions and tactics.

6. TPAnMIMf: A recoumiended training program for the airboat crew
members is containod at Annex 5. This program of instructioa considers
only the rdniimm subject coverage. Depending on the state of training of
the crow member, additional training my be needed in subjects more
basic in nature. The sugrCested 101 is conducted in throe phases: Phase
I, Individual Training (16 howrs), Phase II, Unit Training (23 hours),
and Fbiaso III# Combat Operatioas (length of time to be deteritned by
the chief instructor).

7. U111CIAANE: The mlntoaaIce program to support the airboats
as onvisiotied by the S-4 is at Annex 6. This program is based on the
current deployment schedulas, and the anticipated spare parts and maint-
ononco porsomwl available. Additional implementing instructions v1 be
,lissominated as more infornn tion comas available.

8. FUTME REUM;MI2(S:

a. The use of airboats in coibat operations is a rolatively
new development. Commoders should be continuotly alert to detect
now techrAquas and tactics, and To surost methods to improvo efficiency
in the use of airboats.

b. Since the employmont of US.F i- the Republic of Vletrn is
not stabilisod in locations and duo to tha long land tJme required -or
the procuremont of airboats, zll planned deployment should ccatain a
reference as to the practicality of using airboata in the proposed aroa.

t/J!vams as
Maj or# Infantry
Adjutant

SPUOIAL D
00, 14T C-4 15
O0,N 0-3 10
CQIJ, ACTIV 2
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2.UT. i+ ,'ND .OPSO &,ODFICATIOAS OX T:,,; HT. C.:E tUICAT

1. Description:

Length, 17 feet

Beam 7 feet 3 inches

Woig1,h (approx) 1150 pounds

Hull Composition 5 layers molded
fiber-,lass

Hull Shape semi-cat=rmarn, for;
flat bottom, aft

Controls twin rudder, stick

Motor C-360 Lycom -ng,
130 HP

Spood carrying approximately 38 IPH
300 poinds

kaxim m load at which 1000 pounds

airboat will plane (5 soldiers)

2. Roquired modifications for ni t! y employment in the RVN:

a. Redesign the starter drive system and employ stronger mater-
ials.

b. Reodsign the electrical system milng ilitary grade electrical
components that are installed in protective inclosures.

c. Install an all-metal propeller to avoid dry rot colldtions
that occur in the Southeast Asian area.

do Install governing mechanism to prevent daia ge from excessive
high spaed during operator trai ting. Cevirixor should be capablo of being
romov .d.

e. Cover Lasoline tanks with fiberglass to prevent rupture from
vibration ind enable crew or passengers to sit on tank without causing dam-
age.

f. LIstall stainless steel exhaust mnifolds with high durabilityo
strength and imaximum silencing capability.

g. Install self-sealing gasoline tanks for protection agaitst

enemy snll ana; fire.

~I
15-1-1

Annex #1 to Inclosure #15 to Operatioial Report for Quarterly perioa endiLg
q1 Janum ry 1967, co rj ,O jD eirA .
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h. Fill closed qpaces below dock vi Q styrofoam plaatio ard
construct internal water-tight cells to -:,vent boa-, from aindng,

i, Install operators seat that can be adjusted vert-ically aIG ' of one foot.

j3 Install hand throttles in lieu of foot throttles.

k. Install towing and mooring aleats as starid rd equipmmt.

1. Install a pintle mount in the 1)r seoction for the oalibar
.30 machinegun.

m. IMtall an aircraft-type floating compass to facilitate
both naviution and tactical cotrol,

n. Install radlo maunt for the A-/PC-25 radio.

154e71
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MiIORIT! FOR AIRBOAT DEPLOZN

BOATS ASSIONM CONWROL DELIV= ISTRUCf IOS
6 A-l14 Moc Hoa B-La Jrland-oc Hoa (0-130)

LST -Can Tho

6 A4&15 Tuyen Nhon B-41 Airland-Moo Hos (C-130)
LST -Can Tho

6 A-I2 CW Wi A-42 Airarnd-An Long (C-130)
ST -%n Tho

6 A4&13 Binh Thanh Thon B-4I Aira nd-Moc Hoa (0-130)
LSr -Can Tho

6 A-425 Thuorg Thoi A-425 Airland-An Long (0-130)
LST -Can Tho

6 A-351 Duc Hue B-35 Airla rd-iep -,oa (c-123)

6 A-352 Tra cu B-35 Air~and-Hiep Hoa (C-123)

6 A-422 VWnh Gia B-42 Airland-A x , (+zg o)
LST -Lhau Doc

6 A-416 Kinh Quan II B-41 Airlnd-Moc Hoa (C-130)
LST -Can Tho

0TE: The priority listing of assi,-rmumt and control is not intended to
take the operational control snd comraand away from the appropriwe
comnanders nor to stabilise the use of the airboats in the local-
ities indicated. The assL piment of boats to a detachment idicate
from ubiCh detachment the platoon will be formed and r;ives the
general area of operation. The control detachment indicates at
what level the training assets and maintenznce support will be
located.

15-2-i 1
Annex #2 to Inclosure #15 to Operational Report for Quarterly period endire
31 January 1967.
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/7/

1laPt Ldr KiSG 01 1 Sqd Ldr CPL le 0l
*1 Ass Flat dx CPL ic 01 *iAsst SqdLdr CPL

1 Aidman CPL 02 1 Machine Gur CPL 04
**I Mechanic CPa 02 1 Asst Gunner PFC O

1 14-79 Gunner FFC 03 1 M-7GOunner EPC 03

WEAPONS:
0l - Carbine Cal .30 M-2

02 - Carbiaie Cal 30 ?,.
03 - Grenade Launcher M-79
o4 - Machine Gun Chl .30 A-6

* Also Airboat Operator
** Jlso Gnner on blachinegun

Equipment authorizations :n excess ° -the equipment authorized to the
CIDG Rifle Squad (TOE 1-66, CIDG Guarrilla Comparey, Light, dated 20 April
1966),

,kirboat 6
R~adio 4N/Pf'-.P-5 w/ve),1cv1) 6
mount and AC type IrT Headset
Launcher, Grenade 11-79 3
Hachinegun Cal .30 46 w/mcunt, 6
pedestal IO1C and bipod
Life Prosorver 30

A Tool Sets 3d Echeion is authori&.d each control headquarters.

Annez #3 to Inolosure #15 to Operational Report for Quarterly period ending
31 January 1967.
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PROPOW MISSIONS AND TACTICS

1. OA, 11IVE OPERATIOkW

The load-carrying capability, maneuverability, tbility to operate /7s
through aquatic grasses offestablished wterw ys, and speed of the
afrboats give important advantages over units moving on foo1, in boats
without motors, or in boats with conventional motors.

Airboats may be used for the following tasks, particularly in
areas containing heavy aquatic grasses:

(a) Patrollina flanks or the attacking units or patrolling in

conjunction with blocklng forces.

(b) Pursuingp intercepting, and if necessary, destroying VC boats.

(a) Providing fl:nk security for conventiorAl boat operations.

(d) Positioning blockipg forces.

(e) Performiig reconnaissance missions similar to vehioler
mounted scout platoons.

(f) Aiding in displacing crew-served weapons,

(g) Performing resupply and ndicil evacuation,

(h) Transporting reserves.

(i) Serving as a comnnd utility vehioo.

Occasionally airboats nt be used to move attacking troops. It
is preferable that the assault element be debarked and deployed befoz-e
approaching close to Inown eneq position. A more thorough search of
the area is assured$ and in thetqMnt of coataot, fricadly firo and Mubh
euver will be faiter and more effeov,

Mile airtoate rake it much easier to move cr-w4ervod weapons
and equipunt of assault units through peaa containing heavy equatia
grasses# ocmndors zpst avoid or"yina more in the airboato than 'an
be unpacked when the operationBco-itixtu on toot. Transfor.LL. thus
combat bosts into logistical or administrative vehicless especially on
open waterways, must be avidod.

Ann #4 to Inolosure #15 to Operational Ipt for Quarterly period enfit
A1 Jamaa c d ewTr A . 44



When a largo conventional boat force moves., it adopts a norrnl
march foruntio,. Advance, flank, and roar guards are deployed in
adjacent vaterw s or off of oetablishod -terways to the extent permit-
ted by terrain. 'These security elements should be supplemented by foot
elements as needed.

' ro .S &Cr PATROTS:

Reconnaissance patrols should use at least two boats to provide
for mutual support, They can move by succosivo bounds, alternating
bounds, or continAous movement. The tactics are similar to those of
motorized patrols.

a. Successive Bounds:

Moving by successive bounds, the boats in the ptrol keep
their relative places in the colum.u The two leading boats vrrk as a
team in moving from one point to another along the stream. The fleet
boat takes a concealed position and troops debark, if necessarys to
cover the movement of the second boat to the next observation point&
hen it is determined that all is clear, the leader of the first air-

boat observe carefully, sole ct tij0r. ne.-t stopping point, and move for-
ward to that point. The process is repeated until the mission is
accomplished. ('The lead airbeat m.d personmel my be rotated frequently)o
Other craft in the patrol move by bo ,ids from one ooncealod position to
another behind the first two airboats. Sight contact is maintained but
boas avoid cloain on the craft in front of them.

b. Alternate Bounds:

Moving by alternate bonds, the two loading airboats al-
trnate as the la:di craft on 6 -h bound. This method is more rapid than
successive bounds, but it does not allow man in the second airboat to
observe carefully before the- pass the halted land craft.

c. Continuous Movements

In continuous movemmt , all boats move at moderate speed,
maintaining security by careful observation. Leading boats stop to
reconnoiter areas that reqire investigation. This is the fastest but
least secure method of movemet.

Security is maintained by continued observation and by
frequent halts to observe the surrounding terrain. Men and wV one are
debarked to observe and to furnish fire support if required. Soms
meters of the patrol are dosignated to protect the airboats when the
patrol debarks. Specific gones of responsibility for obearvation are
asigned to men in the airboats. Visual oatact is mintainad anong
airbonta.

15-44



EAch airboat (or each mojor element of largur patrois) should
be provided with a radio., if posaLbie.

It is desiraplo to distribute men weapones abd gqUpunht amcg
the boats in such a way that the patrol will remain effective even if
the airboat and its equipment is lost,

One member of the patrol should be dusimnated to observe and
record the condition of the waterway and banks.

Thja techniques described dbov o.lso apply to Airboat elements
porforming na roh security (advanco ,-uardp fl, nk guard, and rear guard)
for a lar.or force.

3. U-,BUSV3Ss

Airboats can be used in position an ambush force and to conduct

rapid pursuit or withdrawal through areas containing heavy oquatic
grasses. Airboat-t-ansported forces are not limited to laing vat-rimy
ambushes; they can operate in ai area accoseibl to water,

Stealth in movement to final position ami be achievod by using
paddles or polos to propel the boats instead of motors. Boats can drift
to pol l ion with the current or tidal flow. Small ambush Ia rties ain
be l.ft behind when ptrols stop and dismount to observe or reconnoiter.
'Tlid hiISVid only i' boat L£orc.s cosm6nly pw.rat.. ith fro-
queet halt and debrea tioe,, and if the stay-behind ambush pi rty ic
small in comparison to the tot,.A1 force.

Wether the ambush s laid to cover a road, trail, or watwWr ,
the riflemen normally debark and take up concealed positions*. Airboat
crewman renin in or near their craft, which are carefully concealed.
Tbip ambush security toam leader is made responsible for security of the
aizbcatA. Both crewmen are under his control during occupation of the
ambush rite*

Because several hours of niting are usally required at the ambush
site a change in level and direction of strem flow oft.-n occurs because
of tidal action. The bush comander must anticipate those chanes and plan
himombush accordingly. Changes in the lovel of uatir because of tido may
require relaying weapora in a wmt4Wa ambush. The direction of approach
o nemy boats wm be bosod on the direction of current flow. These

factors must all be considered in choosinr the location, timing, and method
of ambush#

14. AIms:

Aitrboats my be used by raiding parts in the sam u ax they
am used to support other iffersive operationuin arms containing

co g f,4triT/A" 4



hewvy aquatic grasses. Airboats provide a means for rapid withdrLwal
after the raid.

Ahirboat-borne raiding pwtios may debark som dis :anco from the'7'objective in ordor to approach stealtly on foot. When th3 objeotive

is close to shore, the assault force my use airboats to storm directly
into the objective area. Amphibious assault tactic& are used. The
storming tactics should be used only when surprise can be achieved and
when the waterway is.I&rge enough to permit some evasive action by the
assaulting boatu.

Artillery fires and smoke should be planned to cover withdrawal
of the raiding force.

5. HEDICAL EVACUATION

Airboats provide a relatively fast means of evacuating casualties
from :nW form of operation (boat-borne, foot, etc). When evacuation by
airboat is planned, air stations ar located for convenient access from the
waterway net. A landing sit% is pre,)ired, if neccssary, to facilitate
prompt a.nd gentle unloading of woundud persons from the airboats.

6. HovUIvt oF supamis~__

Airboats can assist in all forms of logisticdl movements such as
ammuition resupp2. , fuel transport, and other genoral supply and s.rvice
fuictions particularly in aroas containing heavy aquatic Grahb. Divert-
ing them to this use of open water where conventional boats are more
effective, must be avoided. Security personnel accompmy the airboats
as required. Boats are loadod carefully so that the operator's field of
vision isnot obscured.

Airboat forca my be used for wdter oo -rp.-tedtio% ecort-
ing other small craft or large tcrrams, and for hauling freight. Such
operations are usually limited to smaller waterwa s where Navy river escort
groups cannot operate. Occisionally airboat oscorts operate in con-
junction with Larger escort croft, usually in an advance party or in the
scouting roLi.

Airboat units should not be routinely used for supply or escort
missionei they should norally be engagod in combat operations. Cmbat
operations may, however, include evacuation and combat resuply tasks
for the airbonts.

7 . COWL VMICLS

The load-carryine capability of the airboat my make it diemirble
under &s&* cirmimstances, for use as a comnd vehclu. Thure Is, h
ever, no electrical systm for radio power.

Cod 15dtW/M4



8. RUSES AND FEINS:

Because of their distinctirou noise and appearances irboats
can be used effeotively to conduct demonstrations, feina, ;nd. r"savs
The airboat force =n be used to divrt the attont..on of the enmv
from other courses or areas.

9. CONROL Ia WATLIWAYS.

The speed of airboats allows them to overtake all river craft
normally used in comerce or employed by the insurgents. Thus the air-
boats can perfom well in policiX the waterways and searchi,.g suspect
craft as part of the resources control campain. Airboats can cruise
the waorwvys or tie up& nwait passing craft at ciitical points*

10, AMINISTMTIVE MOVS:

Frm time to Lim airboats may be used for routine administra-
tive transportation tasks when other mwns are not avaib ls. Air-
boats must not be .divertid from combat-support missions for acbdzstra-
tive use.

Li. AIROT M3INE PROPELLE MISS.

The high level engine/propeller noise associated wita air-
boats may be compensated for or minimized in several ws in order to
achieve surprise over an eneW, The techniques of this are described
below and may be used singly or in arv cbtination to best accmp1 h
the mission,

(a) Stealth in movement to an attack position can be achiavea
by L-filtration as described under Lnbu-hes, paragraph 3 above

(b) One or more airboats may meuvor freely without specific
datection by operatin under a natee cover ataod by other airboata or
ovjrhead aju .aft.

(c) The high qpeud and surftao. mobility of airboata my be ex-
ploited to ompensate for the uarntng effect of their nose and subseqdent
lack of surprise. This my be accaqaibed b holding the airboat out
of ation Uqorarily to the roar of far flake until enwW cont.et has
boon established by the assault troops. the airboate can then be ecmt-
ted into action ty the force commnder. Because of thjir suerior mobilit
end high speed thq can, without appreciable deky, quickly close the
distance to Join the operation and oarr out their own specific Memaon

I



TRINTI PROG.IM FOR ATiHBOA' PLATOON

1. Purpose -tnd Scope: This training program is a guide for the
preparation of training program and scheduloa, an d for conducting

/? indiv1ickl. and unit training of air, oat platoons.

2. iethods of Instructions &Vhasis will be placed on practical
work rawher than theoretical instruction. Lect. res and conferences
will be used anly when practicl training is not feasible, and then onlyv
to brin out points to be demonstrated and applied. The hours of in-
struction prescribed herein are the minimm required. Individual and unit
proficiency can be attained only by additional application of indi-
vidual and crew training excercises. Every opportunity should be used
to condact concurrent training for allbftt crew members not tactically
engaged in the principal subjeot scheduled; for wxample, maintenance,
weapons training, and other similar training.

3. S&parn ision and Retraining: Training deficiencies and areas
requirine additional empsis will be uncovered during the lottor sta(,.,;s
of the traini%- and during oporntionse .111 comander should be on the
alert to detormine those areas and con.uct retrainine as n.ed-d.

4. Program of Insrructions

a. Phase 1, Individual Traing (16 hcurs)

IMRUCION SBJ,& fS FOR IT3r3RATIJN
;4 ,-D HCRS, SCOPE OR CONCURER' TLIWIA

Orientation 1 Introduction to the
courso outline: advan-
tas, capabilitias,
limitations, and TiO
of ALrboat Flats VC
minng of waterways

Safety 1 Lecture and demonstration
an the safety measures
that must be oo .rvod,Incld o/offUni
procae s, aaatiqa, the
us at lfe presrvere,
heindig of woapon and
points of da n t e boats*

Anae 0 t0 Inclu3ro #1 to Ooatioul Report for Quartrly period ending
31 Jamzy 167 CONFIDENTIAL
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OperaLor 4 Befre and aftur operator
lbintanance maintenance, weekly main-

tenance, procdures* mid
boat rm~vovry and hull
repair.

Deep Water 4 Startin& and stoppinso Aftor operat.L..-n mainton-
Tng Iamevering at all speeds aneo, familiarization

starti-mg with the low speeds. rides, embarking and de-
barkdi.n,

8ballcw Water 4 Demonstration of the capab- Maintumnoe, obs.;rvations
Tng ilities, limitations and ex- dzy firiag ad stowage

plamtion of the correct of equiljnto
procedures for obstacle
crossing. Practical exorcise
to develop skill and coafidence 

Ccuuaxidr's time 4 To be used at the discretion
of the commander.

b. Phase II, Unit Training (23 hours).

Fornat .ore 3 Arm and bAix si nmla usodi Ccuuunicationo, mint-
explanation, deonstration enance, obeorvations dry
and praotiorl wcarcise using firing and airboat recovery*

the fi3a, colu, line and
echelon formations.

Live Fire 2 Live fire of indivia.l and Care and cleaning of
ftesee cre-ser weapons u r individal and craw

vazyinC condition of boat saved wapons

couting and Combat and reconni alnce Fortie, cn-uniAa
Fatrli, patrolling to include oon- rios, reporting and

duct of bate 4=1 on- Myloa*
shore search oleratiow

aoowitq Ops I Priniple and tecniue Route selections fields
Mloy~d by indi"A of fire, oommudoat,.an@

boats and platou in soo- obs rwation and rqptizw
urity Missiomo

f
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ISUBJECTS FOR IAT ATION
SddTWED HUJRS SOOPS OR GWCU.'ME'T TRAMMU

PUrsuit opns a Conduct of the i.-auit of Duties of ILJIvdual
personnel afoot and of sam- crawu.
pansl actions taen on on-
counter, fire control and
searuh -prooadu1res

Raid Op ,s 4 ftplnatior md practic'l All prmvious subjects*
exercise usii% the airboat
to achieve surprise in tha

Transport Opne 1 .wing personnel aw equip- Luadinc and firt aid.
mentj evacuntion of casualtios,
crew served woapons and trans-
port cf reserves.

Other Opnh 1 Use of the airboat as a sloper, All previous
in the rbush and other in- eubj ocs,
novations,,

Iiedinto Lotion 4 Practice of the mdii id a-w" All previous subjacts.
Drills tions requireL under various

conditions such as in an ambush
or rweiv ,-o sniper fire unt '"
these ad tcin- 'bebcoM 9eodd naturo.

o. Phase UI, Combat Operatios:

The lenggn of Ume for ti s .-haso of tra5nle wi dppend on
uwn the chief instructor feel his da uis* proprly Prepared for fall tfo-
tical uso This phase In concunted und the surveil, rco of 3pecial Forc
personnel. Live tareots are soaloted so Qat the intowitr of combit actiota
wi.ll incroase with the AM of the aea,
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1, Personnel: Four Philipino aircraft mechanics have been acquired by
the SCCI to provide maintenarcu for the airboats. Theso personnel
should perform 2nd and 3rd echelon maintananco on site or t their fac-
ility, Facilities sho'.Ld be located at the following locations with
person.el as iidic.ted:

Moc Hoa a

Chan Doc I

Heip Hoa !

(There are presently three of t:i se porsoanel at Can Tho and one at Can
Ranl3.bay receiving i struc-ions aboard thu maintenance s ip Corpus Christi

2.. Support: Fnrst echelon maintfanae and some second echelon
should be performed by the user in ccapliance with the manuals provided
with .he boats. The majority of second echelonmaintenance and all third
echelon should be performed by the tech reps only. All fourth and fifth
echelon maiatenanco will b. evacuated to the LSC at Nba Tran, for further
shipment to the Corpus Christi Bay located at Cam ;anh Bay. Cannibali-
ation of any of the n-:iy received boats or their provided spare parts

is foroidien. Item fo2 item replacement or major assobly changes only
will be made in the field. Unserviceable assamblies will be roturna.doLSC Nha Trang when ever possibP . Separate A De~acluents will be satellitod ;

on the closest location for maintenance support.

3. Parts: Airboats should arrive with a manufacturer's prescribed
load of parts. These parts sho-jid include replacement engine assemblies.
Parts will be gathered at place of delivery and major assemblies returned
to the respective C Detachment S-4, A listing of all parts received will
be provided LSC so tlvt a back up of all reqdired items my be placed on
requisition imedately. If parts are received in separate containers a
break out willbo made in accordance with boat densities by Corps areai

4. Alternate Plan: Tech reps rewain at C Letachments and perform
similar to a contact toam. All parts aid the twcianics provide necassary
support on an "on call" basis to the dotachments havinr boats within thb
Corps arza.

l5 -6-].
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HEADQUARTERS
5TH SPECIAL FORCES GROUP (AIRBcRNE), IST SF

iJ S'A FS0 ISCO 96240

AVGB- 18 November 1966

SUPJECT: Combat Operation After Action Report

1. NAME AND TYIE OPERATION: (Task Force 777) Guerrilla Type warfare
against VC base areas and routes of conmanication. This operation was
later renamed Blackjack 21.

2. DATES OF OPER&TION: Planning 1-10 Sep 66

Preparation and 10 Sep - 9 Oct 66
Pre-deployment
training.

Execution 9 Oct- 9 Nov 66

3. LOCATION: 21TH DTA. AO Bounded by YA715999 - 580700 - 1A 999999
YA 999700.

4. CONTROL OR CGMNDING HQ: HQ 5th Special Forces Gp (Akbn) ist SF.

5. ROTIG 0FFICER: Captain Jmes A. Fenlon, 091812, Infantry,
Task Force Commander;

6. TASK ORGANIVZTION:

i = IUSSF 15

TF 777 cIDG-249
I .1

I RECON

Inclosure #16 to Operatioml Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 Jamtry 1967.
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7. SUPPORTING FORCES: No ground forces. Air Strike via USAF forward
air contoller. Reaction time 25 minutes, (IMMEDIATE). 95% Target coverage.
Date of air strike 05 1630 Nov 66.

8. INrELLIGEEE: Agencies included Det C-2, 5th SFG, ,Plsiku; Com-
bined Inteligence Center, Saigon; Det C-5, 5th SFG., Ho Ngoc Toa; HQ,
5th SFGA, Nha Trang. Sources were ager .report. nd -after action.reponte
from USSF "A" Detachments at Polei Kleng, Plei Djereng, end Due Co, It
was believed that the operational area contained numerous way stations,
cache sites, base areas, and infiltration routes. (See Annex A, Intell-
igence Overlay).

a. NVA troops were encountered, though firm unit identification
was not made. No documents were captured. It is believed that the NVA were
members of the 630th NVA division. One prisoner claimed to be a member of
an infiltration group but refused to give unit identification. Contacts
were made with NVA units of platoon size. An infiltration route was dis-
covered at YA 712853. Two well-used company sized bivouac sites were
located within 800 meters of the trail at this location.

b. The terrain in the AO was mountainous, reaching heights of
1000 meters. Most vegetation was two canopy primary jungle. Vegetation
on slopes tended to be thicker than on the ridgelines and valley floor.
Secondary vegetation on the valley floor consisted of bamboo, black palm,
and vines. Rice fields which were untended for two or more seasons were
covered with dense vines. Movement was most difficult through these areas.
Foot movement on the valley floor was not exceptionally difficult with the
exception of untended rice fields. A company size unit could expect to
average 1000-1300 meters j er hour on the valley floor, but movement on
ridge lines and cross compartments would be limited to 3-4 KM per day
(Straight line distance). Observation was limited to 15-25 meters in
jungle, with exception of river banks. Visibility up and down water-
courses was good. Overgrowth on banks of streams and rivers were minimal.
Trails east of Dak Hodrai River are old and apparently seldom used. Trails
west of Dak Hodrai River are well used and capable of supporting carts.
Weather was dry during period of operation. Rivers and streams were falling.

9. MISSION: To infiltrate into the area of operations and conduct
border surveillance, interdiction of infiltration routes, and conduct
guerrilla type operations against known VC installations.. Infiltration,
reconnaissance, operations, and oxfiltration were to be executed clandestin-
ely.

10. CONCEPT OF OPNUATION: Organize a Task Force using CIDG resources
from the Detachment C-2 reaction (Mike) Force. Conduct pre-mission train-
ing designed to familiarize the CIDG force with US tactics such as raids,
ambushes, mining and sniping. Organize a modified U.S. Special Forces "A"
detachment for the purpose of operating within enemy controlled areas for
extended periods of time. Communications and resupply to be conducted
in a clandestine manner. The infiltration was planned as a long range
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overland move over difficult terrain in order to introduce the task
force into the Area of Operations without being detected. A series
of temporary operating bases was to be established in order to re-
ceive resupply drops and provide a base from which the Recon Plaitoon
was to operate in locating suitable targets. Duration of the operation
was determined by degree of success achieved. The operation was
intended as a pilot, project to determine the feasibility of developing
a UW forc on a permanent basis for employment in all CTZ's. Emergency
exfiltration, reinforcement, and medevac were not to be made available
to the UW force.

11. EXECUTION: Plan was developed during the period 1 Sep to 10 Sep.
On 10 Se,- the USSF assigned to the task force assembled at Det C-2,
Pleiku, ;ad began preparing for the mission. The first five days were
devoted fo intelligence collection from available agencies, determination
of logistical requirements, and reorganization of the CIDG company selected
for thc operation. The period 14 Sep to 10 Oct was devoted to training
the CITG troops, visual reconnaissance of the operational area, and inte-
gration of intelli6ance into the plan as it became available. Training
actually conducted is listed in Annex D, Training Schedule. On 9 October
the task force was airlifted to the Special Forces Camp at Plei Djereng,
on the southeast corner of the operational area. For the next two days
the Recon Platoon searched for a crossing site on the Ya Krong Bolah River.
The river was unfordable west of vertical gridline YA 85. An intelligence
buildup took place during the period 1-10 Oct indicating heavy infil-
tration into the southern portion of the AO by the 630th NVA Division. It
was decided to infiltrate over a different route, and on 13 Oct 66 the Task
Force was airlifted to Camp Polei Kleng in the northeast corner of the AO.
Infiltration began at 1500 hours that day with the infiltration 'f tie
Recon Platoon. The main body infiltrated at 0400 hours the following day.
For route see Annex B, Situation Map.

a. The infiltration phase lasted from 13 Oct to 25 Oct. On 20
Oct a five day resupply drop was received. On 25 and 26 Oct additional re-
supply drops were taken. Target recon was initiated on 26 Oct.

b. On 27 Oct one VMC was killed in an ambush set by the recon

platoon. One US carbine was captured.

c. On 29 Oct another VMC was killed from ambush.

d. On 31 Oct another VMC was killed from ambush. One KiAR 98
Mauser was citured.

e. On 1 November one VC was probably KIA by an M-18 (Claymore)
booby trap left in position on the trail where contact was made the previous
day. A recon patrol, investigating the detonation, found the booby trap
had been t-47ped. A large pool of blood was found on the ground and blood
was spatterod on trees and bushes in the impact arer laymore.
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f. On 2, 3 and 4 November, target recon was performed east of

the Dak Hodrai River with negative results.

g. At 050430 Nov the main body crossed the Dak Hodrai River to
the west. Two squad size ambushes were positioned on a main, well-used
trail 200 meters west of the river. The trail, capable of supporting
small carts, runs generally northeast by southwest (see annex A, Intell-
igence Overlay). At 0820 hours, 5 November, three NVA were killed
while moving Southwest on the trail. They were transporting 100 newly
manufactured hand grenades packaged in tin boxes, which were captured and
destroyed. All three NVA were pushing bicycles. The three bicycles
were left on the trail and booby trapped with C-4 and claymore mines.
At 1600 hours the same dny a detonation was heard from the site of the
booby trap& The detonation was not investigated,

ha One squad of CIDG with one USASF remained at the site of
the first ambush. The main body moved 800 meters southwest between the
trail and the river. (See annex B, Situation Map), and established an
area ambush at network of secondary trails. At 1330 hours one NVA wearing
green fatigues, carrying an 11-47 assault rifle, was killed by this ambush.
The NVA soldier was moving in a northeasterly direction when ambushed.
He was leading additional NVA soldiers who escaped. The unit is estimated
as squad size.

i. The stay-behind ambush was called forward at 1345 hours.
They moved for 12 minutes following the route of the main body when they
encountered an estimated 20 - 30 NVA moving from the northwest. The
first two CIDG were killed by automatic weapons fire from NVA. The USASF
and remaining CIDG were pinned down by a heavy volume of automatic weapons
fire. The NVA immediately began to flank the CIDG and continued to hold
the friendly force for a period of 45 minutes. A light machinegun of the
Czech BRNO or British Bren type, with a crew of three men, was located
a distance of 10 meters from the USASF, SFC Head. SFC Head heard noises
of digging and chopping all around him, and the NVA appeared to be
signalling to one another using animal imitations. No voice commands
were heard, however a whistle was heard once. SFC Head believes that
additional enemy troops were moving into the area during the 45 minute
period that he was pinned dcwn.

J. A relief force consisting of the Recon Platoon and one rifle
platoon was dispatrohed to relieve the pressure on the isolated element
and extract them from the site of the engagement, The vegetation in this
area was extremely thick, limiting visibility to 4 - 8 meters. SFC Head
decided to attempt to break contact on his own. He threw three frag-
mentation grenades, one CN grenade, aid fired several bursts from his M-16
at the IXG crew and made a run fbr the river to.his left, a distance of
about 150 meters. At this location he linked up with the Recon Platoon
and returned with them to the main body. An immediate airstrike was called
in on the enemy position. It was my opinion that we had made contact
with an NVA/VC unit of at least company size, which was probing us with
recon patrols to determine our exact location. Under the cover of the
airstrike, which was highly accurate, the entire force began to recrose
the river.
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k. As the first elements crossed the river, SFC Hancock, the
USASF medic assigned to the let Platoon, observed several NV. croesing
the river 200 meters to the northwest. SFC Roderick and SFC Young moved
up the river bank and engaged the NV' with their M-16's, killing five.
SF0 Rodorick was using a telescopic sight with his weapon4

1. The main body finished crossing the river at 1720 hours, 5
November. We moved 1200 meters to the southeast, dug in a tight perimeter
and held this position until 0600 hours the next day, at which time we
received our fi.nal resupply drop. A platoon size ambush returned to the
river and waited for 48 hou,,s with no results,

m. The task force was extracted on 09 November by helicopter.
This terminated the operation,

12. RESULTS:

a. EneiW Losses:
VNC/VC - KIA: 3

CIA: 0
WIA: 1 (probable)

NVA - KIA : 12
KBA: 20 - 30 (estimate)
CIA: 1 (Died in captivity)

Weapons captured:

US carbine (1)
KAR 98 Hauser (1)
A.K. -5o (1)
Hand grenade, offensive (100)

b. Friendly losses:

USSF - KA: 0 CIDG -KIA: 2
WIA: 0 WIA: 1
NIt: 0 MIA: 0

Weapons lost:

US Carbine, M-1 (2)

a. Reupply drops:

Total drops attempted: 5
Total drops received: 5
Total bundles dropped: 88
Total bundles received: 86
% Lcovery: 97.7%
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13. AMINISTMITIVE M MTERS: Resupply was accomplished using A-1-E
aircraft. Supplies were packed in sandbags in man portable loads of 25
lbs. The sandbags were packed in standard napalm containers and were
drop-ed using T-7-A cargo parachutes. Class I items were pre-packed by
the US members of the task force prior to infiltration. Class TI and
V items were pre-stocked but not prepacked. A bundle code was designed
for Class V items. All resupply drops were made at an altitude of 50
to 150 feet. Dum= passes were made elsewhere in the AO to deceive VC
elements as to exact location and the nature of the mission. Aircraft
were guided to the drop zone by voice command from ihe ground. A single
flashlight was used to aid the aircraft in locating the drop zones

a. The basic weapon carried by the CID1, was the US carbine.
Mortars were not carried, Twenty-one M-16's we:e issued, replacing half
the BAR's. Five M-60 machine guns were taken to replace the cal.30
IMG. Total of 20 M-79 40M grenade launchers were taken. A basic issue
of two fragnentation grenades was made to each individual. Forty-eight
M-18 (Claymore) mines were taken. Sixteen CN grenades were carried.

b. Medevac by helicoer was not available. A surgeon and
four USASF medics provided all medical support to the Task Force.

ce Primary means of cmmunications within the Task Force was
made by AN/PRC-25 and HT-1 radios. (See annex G, Communications).

34. SPECL !WILPKM AM TEHNIQUES: The FAC which brought in our
airstrike was guided into the target area by voice. Once the impact
area was determined, the MtC controlled the airstrike.

a. The carbine was ineffective and unsatisfactory. On two
occasions NVA/NV were wounded by carbine rounds but managed to escape
from the vicinity of the ambuso and bad to be followed by US personnel
who killed thu with the -16. One NVA had be shot twce in the
stoch and once in the thigh, yet he managed to move into the jungle
fbr a distance of 100 meters before he was caught. He was still moving
when apprehewed. Cannister amition for the M-79 was, available in
limited vantity. The 20 round magazine for the M-16 is unsatisfactory.
The rate of fire of this weapon on full autatic is too.fast for the
standard magazines.

b. The telescopic sight (non-military type) for the 14-16 was
highl effective.

c. The M-18 (Claymore) was invaluable. If the Task Force had
been able to launch a company-sise ambush, the claymore would have been
even a effective. (They were intended fcr this purpose).

d. Hasty river crossings wre ade using 120 foot lengths of
rlon climbing rope. Since the Montagnards W comprised the CIMO force
could not sda, and wre burdandd with 30 - 40 Tbe rucksacks and weapons,
the rope was highly effective in reducing equiAent loses and minising I
tim roquired to mke a river crossing.
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e. US type Long Range Patrol rations should be procured ,nd
pre-stocked prior to infiltration. The indigenous ration is absolutely
unsatisfactory for an extended operation of this type. A'n adequate diet
is essential for the morale and nutrition of all personnel. A recommended
five days ration is shown below:

FOR US Personnel FOR CIDG

5 US type LRP rations 8 indigenous LRP's
5 C-ration meals complete 2 US C-rations
5 extra coffee packets 5 cans (meat or fish)
5 extra cream packets Cnndy
5 extra cocoa packets Cigarettes
5 extra auar packets 10 heat tablets
Candy (hard or chocolate)
Cigarettes
10 heat tablets

The above items should be packed in a single sandbag for rapid
dissemination to troops and radid evacuation of the DZ area6

f. If no medevac is available, the morale of all troops is
adversely affected, especially after the first casualties have been sus-
tained and are seen by other troops. There is a definite decline in
aggressiveness which could hamper the effectiveness of the unit, there-
fore medevac by helicopter should be provided. Medevac by helicopter need
not necessarily compromise the UW force. The fact that some opposing force
is present in the area is already known to the enemn as a result of the
contact which caused the casualties. An effective cover can be established
by performing low-level overflights prior to and during the operation or
a random basis. In dense jungle it is difficult to determine exactly what
an aircraft is doing due to the lack of visibility and muffling effect
on all noises.

g. The organization of the UW force should be modified. The
group which makes the initial penetration should consist of no more than
170 personnel. A recommended TO&E is enclosed as annex E.

h. Medical. See 'nnex H, Medical.

i. Ccuunications. See ,nnex p, Signal.

J. Classes should be given to the US members of the operation
by fir Forco Fowarl Air Controllers on techniques of requesting and direct-
ing airstrikea. Instruction on capabilities, limitations, and requesting
Arc Light Strikes should also be schedulcd.

k. A good quality camera (a) such as a Petrie ?s or canon, ith
telescopic lens, should be provided. Penn I is unsatisfactory.
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15& COW MS LJ_ W3LYSS: The stay-time in the operational area
was too short. In my opinion we only scratched the surface. This type /tr
operation has greater potential than the results indicate. The VC/NVA we
encountered in the area were using trails for all their movements. Most
of cur kills resulted from ambushes which were emplaced on trail networks.
Security practiced by the VC/NVA forces in the operational area was lax.
They evidently felt quite safe,

a. Clandestine resupply over an extended period of time is
possible.

b. A successful infiltration overland can be made if trails are
avoided and difficult terrain is selected for the routes I am convinced
the ene within the A,0 did not know we were present until we initiated
our ambushes. Though we had killed three VMC prior to the action of 05
November, the troops we encountered on that day gave no indication of
awareness that a sizable force was in the area.

16. I

a. Replace the US carbine with the M-16 rifle. I consider
this essential.

b. Provide each platoon sized element with som type of silent
weapon. When operating deep in enemy controlled territory, the noise of
a fire fight compromises the location of the friendly forces. Couriers
and other indi'iduals moving along through the area could be dispatched
without compromising the friendly unit's location and the ambush could be
maintained for a longer petiod of time. I recommend a weapon simiar to the
AR-7, with silencer, (Air Force Survival Rifle) for the following reasons:

(1) It fires high velocity 5.56u amunition. A single hit
with this type amo increases probability of a first round kill, or at least
should inflict a wound of sufficient severity to prevent the victim from
escaping.

(2) The ammunition is identical for the X-16.

(3) The size and weight are suitable for use by Vietnamese,
and US personnel. The weapon should be equipped with a telescopic sight.

c. A long range recon patrol (such as Delta, Sia, Omega, Recondo)
should perform a recon mission in the AO 20 - 30 days prior to infiltration.
This would enabl the UW force to base their planning on intelligence
rather than information. In addition the more lucrative targets could be
selected for attack and minin amount of time would have to be spent con-
ducting reconnaissance by the UW force, vhich may or may not produce results.

d. The CIDG should be subjected to psychologial otivatio
indoctrination prior to infUltration which will propare them mentally to
rwain in the operational area for a period in me"* of 60 days.
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(1) Squad leaders (CIDG) should have special classes on troop
leading, including simplified squad tactics. These classes zhould in-
clude practical exercises, initially with the only members participating
being the squad leaders and assistant squad leaders. Offensive battle drill,
employing basic fire a.d mneuver techniques should be given emphasis.
Leadership position sho uld be rotated imong all participants during NCO
training. Training should be based on simplicity and aggressiveness, and
the majority should be parade ground type instruction, where the soldiers
can see clearly what is taking place.

(2) To insure that simplicity is adhered to a single reaction or
maneuver to a situation should be taught. A rultitude of reactions and
complicated maneuvers will only confuse the soldier and squad leader. It
would be far better to have the second best maneuver constantly well ex-
ecuted than spend valuable time searching for the perfect solution to every
situation. Simplicity, repetition, and comprehension -'re the keys to
effective training of the CIDG at small unit tactics. Once squad leaders
vyd assistant squad leaders have mstered the technique of fire and maneuver
the entire squad should be trained, with organic leaders filling their
usual positions and assisting in the instruction. A recommended weekly
schedule is listed below.

(') Squad formtions - 1 hour blackboard illustrations, lecture.
1 houic practical work open terrain
1 hour practical work thickly vegetated
terrain.

(b) Fire and Maneuver - 1 hour blackboard illustrations,
lecture.

3 hours practical work, open terrain.
3 hours practical work thick vegetated

terrain.

This instructi on is not to be given once and forgotten about,
it should be given every week that the unit is in garrison, until they can
do it in their sleep.

e. A Starlight scope should be issued to each platoon.

f. One 30 round magasim for each M-16 should be issued. The ,mbush
is the most successful tactic the UW force can employ. An increase of
fire-pcwer of 50% can te realized by adding 8-10 rounds to the magazine.
In most cases the entire ambush could be executed without changing
magazines. Twenty rounds just goes too fast.

f. M-79 aimnnitian should consist of 50% cannister and 50% HE.
The nature of terrain and type operation dictates that close combat (10-20
meters) will be the rule rather than the exception. Anti-persoamel rourds
ar eseantial for mushes.

/a/ Jame A. fmlan
/JIXES A. MO

Ca &in, Infantry
Cmnwding
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C opy Rr
5th sBF (Ab)
Aia Traig, RVN
182045 Sep 66
Vs7

AI, IX A (Intel) to 0P3D OOMC II

Reference: Hnp 1:250,000, ATTOPU, LlaO, JOG () 1501 I' 48-8; LAOS, ViSmT
and CO.ABODP, l ap suries 47014, 1:50,000, map sheets 653711,.1 .
65361,lZV 63711,1, 6436 1.

1. (c) ram" of a tTuWO

a. Appendix I, situation wforlay.

b. NVA forces continue to infiltrate through the PLZI 'MAP 11.1-1 from
CIL ODIA into SOU VI:-T U-1 over two known crossia poiats locat4 80
Y532634 and YA601813. These forces use way statiiA locatod in tho
vioinity of YA75959. M1902719 and ',A9337h2. These way swatioas
are used as rest arcw, as a cl.aging of guidos location, arni as i
pick up point for smll arws and aimnnitio. ihoro is a largo lo-
gistical area bounded by coordinates Y1.465615, YA092648, L,4916-12,
and YA543700. Stor Pe areas located in the vicinity of YA038576
and YA767514 receivo their sup..liea from the Ja r&e 1o6istical &raC
Just discutsed. The enaev is kaown to maintain one coinacc=tion
liaison station located i ii iciaity YA651636.

2. (c) OA c-HJ, REQZ O R S

a. ET.

(1) 1-hat is the location, disposition, stren;th, arwtiwnt rnd intc%-
tions of VC and 1rVA forces in lestern 0IXMiC M PROVINCS?

(2) ;abere nr tha infiltration rout:a used by en Mu forces and ahat
are the capabilities of tI routes?

(3) %-t is the orraiiational structure, capabiJitios, and vulnor-
abilities, ,future plans and parson~ilities of the VC Jblitic 1 and *ilita - -
frastructur?

(4) Wat m~a of trasportation do thu VC aM NVA use for heT wop-
one =d equ±pnt?

(5) %ere .m VC and INA units posessing mortars and artilMy luca, ?

(6) tAst socurity proocdur ,s are usad by the VC wan NU Formos duIV

nowYnt and rt periods? I
Annmx A, to ialosure 16, for Quarter. Report Period ending
31 Jarmiary 196?



b. Other Intellince Roquiremnts:

(1) V11 the oierV c)Atimie to use infiltration routc3 afte-, intar-
diction begins and the routes are copronised?

(2) Will tho enw7 avo~.d coatact?

(3) WL11 the onewu atte.pt to deond iiqxy staiona, lista% ,re.s,

or villages?

(4) Iftt are the enwjV comterintell(nce capabilitios in thu arc.!
of operations?

( ) ht is che p'obable enw.r oountoriatel igonoe reaction nftcr
friendly troops entor the operatiora arva?

3. (C) =1910 Alb SUZX] FOR IOMWTIOI

a. Orders to subordinate and attached unite.

(1) Dotachmont C-2, PXK.U. (Report as obtaiaed)

(a) Iniltratioa routes.

(b) whmber, size, aoeosition, time and direction of eamen
activity obaorvkd in or noar the arce of oporationa.

(a). Location ad size of fortifiod aro..s, .7nd tronch actwork
to includo foxholes and in positions.

(2) 400th AFT:
All SPAR Reports from the aru. of oporatioa,

b. Requoste to highor, adjacent and cooperating Anto

(1) IFOCRU is requasted to provide :aiformtion %a obtai ;eds of.

(a) Photo covorae.

(b) Red &-se overage.

(a) SLAR covorage.

(d) Interroptxon reportse

(s) Tranalated captured document.-

(2) Jr C Is requieted to provide informato., w obtain,1 of-

l6."L2
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(a) All* age'nt reports concerni-%,, bordor area activity.

(b) Counterintelligence capr-bilitias of e~ia forcwa.

4,. (C) msc!sL1OQU

a, LIsltructiowl for oxfiltration of VI? 1Fis will be roquosted subsequc- t
to capture,

b. All captured document andi wa-terial 'iU be rcport.dc to t',d Lc-dqia'rz,8I
for dotorndnmtion of ruleasej

o, .zDotaclunent C-2, PLEEW((, 'ill coordicto .iie rcys t iadicatod in
paragrai*b 3b and forw-rd inf'ormatixon cobt-zi ied to t~ ds hoa&, ucrtara.

d., 1-kps will be provided by this headquartors iv.on rccoipt of rL~uest.

Aclmowldge.

Appendixas: 1-- Situation ~OvrhyCO

Distribution: Special

WT~ICIAL:

S2
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PJd)GRAJ4 OF INSTRUCTION

SUBJHCT HOURS SCOPE

Medical Training 3 Basic first aid, life saving techniquwr,
improvised litters, treatment of gunshot
wounds, bandaging and splinting, malari-
prophylaxis, MEDEVAC techniques.

Ambushes 16 Sqd/Plt organ for ambushes, preparation,
site selection, demolition and booby traz-
ping techniques, employment of 14-18 (C]:.-
more mine), sterilization of battlefielO,
fields of fire, practical exercise.

Raids 16 Orgn for raid, plarning, rehearsal, use of
mock-ups, occupation of mission suppcrt
sites, target rpcon, security forces,
routes of withdrawal, actions on the
'objective, practical exercise.

Reconnaissance Patrolling 8 River crossings, immediate action drills,
formations, size of patrols, composition,
combat intelligence collection, surveill-
ance techniques, route selection, signs
of enemy activity, rally points, practical
exercise.

Land Navigation Map and aerial photograph reading U7M
grid system, intersection and resection,
use of lensatic compass, night navigatin
techniques, practical exercise.

kirborne Operations Marking LZ and DZ, security of DZ, re-
covrery techniques, sterilization of LZ
and DZ, selection of LZ ane DZ, use of
bundle code, practical exercise.

Communications Functioning and capabilities of PIR,/25
field expedimt FF. antennas, HT-l, tr~uble
shooting, mnintmance of PRC/25 end HlT4.

wse of FY4arA Crypto system, message
,ritingp use ef the trigraph, functi-JrrT
of AN/1RC-64, antenna theory, aikc ed*k-
ion, practinal exercise.

Range firing I. ;eroing -Weapons, night firirg, i2YmciiLte
acion, magazine chiwiging drill, firin
positiom, rwnge estimation, target de-

~tectin.
Phsical T.raining Endurance rans, cross co-.nmry, forced

marches
Language Treinirg 24 Vocabulary, often used plases, practical

-tork.
FTX 1a4 Tactical exercise, including Lnfiltrat Y

r'eccnnaissc-nce, conbat opeation3, air amr
resupply

TOT&L P63 hours

Amiex C tc Inclosure #16 to Operational Report fur Quarterly Period Ending
31. January 1967.
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Recommended TCtE for a UW Force

UW COMPANY

RECON

___ 31 CJDGr

40 CIDG
(PER PLTOON)

USSF PFRSONNEL

R.ANK POSITION

CA1T Commanding Officer
MSG E8 Opns Sgt
SFC E7 Platoon Leader
SFC E7 Platoon Leader
SFC E7 Platoon Leader
SFC E7 Platoon Leader (Recon)
SF0 17 Medical Specialist
SSG E6 Medical Specialist
SFC E7 Conmunications Specialist
SSG E6 Comm iications Spe ciali :t

Annex D to Inclosure i16. to Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ehding
31 January 1967
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ITD( AMO1UNTREVUFES ED AMO)UNT ISSUED

US LRRP Ration 850 ea None - 48 cases
of C Rations
substituted

Canned Mackeral/Sardines 15,000 None
Fuel, compressed, trioxane, ration heat 6,000 boxes 5,000
Compass, Lensatic 48 47
Indigenous Rucksack 120 120
Lightweight Ponchos 17 17
Knife, K-bar 8 AF Survival 7
Hatchet, lightweight 8 None
Canteen, plastic with cover 20 10
Yoncho liner 10 10
AR belt w/harness 6 6
Belt, pistol w/harness 6 6

SIGNAL

Oi/PRC64 4 4
AN/?RC-25 2 2
HT-J 16 same freq 16
Wrist watch, man's 15 15
Flashlight 16 16
camera, Penn ee 2 2
Camera, Minolta w/telephoto lens 2 none
Binoculars 74.35 4 4
EL-30 12o0 1200
BA-386 40 48
HT-I Antennae 15 none
URC-lO 4 4
URO-1O batteries 4 4

ORD

Oil, mall can, wpn lub 17 17
Brushes, cleaning 16 16
Rod, cleaning 15 0
Patches, cleaning 500 500
X-16.magauinas 220 150

Annex E to Inclosure #16 to Uperational Report for Quarterly Period Ending
31 Jenuary 1967



ITE14 'J4MNTUMt= ISSUED

ORD (continued)

Small file, metal 1 none
Magazine, carbine 500 500
Magazine, AR 100 10
Claymore, M-18 100 96
V:-79 Launchers 6 6
Telescopic sight, M-16 4 4
Light, anti-tank wpn, (LAW) M-72 48 48
Cartridge, ball, carbine, cal .30 175,000 43,200
Cartridge, ball, M-1 cal.30 in ctns 14,000 4, OO0
Cartridge, ball, 4xl, 7.62 linked 8,000 6,000
Cartridge, ball, 5.56am 18,000 18,000
Cartridge, tracer, carbine, cal.30 lOO00 10000
Cartridge, tracer, M-1 cal.30 3,000 3,000
Cartridge, tracer, 5.56cm 2$000 2,000
rojectile, grenade, 40t=, M-79 4,800 4,104

Cartridge, crimped, 5.56 1n 100 none
Grenade, hand, frag, M-26 1,500 l02A-
Grenade, hand, W 100 384
Grenade, hand, snoke, yellow 100 32
Grenade, Hand, HC, white 100 none
Grenade, hand, CN, irritant 48 48
Grenade, rifle, WI 24 IC
Flare, cluster, red, hand held 24 36
Flare, cluster, green, hand held 24 36
Flare, cluster, white, band held 24 36
Flare, parachute, white, hand held 48 36

ENGIEE

Deno,block, C-4, 21 lb 200 96
Prima Card 2 rolls 2 rolls
Fuze, lighter, waterproof 100 None
Fuze, time, blasting 2 rolls 2 rolls
Cap, blasting, non-electric 100 100
Cap, blasting, electric 100 50
Crimpers 12 pr 4
Machine, blasting, 10 cap capacity 2 ea None

16-E-2



ITEM AMOUNT PRQUESTED AMOUNT ISSUED

MEDICAL

Morphine 50 boxes 50 boxes
A lbumin 30 cans 30 cans

Tetracycline 20 btls 5 btls
Penicillin (Bicillin) 8 boxes 8 boxes
Foot powder 10 boxes 10 boxes
Insect repellent 400 btls 400 btls
Nonavitamin 4 boxes 1 box
Dextro Amphitamin 34 btls 24 btls
Opthalmic ointment

a. Tetracain 2 none

b. Terarcin 3 none

Aspirin 3 btls 3 btls
Donatol 3 btls 3 btls
Instrument set, minor surgery 4 sets 2 sets
Bandages, absorbent, med 20 20

small 300 300

large 10 10

Suture, 00 black silk 30 30
Suture 000 black silk 30 30
Needles, suture, curved size 3 20 20

size 6 20 20

size 20 20 20

Tourniquets, non-pneumatic 4 4
Airways, adults 4 4
Syringe, disposable, 6cc 1 box 1 box
Cold tablets 30 btls 10 btls

16-E-3
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ITEM AMOUNT REUESTED AMOUNT ISSUED

MEDICAL (continued)

7 Xylocaine, 1% 3 btls 3 btls

Needles, 18cc 1 box 1 box
Cepacol 5 boxes 1 box
Polymagma tab 10 btls 10 btls
Benzylkonium chloride in pkg of 3's 16 pks 16 pks

Iodine tablets 200 btls 200 btls

Leach repellent 200 btla none

Bacitracit ointment 600 tu none

Mycolog I0 tu 3 tu
Undelycenic acid 10 tu 10 tu

Pragmatar comp 2 jars 2 jars
Dap sone 9 btls 9 btls

Chloroquin Primaquin 1 btl 1 btl
Eugunol 5 btls 5 btls

Cotton i box i box
Band aids, box of 100 20 boxes 20 boxes
Alcohol, quart cans 10 cans 10 cans
Prescription bottles, 2 oz, 72ts 1 box 1 box
Surgical knife blades 15's 20 pks 20 pks

lo's 20 pks 20 pks

Adhesive tppe, rolls 20 rolls 20 rolls
Elastic bandages, 3" 5 boxes 5 boxes

Phisohex, plastic btl 17 btls 2 btls

Thorazine, injection 4 pks 4 pks
Petrolatum guaze 5 boxes 1 box
Water for injection 3 boxes none

16-E-4
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ITRFAOUTRQUSE AJOUNT ISSUED

Firing wire, insulated (commo wire) 500 ft 500 I't
Tape, cloth, adhesive 2 rolls none 4
Rcpe, climbing, nylon 4 ea 120 ft lengths 4
Suspension line 500 ft 500
Machete 50 ea 50
Scabbard, Machete 50 none
Luminous tape 1 roll 1 roll
Green tape 3 rolls 1 roll
Camouflage sticks 17 each none
Entrenching tool 22 each 22 each
Srp links '.6 eaeh 26

16-1-5 I
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1i.V.Tfl F SIG (tJ

Cc.,unications between TF 777 &W the base station operat'A by Det C-2
at Pleiku, Vietnam were considered by the detachment to be reliable rith a

. 3 faw problem areas, 1 he prim"r means of corsimnie.tion was the AWMC 64,
tho mode U. EBase station used a T-368 and R-390.; Ill co.mnicw.tioi-s equip-
ment used was organic to the 5th SFG. Coordination betwoeen the dot.chiont
operators and the C-2 signal officer Owa .do on 12 Se 6. Co:icopt of
operation and logistics needs wore discussed -.nd arranbuments made to augment
the si,;'nal equipient of the 2nd lko Force Compafq to provide the nccossary
signal support for the operation. In addition to oreanic equipanent it was
decided to provide 2 PRC/64, 2 ,XC,25's, and to chana the frmqu.ancics of
the If-l's to the II Corps Aii emergoncy frequeicy. Tis ,,ave the detachment
2 PRC/64 available for resupply purposes, 2 additioal MfC/25's for iteri l
US cc~munictions, and put all l-l's on a II Corps freque ncy whioi is monitored
by all "A" camps. The first contact after the departure of TF 777
was f-ade on 13 Oct 66. In general communications were good. -c.tioas to
this are discussed below. If

1. Concept of Operation. The signal concept of operation was to use
the P1C/64 radio as the primary aeans of comwnAiation with the PRC/25 and
HT-l's as internal co-unications. The PPC/25 would also doublo as the
air/ground commnications nuens. Lowrgency conuunic.tions consis ted of the
MC-IO using the airground maydry frequency, 243 MC-. SOl and frequencies for
the operation were provided by Det C-2, Two blind transmissions to the
dot chment ware scheduled daily, one at 1200 nd a second at i13O0 hours.
The detachment would coatact base as necessary. Liter the 12- BTB was
changed to 0730 because during infiltration we were usually on the movo. In-
ternal camunications consisted of 1 MW-5 per pb toon, 1 with tho 2nd Co
CO, I with the detncment CO and 1 tith the recon platoon. TIis provided Al
comanicm.'tions betweon all US clwaenta ior coiaind and control and provided
each elewent 1 when sparated from the min bo4y, a moans of air/ground
co.,wuctios. Indionoua internal co anicatiors w-s provided by the
T-'s. Urr-l's were organic to all srqu-d of both 2nd Co and tha rocon

platoon, The crypto-systems were in use by the detachment, priimxily, the
Diamn Crypto System using one-time pods between the dotaclwnt and bnse. An
alternate means utlised the C-2 Aipache Code and also served the du awhmat's
interml systm. ignal rosup.)ly was prupaokcd and allowd fur sgnal nain-
tenrnce and a battry change for 1T-l's and PRW25s ovury fivo d ys.

So Use of Frequencies: Utilizing the AWPRO64, 4 camnels vere avail-
able for the operatio c aah channel used a different frqucnqy. (0il" 2 of
the seienod frequencies wee of are use to the detac-nt: the priLaiy
channel 2 35WaIc wAn the alternato channel 3 5995Kc. Sftch of tha okan13
was montorod by a II Oope "B detachment with to e"ception of hnonl 2
which vwa ,onitorod by 0-2 and the "A" deta-ckment located at Duo Co which was
to operate as a relay station for TV 777. %aimela 1 and 4 woro unsuitable

Ajum F, to Incloeure 16, to the Quarturly Opemtteal Report pXriod endVW
31 Jamnury 1967.
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for communications because of frequency propaatiou and heaiy QRM. Channel
3 was used only once. Although triod often wo woro unablo to raise the "B"
team assigned to monitor this channel. On channel 2, which is the C-2 Apache
frequency and Group Guard fruquency, he vy QIU4 was encountored in tho form
of SSB voico stations, R1T and, most of all a SOG admin not. During thc
period 13 Oct to 1 Nov numerous intorforunce incidents occurrd as a SOG
station continued to transmit routine traffic after boinf i,-fon, d wr had
priority traffic to send. VTis prublum was resolved aftor C-2 co rdi,- t.d
with SOG.

3. Antennas: Little difficulty was atpurionced by the deticluont in

the erection of antennas in thi jun1o or the altiction f sitoe, In all
cases, the ante-ina issued with the 64 vwa used and founa to bc hio,ay roli blg.
Sites wore not selected as such but the inner perimcter of the 7T? ws iscd
as a site in every instanoe. The avwLrn anteia hoight was 12 fet with LO-,
antema oriented in the genoral directton of the base station. Ante...a lon:th
used mas t:mat recmuiendud by the manufacturor. Transmiss-ons made froi the
reverse sloes of Ugh mountains, d.ep '.ulleys and large valleys were in all
cases successful. fttomnias ere orect by placin ( the center of the antenna
as higch as possible above ground. This vas accoriplisked by tying, a strin
to tha corba head and throwing it up into a true. then )ulling the corba head
up to this height. &e ends : re then rmn out to the reconaended length forthe frequency in use.

4. Transmissioi Time: Tho dutaciment spent too imch time in the trans-
mission of messages to base stati,:n. Average time on the ai r uas 35 mnau s.
ThisAdue to lenhtby messages, poor frequencies and operation training.
Although in this case, it is felt, Zndio Direction Findi-g Squipment was not
used against us. fransmission ttae must be kept to a minimum. Messages over
30 minute groups were in most cases sent at least twice, due to the heavy
traffic on channel 2 and the low povr of the PRC-64. Reoeivia operators.
in mze cases, gave the detacment readabilities of 1 and 2 and then were
unable to cow the message without repeats. However, the detachlunt operator,
thinking his signal was very weak, would send all groups tioe, doubli% his

time on the air. Djrae the early stages of the operntion, mwxT messagas
vere intercepted by SO0 station and "C" detachment subordinate stations
breaking in duriAS the tronsitssion of detacimont W~sagea. This was r:ct-
ified only after requesting thc "C" detachment to ta the nosessa!7 action
to put a stop to these violations.

5. Equpments Four (4) different pieces of signal oqu;p9ment ware usod
durina the operation.

a. W-l' s: The ;sT-i radido me used duri.e cnbustoS and short rocn
patrols. hs set were operated by iAMeimous opermoor., Zotien were
excollent for distances up to 1 .. Towards the end of the owratL.e, mant-
enanoe problem were encountered in t;e form of corroded anteoo te ersn
aWd loose antenna corietimoi.

16442
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b. A,\/RC' s. These wor,. us 'd prirwirily by US persoial and pro-
video1 excellent cor,Aunicattonls t1-rou,;out Lhe udration. p~itn.c r.db-
1eris wore oencounton d because of rruis ,jro in the handsets u,.o to continua].
exposure tu rain dir ir, ri.,vcriernt and the nuimbur of river crossijis mando by
the detachiixnt.

c, Mi/V:Te //PRC/64 Pruvd itself to be a i.:yreliable
and efficior.' ridi, , vjl! sui,od Xor 'uni ty-pe operation. Thle onl, diifitcu).ty,
encountered w.as f,,, ad -1o 'LE) in the) batt,;ries brought in on t.k, r,.:su.)ply. T;*
container in whic, h - batteries wure placed landed in the rivcr tnd, althouZgh
they 1r,.d a %jLE~rpro..* cov-er, becamic wet. This occ~urred twice and in both
r'Ises the batturi-: L,3.tod apprcaciriiately 2 hours of' receivi,[j and less tban
15 rninut.~o of ri in

d. UIC-i : The z?.C-lC was aot in. use onouhh to deter-.,4.e its ctv)
aiit es or liiniLierz

RPM2COZAT )AS:

1. Concept 3f Op rtions: ?None.

2. Gs, of Freqiucacies: At least 2 i;orIlkble froquencies should bG avail-
able between the -Ietc chment and che b se st.1tion. Both frc quencies rmust be
as clear as possible and orc shoald be proneaated. fcr day use Ad One for
night use. The~ acditiL nal clianniels available should Lave two more workable
£roquon-ies f or d, :y and night whica- would be i~ionitored by a relC7 s~ti.a ,c
up as close to the oporatiowal ,irea as possible. It is also reccaledec that
the AW/FIC-74j to Weh VOi~~A I& its I.dittoel omo-AU cYiz~~ocao - -The
FiiC-74 i.uuld provid e a in :,fe- .oction of frequencies amd a geeater sjffa]
oUtT)Ut, howcver. i' sliould b-. sad oaly in emerg~encies or if ccuuinications
cannot be riade iith. the AN PRC-64, Both the wet-call and dry-cell power
supplies schould acconpany the set, 2Lach striker can carry 2 DA-30's for the
dry-cell pom~ir supply Much ccordination will be necessary if frequencies
must be used that arc fAr*tjP in use by othor uinits, I Ads coordination has
to be made prioir to intii,..eation to provide reliable conzmiinicztions.

4. Transmis~ion Tin,--. A 3Lnple foret for sitreps, intal]. reports and
resupply requests and o:-fiz'mtions would reduce message length consideraply-
Well trained receivin3 oper-7tors and accurate roadabilities will also reduce
detachment transmitting tm

a. 111-1's: Careful rkiintce anca clhr.oks daily YxAde b1;y operators and
supervised by detachment coio person ol will reduc- probL.elis. A careful
cleaning of the antennma rnd connections will twake care of 90' of the lIT-1

problems,

sa~cp
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b. PfL'-Q5: Striker, car.-7ing the PRC-25 ahould, bc rnde to pre-
tesct the handset from, moi'.stuere and to :kap -Lt coverall cdurint; river aar )in-

operati,±is, A cneck should bo madice of .he moisture covers un the r.nit
ard, i.f neceded, thir ma~t bc raplaced.

c. RIC-641: Battariz for rtle "a-C-64 should bre p1Clked carefuIIly
for i.as~.pply in order to prevei,(L mattr damags,

I6F-
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AMB-C 19 September 1966

SUBJECT: OPIUP HOOER II. Proposed Coacapt for iployi.ient of Gue.Lrilla w@
Forces in Southwest Kontum Proviace (S)

TO: Gotrmnding General
United States Military Assistance Comiand, Vittnam
ATTN? J3
APO US Forces 96243

i (S) Reference, Ltr 5th Special Forces Groap (Airborne), SubjectL
Proposed Concept of &Eiloyment of CIDI Forces in Southwest Kontm Pro-
vinco, dated 5 September 1966.

2a (S) The guerrilla force deployed in accordance with this OPLAM
will conduct guerrilla type operations for a period of apprcaimately thirty
(30) days. At the and of that time the force w..ll be withdrawn, by foot,
and an analysis will be conducted to deteridne.,

a. If a requirement exists to conduc sustained oporations within
the alrea.

b. The feasibility of establishing a ClJG cm.

c. Forces required to conduct continuous guerrilla type oper-
ations,

d. The possibility of employment of FWKAV in the area.

Detailed planing for implementation of this pla:. 'ontiaaes.

4. (S) COORMINATION:

I IV concur _ hondoncur _'

FRANCIS J. KELLY
Colonel, Armor
Comandilng

1 Incl
as

&mex G, to Inclocure #16 for Quarterly Report Period ending
31 January 1967.
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Cop4 r Uf _ opius
5th SFA -
Nha Trarn, Viot,;rn
19 September 1966
VS7

nPL,-' KOOKS- II (BLACKJ\CK 31)

Reference: Yap, iI) 4 3-3, 1:250,000, Attopcu, Taos
ND 48-12, 1:250,000, Virachey, Cnmbodia

Task Organization:

TASX FORC3 777

1 TJSASF NA" Detachment (16)
1 Combat Reconnaissance Platoon (34)
1 RL.ke Force Coparq (150)

I. SITUATION:

a. Enemy Forces: Aaaiex A. Intelligence.

b. Friendly Forces: TBA.

c. Assumptiors

(1) NVA will continue co infiltrate coub t forces from ".aos and
Cambodia through the southeast area of Xoutum Province.

(2) A mobile Guerrilla type force can operate more effectively iA
the area of operation than could a CIDG Force operating from a stationary,
isolated, cmp.

2. IMISSION: The 5th Special Force, Group (Abn) conducts guerrilla
operations in southwest 1Xontum Province with the infiltration of Task Forcc
777 at H Hour, I-Day, into the area of operation to conduct border surveil-
lance, interdiction of infiltration routes. and conduct oper.tions against
known Viet Cong installations.

3. EXECMII:

a. Concept of Operationt Annex B. Oeratioial Area.

(1) Maneuver: This operatioa i-ll commance on H-Aour, I-Day
with the lar4 infiltration of the Combat Recconnaisrance Piatoon from vici-
nity of Plei Djereng is a pre-kelected Patrol Base in the area of operation.
The Combat Raconnaissance Platoon enroute to the patrol base provides
route reconnaissance, collects intelligence inforation and establishes the
initial suply point. On order the guerrilla ccrpirW will be i filtrated
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OPL N HOOKER II

into tAe area of opeftion to perform guerrilla operAiore.

(2) Tacticil Air Support: There will be no prepianwed Tac air.
Tac air support will be provided on request of the "A" jetachrient personnel
to Detachment C-2 in Pleiku.

b. USISF "A" Detachment: Provided coxmnand and control for the task fo' tA.

o. Combat Reconnaissance Platoon: Following infiltration into the
area of operation perform area reconnaissance to dter inz Viet Cong in-
filtration rout ;. and fix loc'tio:a of Vict Coag poinbs and iastallaticns,

d. Iake For n- Coi.tparny On orde:, task force coiander, iafiltrats
into the Area of Operation, perforii guerrilla type cperations against
Viet Cons, infiltration routes, units and iastallations.

e. Arty: Annex C, Fire Support: Omitted.

f. Coordinating Ingtructiois.

(1) Task organization efiective on order.

(2) This plan off for planning on receipt and for execution on
order.

(3) H-Hour, I-Day to be announ ,.:

(4) This combat operation will terminate on order of the CO, 5th

SFGA.

(5) DZ will be preselected and confirmed after infiitration.

(6) Border restrictions apply.

(7) CO, Dot C-2 provides liaison personiel, as necassary, to coord-
inate FW4 operations in or around the area of operationa

4. ADVITRATION AMD LOGISICSs

a. Material and Servicas: Annex D, Bunclo Code.

(1) General - All resupply will be air dropped from pre-ri~ged
bundles which will be pre-positioned at Dot C-2 site in PJieiku.

(2) Class I:

(a) Pre-rigged ClasS ' supplies will be further broken doum
into non-portable loads.

16-oaser eT-



OPUN IOOMCM II

(b) Includod is Class I bundles will be signal and mcdical
items which are required on a daily basis (mosquito repellent and babteries).

'21/ (c) Indigenous rations (5 types) will bo utilized for this

operation.

(d) First five days requirement of supplies will acco(@arv
personnel into the operational areat

(3 Class 1I and M.,

(a) Initialisaue of individual clothing 1-2 days.

(b) Replacement of idividu~l clothing 1-15 - 1-20. Individual
clothing stocks pre-rigged and will be dropped with Class I when called for.

(c) Emergency stockcs of mudical, signal and engineer itoms will
be pre-rigged and available on call.

(4) Class III WA.

(5) Class V.

(a) Basic load to be carried by unit when deployed.

(b) Follow up supply will be available on an on call basis.

(c) igged loads further broken doim to iamn port.ble loa.s.

(d) A proportionate stockage of loaded replacoiaent m-ggziiis ior
1i-16, carbie,, and BAR will bo packed with Class V loads.

b. Medical .vactuation and 11ospitali,,ation.

(1) here will be ao holicopter modical evacuation froi the oper-
at.onal area.

(2) Task Force comi.,ander will establish a clandestine cdical

facility within the operationral area.

(3) CIM cawp@ at Plei Djerulg will provide a hard medical facility
and u1ll be prepared to treit patients as they are exfiltrated from the
operational area.

c. Personhol:

(1) Personael records will be revised and updated prior to depar-
tire of US.31 personnel.

16-0-3
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OPIAN HOOKER II

(2) Casualty reporting: Group SOP.

(3) Personal mail vl.l be held at Det C-2 until completion of the
operation. -

d. Civil Affairs: Omittod.

5. CO OAND AND S1G-'rt.:

a. Amnex ? (Si8gn l) to O" NWOO II. SOI, Index, in effect*

b. Co.,. iand of forces on operatem OM II remains with CU, 5th SFGL.

c" Operational control of the task force, Commander, Dot 0-2.

d. Coai-and of task force, "A', Detacdment Commrender.

Acknowled..e

KELLY
Col

5 Annexes: A - Intelligence

D):ST!RUTIOnU
1 - MACJ3 S?
1 - SFcO

16-.4



Annex 11 (U.S. Personnel) to A. A. R.,, TF 777

SIMILL NO. 1ANK POSITION

F2WWN, Jas A. 091821 Ci' Task Forcu Col-inader

GOL, Henry G 093040U Clr Ececutive Officer

HOJSS, Homer G 05232576 Cir Surgeon

JZ[Oa!,TS, Gilbert K 053252'9 ILT Tocon Pit Ldr

WlWaY, David RA 13307958 SGE Ops/Intell Sit

NORRIS, Richmrd T Rh 16451758 SVC Comrarq Coi,.iander

RODMCK, William Xi 19521239 SFC Fit Ir

SMITH, Wayne L. RA Uh14232i SFC Pit Ldr

HE&D, Robert F. 2iA 16476827 SC Fit Ldr

HANCOCK, Ben W. FA 18447756 SIC Pit Medic

P4OSS7., John N. IA 15263005 SFC F9 Medic

COL, George D. 1-, 19815792 SGT Pit Iedic

YOUNG, Alvin H. IRA 14a2096 SFC Recon PIt Hedic

RIGLEY, EHrold J. MA 15279730 SFC Radio Operator

DOGGS, William D. 11 11193268 :FC Radio Operator

Anngx H, to Inclosure 16, to O4r~tiowl Report for Quarterly ?,.t id iiiin
31 anuary 1967.
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OPERATICKAL DETACHMENT A-219
5H SEC)IL FORCFi GROUP (ATIRBONE), IST SPECIIL FCRCES

APO 96240

27 January 1967

SUBJECT: (S) After Aticn R- port - Operation Blackjack 22,
10 December 1966 - 12 January 1967

TO: Commanding Officer
5th Special Forces Group 0'A _ ',borna)
l8t Spacial YFr.,as

APO 9624O

1. (S) SIZE AND CCPOSITION-

a. (1) 173 OIDO

(2) 6 Znterpreters

(3) 12 LEASF

b. The company was organized into four 42 man platoons and one
U man coqny neadquarers. Each platoon had three 9 man rifle sqdsd,
one 9 man weapons squad, and a 6 man platoon headquarters. Each platocm
was armed with one M-6) aah.hi g=z, four M-79 grenade lawmchers, 36
XM-16E1 rifles, with 16 magazines each, and one British sten with silencer.
Each man carried two Y-26 fragmentation grenades and each platoon had
six A-18 claymore mines.

2. (S) MT'SIN:

a, Conduct guerrilla operations.

b. Interdict infiltratioi. routes.

co Conduct operationc againrt V-1et Cong installatiois.

d. Develop tugots to be attacked by air and canventional forceso.

e. Establish, iff the potential exists, a local guerrilla force for
the eventual control of t1 arma.

3. (S) TIME OF DrARTu/rm OF RETURN:

a. Mobile Gu .- rUla Force 768 started departing leiku airfie1W
by CV-2 at 0815 hour., 10 Docember 1966. The tire element bad closed

3hclosure #17 to Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 Januay 1967.
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Into An Lao Special Forces Camp at 1500 hours, 10 December. The Comparq
convoyed approximate3y 12 kilometera to0t of kn Lac and started grovim
infiltration at 1630 hours, 10 December. The G.W.O .A was reached 18 December.

b. The compeny waG 3xtrcted fron G,,W.O.A. by helicopter 12 January
1967 and closed in Pleiku Mike Force 122200 Jcnuary.

4. (S) CONDUCT OF PATROL:

a. Patrol route: See ANNU, A (Map).

b. Terrain: See AfIW 8 (Titelligance).

c. Actions a encounters -Ath enenr forces:

(1) At 240900 December 1966, the Recon Plat captured two
Montagnards who were movinp on a trail at coord BP293705. After interro-
gation these aen led the patrol to a village which was still cocupied by
the elders. This is the only villa encountered that had any inhabitants.
The majority of the villages tad been vacated approximately 21 hours prior
to the patrol entering° Thq mrisoners further led the patrol to two other
villages with negative resu.ts, The prisone:'s were shot while trying to
escape at C40130 Januair 1967.

(2) On 29 D&comber 1966 the patrol crossed the EA KRHMG BOJNG
River at coord BP352729, One platoon was sent south for reconnaissare.
They killed one VMC and ono VC cW ,-oord BP352727, and captured two
Springfield rifles. This action took p-.ace in a platoon sige way station
which was destroyed.

(3) On 30 Deftmber 196 a platoon sie way station was destroyed.

This way station had two ve1 elaborete schools and a very good training aros.

(4) On 3i 1'eccgaber 1966 tho reconnaissance platoon found some
documents in a house at c:ord BP36474. This was a complete docwmntatin
of the entire 5ue. G& f am, Vzting ev--r man, woman and child, their ages,
those identified as luer,las, etc,

(5) On 2 Janrary 196?, destroyed platoon size way station.

(6) On 7 Ju.Y6 1 7, reconnaissance platoon was fired on
by approximately two '3 squads at :ccrd BP377805o They were on the
south side of ' ,_jr' that vas very jide, deep and swift. The VC were
ai: the vtcyth sido 04 W & ftr mai fra s of :£iring broke :.ontact. The
reconnaissance platoon was unablo to cross the river and puweu, hmwvur,
it is believod that a+ ioa-t one VC was killed or wounded. The follwing
day, 8 January 1967, tno :-tvol wan able to cross the rivor, They found a
grave in the vicinity of the fM' fight containing the body d a VC that
had been shot in the rhest.
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(7) On 8 Jaiuary 1967 destroyed company size way station.
The station was ver.- elaborate, with excellent messing facilities end new
training buildings (estimated two weeks old).

(8) On 8 January 1967 one platoon reconnoitering to the north
drew fire frmu two V- squads at cord BP365822. The VC broke contact and
fled to the west. Estimate several VC wounded. The platoon pursued

V97 the± wit"" neetie tesults°

(9) On 9 Jrnary 1967 platoon moved out about two hours be-
fore the !Ost of the compar at coord BP365822. They found a main east-
west trail at coord BP35583 . Srall reconnaissance parties were sent to the
north, south and east. The paty to the east found a platoon size way
station at coord 37781?. The party to the west found a compare size way
station at coord 353836. Whon the company caught up with the platoon re-
connoitering, a decision was mae to send platoon size reconnaissance ele-
ments in the same direction as the previous smaller parties, however, only
for a maximum distance of three kilometers. One platoon established a
patrol base at coord 355534 with instructions to remain at that location
until the reconnaissance parties returned. At approximately 1630 hours
when one platoon was returning and about six men had entered the perimeter
the patrol base was attacked by approximately 40 to 50 VC. They were armed
predominantly with AK-47's and several French M-1929 BAR's. They had
fire superiority for about iC ,ninuteo after which a very large volume of
fire was returned enabling friendly forces to maneuver, The VC broke
contact after about 15 more minutes of fighting. Dring the fire fight
CPT Robert Orms was shot In the hand and a few minutes after he was wounded
in the arm and face by a hand grenade> SOT Jackie L. Waymire was seriously
wounded in the head. Two CIDO were wounded in the leg. Eleven VC were
KIA and it is belioved by the TMASF thaT they were NVA although dressed in
black pajamas. Radio contact vas made with Ban He Thuot during the fire
fight. A FACmd modevac were requested. The FAC was never rewived.
One platoon was sent to secure an IZ fox the mdevac. It took apprcadmtely
one hour and 30 minutes to move the wounded to LZ at coord 8P?32823. The
medevac arriwed at the LZ about 1730 hours. It lm.ded to conserve fuel.
The chopper wasfired on by autostic weapons firf, The medevac was accomnied
by ;. gua ship *4*a U3L3I zmn on '.he ground di-ected fire and was success-
ful in stopping the enezw fire. The gun ship ,,ad t depart the area about
1820 hours due to fwl shortage. After the tr.n shi? departed the mdaedm
chopper agair was fired upon by semi-autolvtic werpo. The platoon that
was seurirg tho 12 was able to stop the firing, The four wounded were
evacuated at 1845 hours.

(10) On 10 January 197 requosted a FAC to bring in af air
stzike on main way statiCn at cocrd BP35%836 and on ridge line at coord
BP365822. T1 first aso'io ,:ao in at approxirtely 0900 hours and dropped
napalm and CBU on the villagc. Aesessment: Uay station, 17 building
and training area were destroyed. Second sortie dropped CBU on ridge
line. No assessment vas tade due to the patrol's movement north to recive
a resupply drop.
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(n1) On 11 Jauax7 1967 ambushed 12 VC who were attempting
to destroy a bridge across rivwr at coord BP339827. There wore no friendly
casualties. Four VC wearing black pajamas were KIAo One VC wore an
American type cargo pack and pistol belt and carried a ten transistor radio
locked on 12 megacyc Ies. a document and maps, See ANNEX 2 (Intelligqnce).

(12) On 12 January 196,' the B Detachment Commander from Ban Me
Thuot cams in by FAC to location at coord BP338828. The situation
was explained to him. He was informed that the patrol had some kind of
contact for the last si: days. ?hzt the documents captured on 11 January
1967 revealed that tho VC was inder assumption that exfiltration would be
made from the Boun h4e Ga airstrip (coord BP302832) and that major forces
lere riass:ig in that Viby. Further, that the 301st and 308th Battalion

were located in Boun Me Ghang coord BP335815. Their plan was for the ain
unit at Boun Me Ga to atack -hen the -hoppers came in to exfilbrate and
if withdrawal to the south was necessary the 301st and 306th would act as
blocking forcea; If exfiltrazion was not made from the Bou Me Ga airstrip
and patrolling to the south was continued the 301st and 308th had orders to
attack. The;,e was cn3y one way across the Ea Krong Boung River. The B
Detachment Ccmmander waG ituth 'r ad-ed the pat-'ol was located on what
was believed to bo a main east.-est infiltration route. There were twD
courses of action available. To rec.ross the river to the east and
attempt to reach the mountains .to the north or to get re-enforcements
and attack the enenW location--, The B Detachment Comander stated that he
would return to hia home base and inform higher headquarters of the situation.
At 1300 hours received word from him to move to the east side of the
river. At 1500 hour3 there w@ still one element to move across the river
and word was received from one of the FAC's in tha area thd wxtraction
of the patrol would be made. From 1500 until 1815 hours, six sorties
of AIE's made air strikes trom coord BP302832 to coord BP335815. Four
secondary explosions were heard Ad ounted during these striks. Also,
the FAC's reported uncovering three different large new ambush sites located
along a trail at. coord BP322823. After the first two spoties were brought
in, the FAC's started receiving ground fira at cuord BP335815. The estraction
began at apprcxmately 1745 hours. The last choppers )oaving the LZ were
being fired or, from Ow old patrol bass at coord BP338828. Ale one AlE
had caught 26 men trying to cross the river at coord BP338823. He fired
2(Q= and reported success.

(33) At 122200 January 1967 all CIDG and Americans closed, into

the Mike Force cmpound.

5. (S) ENM! IN DRATION:

a. Location: See ANMM 1 (Map).

b. Strength: See ANNEX I (lap) Ad ANNEX 2 (Inteligence).

c. Composition: See ANNE Z (Intelligence).
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d. Activity:

(1) Area appeared to be a safe haven for VC units.

(2) It appeared that VC had moved large units Into the area
to attack Blackjack 22.

a. Equipment:

(1) American t fe lcks, pistol belts, French and Anerican
type canteens.

(2) AK-47's, French BAR M-1929, mausers.

(3) Ten tranaistor radios.

f. Uniformsi Black pajam.as

6. (s) RmULTS op ExCOUWTERS WI am:

a. Friendly losses:

(1) Mt L USASF - SOT Jackie L. Waymire

(2) WIt 1 USASF 2 CI)G evacuated to 18th Field Surgical
Hospital. CPT Robert Orms has been -wther evacuated to Japan.

(3) MIA: Nora

(4k) Equipsent: None

b. EnwV losses,

(1) MI, 17 VC, 3 VMC

(2) WS: 6 VC. Vo WIA's were r30overed. This report is
based on blood tracks after contact had been made.

(3) Captured% Z, VRO. Sao ANNE 2 (Intelligence) as pert&@
to nterroption. VMC Mes shot VwIle attempting to escape.

(4) Eqvipment:i

(a) Houses - 118

(b) Rioe - ,*7OO lbs.

(o) Beans - 1,000 kilos

(d) Training areas - 8
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(e) Pigs - 5oo

(f ) Black material - 1 bolt

(g) Potatoes - 5,000 lbs.

(h) CUOcIG 100

(i) Sub stations - 4

(J) Main way stations - 2

(k) Black pajamas - 50 pair

(1) Corn - 2 acres

(m) Salt - 200 pounds

(n) Wood bridge crossirg main infiltration route - 1

7. (S) 8IGNFICANT ACTIVIT]IES:

a. Propaganda ana3ysiss Documents captured on 31 December 1966
and 11 January 1967 were tuaneC over to HQ I FFORCSV. See ANneX 2 (Intelli-
gence) for details.

b. Hamlets encountered: All villages in area were considered
eneuw and were destrbyed.

c. Change in tactics: None

do Suspected infiltration routes: See ANNEX 1 (Map).

e. Miscellaneous: MarW rice caches were destroyod in Boun )4 Oa
Valleyo Contents listed under enenm losses.

8. (S) WAS MSICtI ACCOHIL]SHED,

It is felt that all partes of the mission were very well aeccamplished
with the exception of the riorriting possibility. Thero was a potential In
the valy, however, the VC have had very tight control over tho population
for the last five years and it would have been a vary lengthy process. We
were never approached by friend3y natives.

9. (S) 0 NCLUSIOS AND ECONDATION,

a. Conclusionst

(1) Damage inflicted and information gadned was worth the effort.
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(2) The clandestine movement is compromised after the first
enemy contact,

(3) Once contact is madc the enemy and friendly courses of
action dictate the direction of the operation.

(4) Thoco operat o d t 4o enemyq' unobstructed use of
base areas or safe havens.

b. Rcoomimndationsl '*is type operation should be planned for
30 days (open onj)

/s/GIlbort K. Jenkins
It/GILBERT K. JENKDNS

ILT, Infantry
Conanding

4 AN NES,
1 - Map
2 - Intelligence
3 - Medical
4 - Camunications5 - TOE -OF 768.
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ANNEX Z (S, (Intelligence) to !ftor Action Report - Operation B~ackjack 22 (S)

1. (S) Intelligence: Agencies included ( mpany B, 5th SIGA at Fleiku;
combined Intelligence Centur, S'iigon; Det B-23, Jan Me Thuot; 24th ARVN
Div, Ban Me Thuot; and HQ, 5th SFGA, Nha Trang. Sources were agent reports
and aftcr action reports from USSF '"Al detachments at An Lac, Lac Thien and
close out reports oi, Buon Mo Ga Camp It wri believed that the operational
area contained amain infiltration route running from the north to the coast,
numerous way stations, cache siteL, base areas and rice storage areas.

a, NVA troops were encountored, ho firm unit Identification was
made. Thought to be cadre for the local VC forces.

b. The followfng documents were captured and turned in through
S2, 5th SFGA, G2, to 02 I FFORCEV:

(1) A complete list of personnel living in Buon Me Oa Valley

and equipment lst.

(2) Day by day diary on Blackjack 22.

(3) To zps o^ the Pn Me Thuot area north and east with
24 enon locations marked on tiem°

(4) Operations plan for use of the 301st and 308th VC Bn's
against Blackjack 22.

(5) Miscellaneous dociumnts, training plan for local VC force.

c. Two VW prisoners were takan at coord BP29469 on 240745
December 1966, They led the patrol to local villages and two way stations
in addition they provided some information on personnel in the valley.
These N!:s were killed tryig to escape on 040130 Jauary 1967.

d. Mines and booby traps No mines were found, bboby traps were
found on all trails au4 ri, er crossings in the form of punj$ :takes and puji
traps. St-eam beds were lined with punji stakes at all crossings. All
villag had punji traps and punji fences around them, som being only a
day or two o 1d.

2. Enerv Lnformtions Soe ANNEX 1 (Map).

3. Terrain: The terrain In the OWOA was moumtainous reaching heights
of 2400 meters, Most vegtation was two to three canopy p1Jary jungle.
Vegetation on slopes was Uticker than on the ridge lines and val)y floor.
Seaodary vegetaticnm the valley floor consisted of bamboo, am gram and
vines. Rice fields wore predominent throughout the valley floor. Corn and
mnioo was also being Lgwn throughou4 the area.

4. (S) Obstaclest The imain obstaole, in the ()IOA were the river. and
streams bocause of the beavy rain fall throughout the time of the operation.
All rivers and streiams yen yell eat of their banks and unphseable, Most of
the trails were -ell used and paosabln until you got to the river orasing.
Movement on the r5' lines and ormos compartments were limited to 2.9 km
per day. On the val-ly floor a ooqpa couMd mke fru 500 to 1W0 --tere
per hour not using tstie. Obserxv.cn was limited to 10 to 15 metere in
the vallW because o " the hoa-overgri~rb_



Annex 3 (U) (Medical) to After Action Report - Operation Blackjack 22 (S)

1. PROBLEN ARMIS i

a. Coughing caused by active tuberculosis, heavy smoking, and
primarily URI due to weat'wir conditions (i.e., rain and chilly nights).

b. Ilnesses:

(1) Malaria was not a problem. Only two cases were noted during
the first week and these were very mild. Troops were taking dapsone and
chloroquine tablets.

(2) Bori-beri - 4 cases.

(3) Pneumonia - 6 cwes.

(4) Peptic Ulcer - 1 case.

(5) Pecondary infections were numerous due to insect bites,
leeches, and undergrowth.

c. Surgical conditions:

(1) Inguinal hernia - 1

(2) Pun i wounds - 26

(3) Gun shot wounds - 4

(4) Numerous abrasions and lacerations.

d. Resupnly: Misinterpretation of radio messages of supplies re-
quested and their -ionavallability in amounts reapested caused some difficultice

e. Foot problems: Due to extreme wet weather condition and
crossing many streams slight immersion foot conditions appoared about the
25th day out,

f. General physical condition of the troops was good during the
first thirty days. After this it became noticeable that all perscnnel were
tiring easily.

2. Wild life encountereds

Antelope Leeches
Hogs Blood flies
Chickens Body lice
Deer Fish
Kangroo rats Various birds
Bamboo viper Brown ticks
bmsil's viper Scorpions
Mosquito

Anu * to Inolosure 17 to Operational Hiport for Quarterly Period Ending
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3. Edible vegetation:

Manioc Rice
Hot peppers Baniinas
Mangoes Ornges
Turnips Sugar cane
Beans Peas
Corn Bamboo shoots
Ferns

4. Reco mendations:

a. Equipment:

(1) US individual soldier:

Small battle dressings #2
Medim battle dressings #1
Morphine syrettes #5
Chloroquine - primaquine tabs 1/week
Dapeone tablets I/day
Foot powder - 1 small can
Insect repellent - 2 bottles
Water tablets - 2 bottles/AOO
Salt tablets - h/day
Ophthalmic, Bacitracin and Ycolog ointment
Darvon - 10 tablets
Polymagma - 9 tablets
Ornade - 12 tablets
r )nnatol - 12 tablets
Tetracycline - 12 tab.its
Erythrowcain or Penicillin - 12 tablets
Compsine - 6 tablets
Dexamil - 10 tablets
Bensylkonium chloride - 1 bottle
1 cal albumun/3 men

(2) US Medic:

Minor surgical set - 1
Penicillin in tubez - 10
Streptmcpin in tubox or with water for injectio - 10

(diaposable with 21 gauge needles - 10)
5cO dyrinpa
Deverol for lnjeo4on 506c bottle - 1
raseline gaus - 1 paekst
Fuacin gvm - 4 oz
30c syringe - large rmedle - 1
Zylocaln 1% - 1 bottle
Norine arottes - 10
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Tinctwe of Benzein (2 oi, bottle)
IYcolog ointment
Codiene gr 100/tottle, 2 bottles
Lcaotil - 1 bottle
Benadryl IM and 50 ms P.O.
Adronal n - Il 1/1000 10 Lcc ampules
Quinine PO, and injectable
Chloroquine. PO and injectable
Phenobarbitol, IN 2 gr
Seconal 100 mg P0
1000 cc Normal Saline in plastic bottles
Benzlykoniumn chlorido - 5 bottles
Stethscope
Pen light

(3) Indigenous individual soldier:

Medium battle dressing - 1
Small battle dressing - 2
ChLoroquine tabwlets - /day
Dapsone tablets - 1/day
Repellent, insect - 2
Wator purification tablets - 2 bottles/00
Salt tablets - h/day
Bensylkonium chloride - 1 bottle
1 can Albwmn/6 men

(4) Indigenous Medic:

Bacitracin ointment - 2 tubes
Eye ointment - 2 tubes

drogen Peroxide - 500 cc
Albumin - 1 can
Tape - 2 rolls
4 x 4's - I pack
Ace banda&es, 2-2", 2-3", 2-4 8
cravats #&
Banduids - 1 box
Bnw1konium chloride - 5
Diarrhse tablets - me bottle/AOO tabs
Codilsn - 1 bottle/100 tabs
Darvon oompound - 100 tabs
ASA gr V - 100 tabs
Syrttes mor hine - 10
Battle dressing - 2 1l, 4 med, 2 m
k ltm aboroqulne - pdmqdm tabs - 100
Dispoeble aylan litter - 1
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(5) Senior US Medic:

Major surgical kit
Foley cathetecs #2
Nasogastric tubes #2
Flutter valve #2
3-way stop cock and direct transfusion tubing set
Tracheotomy set
30cc syringe
13 gauge needle
4 x 4's - I pk
Tape
Poro:ide - 500cc, Benzylkonium chloride - 5 bottles/A pk
Venocatheter size 8 - 17 #4
Scalp vein sot #2
IV tubing #14
Snake bite ki.t with, antivenom #2.

b. It is recomnded that ample time be allowed for the prepartion
of supplies prior to infiltration. Great care should be taken to avoid
damage by breakage and water.

/
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Axmes (Comnications) to After Action Report - Operation BlackJeak 22. (S)

l. (S) GEMALs Communications between BJ 22 and the base statcn
located at Compar B, Pleiku, were considered to be reliable with a few
problem areas that will be mentioned.

The pri;aTry means of communication wore the AN/PRC-74 single side band
with mode of transmtisiosi OW and the AN/PR-MCF th mode C as back-up for
AN/PRC-74. The base station used T-368, R-390's and SSB. All cono equip-
ment was organic to the 5th SFM (Abn). Coordiration botween CompewV B
Signal Officer, Ccmmunications Suparviscr at Ban Me Thuot, and BJ 22 comn-
unications supervisor was made on 20 Nov 66. The concept of operation,
SOI's and logistical requirements were discussed and arrangements were mwb
tc augment the signal equipment to accolish the mission. All additional
signal equipmnt to accomplish the mission. All additional signal equip-
ment repeated arrived by 1 Dec 66 and the process of issuing it to the
troops and training was initiated. Il signal equipment was ordered, kping
in mind the capability of splitting into two separate units and still
maintaining commumications with the base station at Pleiku. Later upon
infiltration into the MOA, two additional A/PRXM4 radios were requested
as back-up. In general, commnications were extremely good. The first
contact with base station at Pleiku was made on 11 Dec

2. (S) CONCEPT OF O1&ATION: The signal concept of BJ 22 was to use
iUe AN/PRC-74 SSB with C as primary means of communications and AN/PRC-&i
as back-up. This was based on the following reasos:

AN/PHE-74 as qpsed to AN/PRC-6
1 to U.999 megacybles freq range 4 pre-set freq
15 watts output 5 watts output

The AN/PRC-74 allored the ca~ility of using QJ for the main means of
cW umication, in addition to the capability of entering Ban Me Thuot,
Nha Trang and Pleiku voice SSB nets if necessary in an emergency. The
construction and modification of a battery container enabled the use of
BA 368/U as a power supply for the AN/PRC-74 (See appendices 1 and 2).
Two AN/PRC-74 radios were carried so that the main elument could split and
both elements could maintain ccmmunications directly with hIghor eadquartars,
as previously mentioned. One AN/PRC-64 was carriod at the tim of infiltratiwn
Two more requested and received .by resupply drop during infiltration.
AN/PRC-25 radios were used for American internal communications and control,
for resupply drops, and air-to-ground communications. Emergency communicat-
ions would utilize AN/PRC-25 on standard II Corps, air-to-ground frequoncies.
As a preoautionary measure a FAC would fly over the GWOA after ar passing
of a 24 hour period without contact, either directly or by relay, between
the (IWOA and the base station. All personnel were equipped with an emergency
air-to-ground panel code. This code was also *cluded in the main SOL The
FAC would either have a copy of this SOI, or a USASF with knowledge of the
code would be on board the aircraft. HT-I's were used for indigenous internal
control and were all on the same frequencies, 3OI's and contact times provided
by Company B. There was one scheduled contact in each 24 hour period. This
contact would be made at either 0730 or _O,'0 hours. One BTB was initially
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scheduled at 1300 hours. After infiltration, an additional ET5 at 1800
hours was instituted. This was doe because movement at time preventedmaking the 1300 hour BTB.

method: DIA2NA one-time pads. One each encypher and decypher.

FPIST ALTERNATE: The first alternate means was Company B's Ar-Aohe code.

Second Alternate: Double transposition using pro-designated code words.

In case of compromise of the SOI, codes would be reversed in order
of encryption until a new SOI could be infiltrated. Guerrilla Force 768
had an internal SOI fcr Internal communicatious. A policy was established
that al S01's would be carried by Americans in their top left breast
pooket of the shirt, in a water proof bag. The first thing done upon an
American being hit and necessitating a Medevac wuld be to remove the SO1,
Pads and logs were kept by the senior communications operator and all per-
sonnel were made aware of where he ciried them on his person. In case the
splitting of forces into two elements became necessary, it was planned to
request another set of pads for the other element. All radios were poered
by either BA-368/U or BA-30/U batteries.

3. (8) FTSQUENCIS tBED AM CtNTS:

a. Primary CW frequency was 3.540 megacycles with first altornate
4,464 megacycles. Mode of transmission was LW. These were used between
base station at Pleika and Guerrilla Force 768. Commnications were fair
on these frequencies with strength of signal 2 - 3, but with heavy QBM at
the base station. 4.464 was utilised once with fair to good commmications,
The main frequency used was 3.705 to 3.708 megacycles. CW and SSB between
Ban Me Thuot and Guerrilla Force 768. When base station at Pleiku utilized
this frequency, commications were excellent, because of negligible QRM
at the Pleiku end. 3.705 to 3.708 frequency was clear 90% of the time daring
the day and night.

b. FM Communications Frequencies: Standard air-to-ground 46.00
was used, Company B ground-to-ground 38.9mc was used for resupply drops.
Guerrilla Force 768 changed internal FM frequencies daily. Best coumun-
ications on FM were between 32 and 56 megacycles due to mountainous terrain
and heavy undergrowth within the (IWOA.

o AM Communications Frequencies: 38.65 was utilized with HffI's.
This frequency worked well*

4. (S) ANTENNAS AND C(NMITSz Antennae used:

a. With AN/PRC-74

(1) Standard doublet that comes with AN/PRC-64, cut to
frequency. Loads on this antenna were from 75% to 90% with peak output
wattage capacity of the AN/PRC-74.
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(2) Slant Antonnais Nt too effective, hard to orient.

(3) Off Center Fodt This was used twice and very good re-
suits were achieved when counter poise was used. Normal antenna height
above ground was from 4 to 10 foot. Transmission from rewrse side of
slopes, tops of ridges, mountains and out of wide valley were 90% effective.
Transmissions from deep gullies and thick underbrush were 50% effective.

b. AntennaC. used with AN/PMI-251

(1) Standard short and long antennae.

(2) A doublet cut to frequency and hung velicaUlly was carried
but it did not have to be used. This antenna could also be used very effect-
ively with the HT-I.

5. (3) TRANSKISSION TDMEs In general, transmission time from time of
first contact to passing of traffic was kept to a minimum of approximately 10
to 15 minutes. By use of numerous formata, the average meg was 21 to 36
groupe# with the only exception being resupply requests and special intell-
igenca information. AU poraonnel who will come in contact with the Bundel
Code (for resupply) should be thoroughly briefed on it because of the
possibility of misinterpr&W!ono "hey must be thoroughly briefed in its
use. A different pattern of encrypt'.on that is consistent should be jsed.

6. (S) EQUIPEnf t Type and disposition,

a. AN/PRO-74 w/modified battery pack - 2 each. The AN/PRO-74
radio was highly effective and with the capability of both voice SSB and
CW was found to be a 100% reliable means of ccmnmicatione Battery life was
approximately 3 to 5 days. Batteries used were BA 368/U. Loading of
antenna was better on CW and the signal lasted longer.

Problems encountered:

(1) Criticality of tuning. The band width was only 2 KC's
wide and it was being used with radios of 100 KC's wide. Reception of base
stations signal was possible, but he could not hear us many times if we
were not 100% accurate in calibration.

(2) The clarify calibrate knob. Great care should be taken
to insure that the clarify calibrate knob is not depressed with the set on
for long periodc of time.

Recommendations:

(1) That the ANP-74 be used as the primary meamot comun-
ication for this type of operation.

(2) The use of BA-368/U instead of Bk-30/U to power the
AN/PRC-7? radio.
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(3) Tat batteries be requested for the AN/PRC-74 at the rato-
of 3 per every five days.

(4) (See Appendix 2 for construction of field expedient battery
container)o

b. AN/PRC-64. This radio should be carried as back-up for AN/PRC-74.
"t only has 4 preset bands and the limitation of wattage output to 5 watts.
These are its only weaknesses. Three (3) batteries should initially be
carried per each radio.

co AN/PRC-25. AN/PRC-25 radios worked outstandingly. Wo had
best results on frequencies from 32 to 56negacycles. This was due to the
type of terrain. It is recommended that both short and long antennae be
carried. HUndsets can be protected from water and made practically water
tight, by securing them in plastic bags from the BA-368 batteries. The
cord at the base of the hand eot should be tied tc the hand set from 1 to
2 inches above where it joins the hand set and tied to the radio 1 to 2 inches
above the Jack on the end of the cord. This will prevent pulling out of
thetmnd set cord at either end.

d. HI-I. RI-I workedwell with the exception of water and moist-
ure. This probleman be eliminated by making awater proof bag out of a
poncho and taping the cracks of the set. Whenever possible, on hot days,
expose the set to the sun to dry out moisture formed by condensation.
Batteries should be replaced after every 5 days. Old batteries can be
used for flashlights.

7. (8) D3TRTBM1IZ CF COMO EQUIP=T,

a. AN/PRC-74i Two (2) each with battery pack 368 modified, with
headquarters elem.t.

b. AN/PRC-25: Six (6) each. One per platoon and one each for
CO - XO. 2 batteries each.

c. H-I: 16 each - 4 per platoon

Recomendations:

(1) It is recomended that one man each, be provided to
carry each radio.

(2) Each indigenous AN/PRC-25 operator assigned to the M F
platoon leader should have an assistant,

3 AP ICS,
1. Oonstruction of Field Expedient Battery Container
2. Photographs of Field Exped ent Box

%elk%



Appendix I (U) (Cons .uction of Viold Exixdient Ba-itc, C:nta .ir) to
AHM F 4 (Ccmunications) (S) to After Action Report - Operation BJ 22(S)

. The battery box expedient for BA-368/U for use with the PRC-74 is
very simplo to wake. Itemis necessary are:

a. Amo can from either3) cal IMU linked or 7.62 UIG linked with tops.
Hack saw
Drill or heavy punch
Hammer if punch is used

Male plug from BA30 carrying case from AN/PRC-74.

b. FirstStp: Decide whether you want to make it for om BA-368
or two. Then measu5reor the appropriate height allowing about inch higher
fV a projection that will be discussed.

c. Second Steps Remove top by opening box and sliding top to right
and box to thee or vice versa. Draw line on the box for guidance in
cutting and cut the box. When cutting, cut from ,ch corner to the center
or brace the open end of box utilizing wooden blocks inside the box.

d. Third Stop: After cutting box down to proper size, file the
rough edges.

e. Fourth Step. Measure the exact distance for center point to makE
the hole in t B --for the water proof plug w/wires. At this point, it
is most critical to be exact in locations. A drill is best to use in maklng
the hole, but a punch can be used. Then file down rough edges. The hole
must be just a little smaller than the plug for a water tight fit. Drill
the four holes for the screws to hold the plug in the top.

f. Fifth Step: Attach a piece of spring steel to the bottom of the
box; this willeTnaleyou to latch the box to the radio utilizing the
latches on the radio. In this case welding rod was used, but you can make
other expedient substitutions.

g. Sixth 2 Ue To remove the plug from" the case of the AN/PRC-74
BA-30, unscrew a screws holding plug 3nto top of case, unscrew all screws
holding in battery terminal board in top of case and unsolder red ,nd black
wires, Then upon installation of plug into your modified ammo can the red
wires go to A+5 volts and the black go to A-vltage on the DA-368.

Appendix 1 to Amex 4 to Inolosure 17 to Operational Report for Quarterly Pori:.
xIingl January 1967.
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HISTORICAL/GROUP BEHAVIOR PILOT STUDY

TITLE: THE FIGHT-PACIFY GROUP - A study of group performance and communication
as manifested by the group in the task of reporting a historical event.

STATEMENT OF AIMS: To study the performance of a fight-pacify team as it
S Creports an event from its group life. The report shell be given in

a group conference conducted by the co-interviewers with military-
historical/medical-behavioral training. It is the intent of the
investigatcrs to observe both the event and covert group processes
evident and to define the significant indices of group effectiveness
and non-effectiveness manifested within the context of a group inter-
view.

It is further the intent of the researchers in this pilot effort
to examine whether or not significant, meaningful, and accurate data
concerning the overall group processes is obtainable by the method of
group interviewing: i.e., to evaluate the technique concurrently
with the analysis of the group's revealed performance.

THE UNITS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FIELD:

1. THE "A" DETACHMENT TEAM: A specifically organized and
formally designated twelve (12) man military unit of the US Army
Special Forces, having the combined mission to fight and pacify.

2. THE RESEARCH TEAM: A two-person, co-interviewer team composed
of:

a. A US Army tactical officer, a member of the Special Forces,

the official military historian assigned the mission of assisting the
CO, 5th SEGA in maintaining a flexible and responsive command historic
program.

b. A US Army medical officer, a psychiatrist, a non-member
of the Special Forces, trained in making observations of human behavior
and attitudes.

METHODOLOGY

1. THE GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF STUDY: Selected units of the 5th Special Forces
Group, lit Special Forces, serving in the Republic of Vietnam, II Cops Tactical
Zone will be investigated.

2. SELECTION OF "A" TEAM: Initially, four (4) "A" detachments will be
selected from the total number presently operational in II OTZ. Selection
criteria will attempt to take into account the following variables:

a. Team operating at full TOE strength.

b. Primarily in combat mission phase vs. in pacification phase.

Inclosure #1 to Operational Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 January 1967.



p)
e. New caW a opposed to old camp.

d. Team leaders newly assigned vs. on verge of rotation out of cl mmnd.

e Geographic and tactical factors enhancing or reducing isolation.

f. Ao-cssible for conference scheduling on a routine basis.

go The unique individuality of each "A" team's composition mission
and overall mad to oonfonm to the long-range goal of the 5th SFGA in its total
ission in this theatre.

3. SOMJC OF DAT3: The data wil consist primarily of that obtained in
a group interview of "A" 4M rmters. Interview time will be for 60 to 90
ainutes. The "A" team group will be set to the task of reporting an event
from its recent group life (one to five days preceding the interview) whether
of an ordinar7 or extraordinary character.

A tape reoordlng of each group interview will be made. On the spot
notes will also be tiken. The general interviewing technique of the historian
will be utilized to evoke responses to questions of "what happened?" and "when
did it happen?" as opposed to 'hrhy did it happen?" The event reported on,
will be itself broken down into time frames: (e.g., five minutes tie frame,
or om hour time frames) each member of the group will be invited to describe
his actions and preoccupations per time period. The oo-interviewers, in their
mamne will present a non-judge-ental, data gathering attitude. (Reference
to S.L.A. Marashll's luerview-J g technique in Island Victory, I3fantr7 Journal
Pses, Washington, D.C.

4. ORNIZATION OF DATA: The material glond from the group interview
will be Initially formulated under the following headings:

as QOUP HIBTORIGAL DATA:

I. ?THMS Or OPEATIONS (Group and Sb-group procedures in
response to an event.)

II. TIM FRA3 (When did it happen?)

II. Description of OVUT =UP BNATVIC (As kn n to and reported
by the Orovp)

be GP B3HAV]DAi DATA,

1. OFECTIVES (In ter,. of tcti Soale 0 to 4
IT. OOzIVsl (As vs,. frontation)

IV, ARSIT3IM (As 'U * ooinwwativciAe)
V, N= OF C.ff3]CATIOCX (Verbal as vs, Son verbal)

V. =NW kTInX 0 LO M AND/Olt SC3ICZl MLAM.



5. PERIOD OF STUM The pilot study will take place from Deceber 1966
to Narch 1967. Four "A" Team Detaclmnnts will each be visited once per month
for each of the four months. This will constitute four interview conferences

%37 per team giving a total of sixteen interviews 'i all.

SPONSORS1

1. CL Francis J. Kelly, CO, 5th Special Forces Group, 1st Special Forcos
2. Dr. David Rioohs Director, Departmnt of Neuro-Psychiatry, Walter Reed

AnV Institute of Research
3. LTC Arnold Jobason, Consultant in Psychiatry, Surgeon's Office, USARV.

THE CO-3VUV0WER R ARC TEAM:

1, LTC M.H. Jikirns, CO, 21st .lttaz History Detaolmnt, 5th SFGAo
2. CPT L.R. Coante, MC, CO, 98th Medical Detacbent, 8th Field Hospital. I

*i



DETACHMNT A-h11
5TH SPECIAL FRCES GROUP (AIRBORNE), ]ST SPECIAL VORCES

APO 9627-5

18 November 1966

SUBJECT: Civil Affairs ard Psychological Operations Success Story: Detachment A-411

TOt CanmznIng OffLicer
Det C-4, 5th SFti (Abn), 1st SF
ATTN: S-5
APO 96215

1. On 20 June 1966, the VC attacked the Cao Dai Hamlet (coordinates
VQ8568l5), killing six people and wounding fourteen. The VC entered the
hamlet on 22 June 1966 and burned the Cao Dai pagoda. The angered Cao Dai
decided to hold a rally against the VC. On 27 June 1966 they gathered at
Tan Hung Tay village. An honor guard of one Regional Force squad was present
to represent the military support of the people, plus the Vietrmmse and TIS
military leaders of the area.

2. At the beginning of the rally the Vietnamse flag was raised, at
which tim all the people cam to tho position of attention. The hono-
guard presented arms, and an 81m mortar fired three rounds in a saluxe to
the flag. The Cao Dai leader then gave a spaech, as did the Buddhist leader
and the Catholic representative. They told the people that they nmot
strengthen thyselves and join themselves together to overcome the VC aggressor.
The Canton ohlf spoke to the peopl.o also, and then the Regional Force Comander,
Major Ho, told the people that they would be supported and protected by the
military forces of Vietnam. A lettar was read which had been prepared by the
religious leaders prior to the rally. This letter was addressed to Premier 1v
and pledged the local peope's Ilty and support to the Governmnt of Vistnae.

3. With the speechos flnished, tha military and civilian officials jointly
gave out 10 kilos ot rise, supplisd by the Regional Forces, and other civil
afftir. commodities such as health kits and milk. The families of the six
£ dd wen given 500$VN per family. The people then marched cack to their
hamlet, carrying bannre and flap, and held mmorial services for the dead.
Thq staged onother brief de-nonsration, again pledging thsix allogiance
to the Govermnt of Vietnam.

4. This deamontration proved to be very suces3ful became it enabled
the hamet chiefe, relia.imum loaders, the Canton chif and military officials
to ome face to faoe with their 'po. It was also suocessful a CA iteme
ere given to the people, vhich proved that their goversnt wauld take

cam of them and alleviat, their needs.
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